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SEPTEMBER | OCTOBER 2019

GO
BOLDLY
Big trips, grand plans,
and far-flung adventures
ON SAFARI IN KENYA

TREKKING IN NEPAL

OAXACAN TASTE TOUR

EGYPT ON THE RISE

WE BIKED TERRACED VINEYARDS
SIPPING RIESLINGS AT OLD-WORLD CHÂTEAUX.
THE VINTAGES OF THE DAY
PAIRED PERFECTLY WITH DINNER THAT NIGHT.
A Crystal Experience® in Wachau Valley.

W H E R E L U X U R Y I S P E R S O N A L™

DANUBE RIVER

DANUBE RIVER

RELISH THE STORYBOOK MAGIC
RELISH THE STORYBOOK MAGIC
OF A HOLIDAY VOYAGE
OF A HOLIDAY VOYAGE

Step aboard the World’s Most Luxurious River Cruise Line™
Step aboard the World’s Most Luxurious River Cruise Line™
and see for yourself how the region’s dazzling colors burst
and see for yourself how the region’s dazzling colors burst
into full glory during Christmas market season. Enjoy a
into full glory during Christmas market season. Enjoy a
festive 6 to 16-night Christmas markets voyage perusing
festive 6 to 16-night Christmas markets voyage perusing
the ancient cathedrals, quaint market stalls and decorated
the ancient cathedrals, quaint market stalls and decorated
squares of cities and towns along Europe’s legendary rivers.
squares of cities and towns along Europe’s legendary rivers.
Enjoy the unique floating Weihnachtsmarkt in Vilshofen.
Enjoy the unique floating Weihnachtsmarkt in Vilshofen.
Immerse yourself in the tradition and delight with the
Immerse yourself in the tradition and delight with the
flavors and warmth of mulled wine. Listen to choir groups
flavors and warmth of mulled wine. Listen to choir groups
and gospel singers in Strasbourg, home to Europe’s oldest
and gospel singers in Strasbourg, home to Europe’s oldest
Christmas market. Spectacular, all-inclusive voyages on
Christmas market. Spectacular, all-inclusive voyages on
all-suite, butler-serviced Crystal River Cruises® will fill you
all-suite, butler-serviced Crystal River Cruises® will fill you
with the traditional warmth and joy of the holiday season.
with the traditional warmth and joy of the holiday season.
With hundreds of ports in dozens of countries, every great
With hundreds of ports in dozens of countries, every great
journey begins and ends with Crystal.
journey begins and ends with Crystal.

CRYSTAL SIGNATURE HALLMARKS
CRYSTAL SIGNATURE HALLMARKS
O
 PEN BARS & LOUNGES with complimentary fine wines,

OPEN BARS & LOUNGES with complimentary fine wines,
champagnes, spirits & specialty coffees
champagnes, spirits & specialty coffees
M
 ICHELIN-INSPIRED CUISINE
MICHELIN-INSPIRED CUISINE
2
 4-HOUR IN-SUITE DINING
24-HOUR IN-SUITE DINING
C
 OMPLIMENTARY CRYSTAL DESTINATION
COMPLIMENTARY CRYSTAL DESTINATION
DISCOVERIES™ SHORE EXCURSIONS in every port
DISCOVERIES™ SHORE EXCURSIONS in every port
C
 RYSTAL SIGNATURE EVENT on every sailing
CRYSTAL SIGNATURE EVENT on every sailing
N
 IGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
F
 REE UNLIMITED WI-FI
FREE UNLIMITED WI-FI
P
 RE-PAID GRATUITIES
PRE-PAID GRATUITIES
2018

2018

BOOK YOUR SELECT CRYSTAL EXPERIENCE® WITH
BOOK YOUR SELECT CRYSTAL EXPERIENCE® WITH
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND ENJOY
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND ENJOY
THESE EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS:
THESE EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS:
 Services of an onboard host
Services of an onboard host
 Welcome aboard reception
Welcome aboard reception
C
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2019 CHRISTMAS MARKET SAILINGS
DATE

Nov 24

DAYS

10

DESTINATION

SHIP

FARES FROM

Amsterdam Roundtrip

Crystal Bach®

$4,190

Dec 1

7

Passau to Budapest

Crystal Mahler®

$4,020

Dec 6

10

Amsterdam to Basel

Crystal Debussy®

$4,155

Dec 8

7

Budapest to Passau

Crystal Mahler

$3,970

Dec 11

7

Basel to Amsterdam

Crystal Bach

$2,999

Dec 16

7

Basel to Amsterdam

Crystal Debussy

$3,730

Dec 23

10

Amsterdam to Basel

Crystal Debussy

$4,945

FEATURED 2020 RIVER SAILINGS
DATE

DAYS

DESTINATION

SHIP

FARES FROM

Mar 26

7

Amsterdam to Basel

Crystal Bach

$2,999

Apr 10

7

Amsterdam Roundtrip

Crystal Debussy

$4,849

May 1

7

Regensburg to Budapest

Crystal Ravel®

$5,199

Jul 1

7

Budapest to Vienna

Crystal Mahler

$5,199

NEW FOR 2020 | 2- FOR -1 FARES
FARES WITH BOOK NOW SAVINGS STARTING AT $2,999 PER GUEST

FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and enjoy exclusive Virtuoso
Voyages benefits on every voyage.
From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 ©Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media Group and used under license. Travel + Leisure
and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Crystal Cruises, LLC. All fares and savings are per person, in U.S. dollars based on double occupancy for
category S5. Cruise Fares are cruise only and do not include taxes, fees, and port charges. Your Crystal Savings are subject to availability at time of booking. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions,
apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. For complete Cruise Fare and Promotional
Information and General Ticket Terms and Conditions, visit crystalcruises.com. Crystal Cruises, LLC reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and change any and all fares, fees, promotions and programs at
any time without notice. Virtuoso Voyages events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyages Group to be eligible for Voyages amenities. Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners) are subject to a $30 per
person fee, subject to availability. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.
com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2019 Crystal Cruises, LLC. Ships’ registries: Malta

Forget the world.
Discover yours.

One&Only is proud to have Virtuoso representing its collection in
Australia, Dubai, Maldives, Mauritius, Mexico, Rwanda and South Africa.

To ma e a reservation, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

SEVEN SOUTH SUITES
A T T H E R I T Z - C A R LT O N , G R A N D C A Y M A N

HOME REIMAGINED, IN THE HEART OF THE CARIBBEAN
Enliven your senses through panoramic views of Seven Mile Beach and unique experiences at the top
luxury resort in the Cayman Islands. Discover the most luxurious suite in the Caribbean enriched by
the legendary Ritz-Carlton service and ﬁrst-class amenities that will delight and inspire you.
Please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more information.

TA H I T I

LOS ANGELES

PA R I S

TOKYO

Welcome
to Travel
Inspired
by Tahiti.
Onboard our new ﬂeet of Tahitian Dreamliners,
you’ll be immersed in pure luxury. Full lie-ﬂat
seats in Poerava Business. Spacious 2-3-2
seating in the truly Premium Economy cabin.
And all-inclusive Moana Economy that will
remind you of the glory days of air travel.
Make your dreams come true on Air Tahiti Nui.
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A Maasai naturalist looks across the grasslands of
Maasai Mara National Reserve, Kenya. PHOTOGRAPHY BY DOOK

A VIEW WITH ROOM:

RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR

Provence is home to some
truly innovative art spaces.

The World’s Most Awarded Safari Company.

A safari is unlike any other
experience and Micato Safaris is
unlike any other company: For every
safari sold, we send a child to school.
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Expect the exceptional.

Contact your professional Virtuoso Travel Advisor now for expert advice and great value.

Editor’s Note

What’s on Your List?

A

BUCKET LIST IS A FUNNY THING.

Travel editors generally dislike the
term – it’s overused, unoriginal, and
derives from the negative phrase
“kick the bucket” (such an unglamorous way
to go out). And yet, because the bucket list is ubiquitous – a Google search yields 334
million results – it puts editors in a quandary. Sometimes a cliché is unavoidable for a
reason: It resonates.
Bucket list, wish list, life list – whatever you call it, you surely have one: a mental catalog
of all the places you want to go and all the experiences you want to have. Virtuoso calls it
a Wanderlist, and your travel advisor can help you map out a long-term plan to get those
trips out of your head and onto an itinerary. Think of your travel advisor as the leisure
equivalent of a financial planner: Just as you have a strategy for managing your money, you
want one for your free time as well. As Virtuoso CEO Matthew D. Upchurch points out,
time is your most precious nonrenewable asset – you can’t make more of it.
This issue, our largest of the year, is packed with plenty of inspiration for how and where
to spend that free time. We showcase grand trips and epic adventures, the ones for the
memory books: trekking in Nepal, sailing the Nile in Egypt, seeing spectacular wildlife on
a Kenya safari, and more. Go bold, go big, go now – time waits for no one, and the world is
waiting for you.

Above: Animal print
never goes out of
style on safari.
Below: The ultimate
welcome – being met
by the Maasai at the
Ngerende Air Strip.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com

KENYA CALLING: Last year, my family traveled
to East Africa for a trip of a lifetime. Read about
our safari experience on page 150.
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MARBELLA

IS YOUR
DESTINATION
#marbellaisyourdestination

“

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH US

WHERE ARE YOU EMBARRASSED
TO HAVE NEVER BEEN?

”

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER TERRIE L. HANSEN

“Germany! It’s so easy
to get to in Europe, and
yet I’m always distracted
before I make it to the
border. Berlin, I’m coming for you.” – S.F.
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is the year.” – X.E.
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Virtuoso® is the leading international travel agency network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This by-invitation-only organization comprises more than 1,000 travel agency partners with 20,000 elite travel advisors in 50 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the Caribbean,
Europe, Asia-Paciﬁc, Africa, and the Middle East. Drawing upon its preferred relationships with more than 1,800 of the world’s best hotels and resorts, cruise lines, airlines, tour companies, and premier destinations, the network provides its upscale clientele with exclusive amenities, rare experiences, and
privileged access. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise.
Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/3991900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. EDITORIAL: editors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING: marketingproduction@virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 777 Main Street, Suite 900, Fort Worth, TX 76102;
virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email help@virtuoso.com. California CST #2069091; TA #808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2019
by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Specialists in the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Virtuoso Voyages, Virtuoso Life, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Orchestrate Dreams are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Best of the
Best and Expect the World are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world.
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LUXURY EXPEDITION CRUISES

Explore Iceland and Greenland on a New Voyage
with the Leaders in Luxury Expedition Cruising
Join A&K’s award-winning Expedition Team on a fascinating, all-new voyage to awe-inspiring Iceland and
Greenland, discovering spectacular landscapes along with a treasure trove of Viking culture and traditional
villages. Sail with the longtime leaders in polar expedition cruising on luxurious ‘Le Boreal,’ exclusively
chartered by A&K to offer unparalleled amenities that include all-balcony accommodations, an intimate
guest capacity of just 199 and A&K’s own brand of all-inclusive cruising.

NEW! Ultimate Iceland & Greenland Cruise
15 Days | Aug 13–27, 2020 | From $15,995 (was $17,495)
Reykjavik Post-Tour Extension | 4 days from $4,495
Book early and save $1,500 per person.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Early booking discount is per person, subject to availability and
may be withdrawn at any time. Other restrictions may apply.
©2019 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC CST#2007274-20

SM

Contributors

Photographer

Jen Judge
Santa Fe

“Mountains upon
Mountains,” page 198
THE REPORT: “Everest is one story, but
there is so much else
that Nepal has to
offer those willing to
explore. With a mix
of primarily Hindu
and Buddhist heritage, the people are
friendly and welcoming, eager to show
off Nepal’s varied
landscapes and the
depth of its history.”
DARING ADVENTURE:

“Rappelling and then
having to ascend 200
meters in the world’s
second-largest cave
chamber, the Majlis
al Jinn, in a remote
region of the Selma
Plateau in Oman.”

20
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Writer

Writer

Aaron Gulley

Jeff Koehler

Santa Fe

Barcelona

“Mountains upon
Mountains,” page 198
THE REPORT: “When
lining up for a photo
of Kali Gandaki Gorge,
the world’s deepest
chasm, I stepped into
a hole in the viewing
platform, and poof!
over the lip my phone
went. When I mentioned a reward, a
construction worker
beelined and recovered my phone for a
10,000-rupee note –
around $90. I was
happy to have my
data, but my rescuer,
who had just earned
ten days’ wages,
was jubilant. It was a
revealing glimpse of
Nepal’s harsh economic realities.”

“Eyeing the Tiger,”
page 142
THE REPORT: “I loved
being in nature in India, with its rich flora
and fauna – and no
crowds compared to
the typical experience
in the country. One
morning in Sariska
National Park, I saw
thousands of wild
animals but just a
handful of people.”

DARING ADVENTURE:

“A 2009 road trip
down Colombia’s
wild Pacific coast. We
dived some incredibly
remote reefs among
humpbacks and whale
sharks, and got so lost
on one guided jungle
hike that we didn’t
make it back to camp
till after midnight.”

Photographer

Richard James
Taylor
London

“Doha Does It Up,”
page 80; “Under the
Andean Sun,” page
114; and “Eternal
Egypt,” page 176
THE REPORT: “Egypt
has had a tough few
years on the tourist front, but I was
impressed at the
warmth of everyone I
met. On one memorable taxi journey, our
driver recorded an
especially enthusiastic rendition of “Happy
Birthday to You,”
live-streamed to my
mother in England!”
DARING ADVENTURE: “I
spent a week tracking
elephants in Addo Elephant National Park,
South Africa, with the
park rangers. Wherever they went, I went,
including tracking an
injured bull elephant
through the scrub.”

DARING ADVENTURE:

“Hitchhiking up
along the PakistanAfghanistan border
from Peshawar to
the far north of the
country in the 1990s.
There were plenty of
places that felt like
the Wild West and far
beyond the control of
the government – but
they were some of the
most stunning mountain valleys I have ever
seen in my life.”

OUT HERE, INTRIGUE IS ALWAYS IN SEASON.
W
eezes and
quoise w
e calling this fall.
Adv
e awaits on an island alive with col
.
All just a
ﬂight om the East Coast.

The Virtuoso Life

Moments Worth Framing
From Peru’s Sacred Valley to the summit of Mount Kilimanjaro, these inspiring images were
captured by the top finishers in our annual travel advisor photo contest.

Grand Prize
“STARS AND LEOPARD AT KRUGER”
Kruger National Park, South Africa
Sascha Zirfass, Memmingen, Germany

“After an afternoon game drive, our ranger spotted this leopard.
I used a long exposure to bring in the light of the stars, and the ranger
shined a light on the tree to help.”
24
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It’s not every day,
you can get so far from the everyday.

On Location at Montage Deer Valley

Whether your plans call for a romantic retreat, a family adventure, or an urban escape,
we invite you to experience our collection of extraordinary destinations. From the year-round
beauty of Park City to a legendary bay in Los Cabos, Montage Hotels & Resorts provides
the perfect backdrop to create memories that can be cherished long after you return home.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
B E V E R LY H I L L S
L AG U N A B E AC H

|

|

D E E R VA L L E Y

LOS CABOS

|

|

K A PA L UA B AY

PA L M E T T O B L U F F

The Virtuoso Life

First Place
“THE ELEPHANT
FAMILY WALKING”
Amboseli National
Park, Kenya
Tony Zhao,
Beijing

Second Place
“THE LION KING”
Serengeti, Tanzania
Andrea Gonzalez,
Mexico City

26
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“I saw something
orange-blue in
the distance and
zoomed in with my
camera to find this
male orangutan
walking on a branch.
I loved this moment!”

Third Place
“WILD ORANGUTAN
GETTING FRUIT”
Sumatra, Indonesia
Kelly Krill, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada

STEPS AWAY FROM VAIL MOUNTAIN

LUXURY AWAITS YOU
Experience Vail’s European-inspired, pedestrian village
with nightly entertainment and engaging restaurants.
The Arrabelle at Vail Square offers best-in-class hotel rooms,
residences and chalets so there’s always a place for you
to relax and enjoy all that Vail has to offer.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book
your mountain escape to Vail.

The Virtuoso Life

“QUIET GRACE”
Delhi, India
Nancy Kimbrough,
Boulder, Colorado

“This beautiful woman
didn’t want me to
photograph her face,
but when I asked if
I could take a picture
of her hands, I received
a blinding smile
and a graceful pose.”

“I was born in Banff
and have the privilege
of seeing these
beautiful creatures
every day. But this day
was one that I won’t
forget, as I found 12
bull elk grazing in the
snow. This guy stopped
for a quick photo-op.”

“WHITEOUT”
Banff, Alberta, Canada
Connor Sorensen,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
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“THE STOREFRONT”
Bagan, Myanmar
Ioanna Alvarez,
Mexico City

THE PALMS

THE PALMS

THE SHORE CLUB

THE SHORE CLUB

H OW D O YO U L I K E YO U R LU XU RY ?

THE VILLAS AT THE SHORE CLUB

The sumptuous Villas at The Shore Club are
open and ready to receive guests.

EFFORTLESS? OR BRILLIANTLY UNCONVENTIONAL?
The reﬁned sophistication of The Palms on Grace Bay Beach, consistently honored by travel publications
for its sense of elegance and easy atmosphere. The savvy chic of The Shore Club, the stunning game-changer
on Long Bay Beach. Where whimsy rules and magic awaits around every corner. Each with a style and a vibe
all its own. Both singular destinations, part of the Hartling Group’s stellar portfolio of luxury resorts which also
includes The Villas at The Shore Club. Your call.

THE COOL SIDE OF CLASSIC

WRITE YOUR STORY HERE

The Virtuoso Life

“After waiting for
three hours in
the same spot, I
finally captured
this shot of the
wildebeests deciding to cross
the Mara River.”

“TIME TO CROSS”
Maasai Mara, Kenya
Andrea Gonzalez,
Mexico City

“LONG DAY”
Sacred Valley, Peru
Liora Garfunkel,
Mexico City

“Where one person sees so much beauty, others see hard labor.
It’s a great reminder that we are truly fortunate.”
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“GAUCHO ON A CALL”
Torres del Paine
National Park, Chile
Willow Kalatchi,
Malibu, California

COME AS YOU ARE.
LEAVE AS YOU’VE
NEVER BEEN.

Set in a luxurious 70,000 square foot integrated wellness space and surrounded by breathtaking views of the Atlantic Ocean,
Carillon Miami replenishes one’s essence with an empowering approach to treating the mind, body and soul.
70,000 sq. ft. Luxury Spa & Wellness Center • Thermal Hydrotherapy Circuit with Nine Thermal Experiences • Cryotherapy
Salt Float Bath • Oriental Medicine • Acupuncture • Ayurvedic Wellness • Detox Therapies • Energy Healing
Anti-Aging Beauty Skin Care • Rocco Donna Hair & Beauty • 20+ Daily Group Fitness Classes • Two-Story Indoor Rock Climbing Wall
Nutrition • 4 Resort Pools • One- and Two-Bedroom Luxury Apartments • 700 Linear Feet of Beachfront • 3 Dining Scenes

CARILLON MIAMI WELLNESS RESORT | 6801 Collins Avenue, Miami Beach, FL 33141 | @CARILLONHOTEL #CARILLONLIFE
FOR RESERVATIONS OR SPA APPOINTMENTS, CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL CONSULTANT.

The Virtuoso Life

“STARS OVER KILI”
Mount Kilimanjaro,
Tanzania
Joshua Bush,
Villanova, Pennsylvania

“On day four of
my hike up Mount
Kilimanjaro, with
the summit in
the distance,
the Milky Way
opened up over
the new moon.”

“STARS OVER KILI”
Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania
Joshua Bush,
Avenue Two Travel

“ARCHITECTURE”
Hotel Santiago, Santiago, Chile
Helena Ferreira
Santiago, Chile
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“OUT OF AFRICA”
Kenya
Lei Jiang,
Beijing

DISCOVER A LITTLE
PARADISE YOU’VE NEVER
SEEN BEFORE
Tucked between lush jungle and white sand beaches, surrounded by flowering
gardens, Presidente InterContinental® Cozumel Resort & Spa is located in an
intimate natural paradise in front of the “Arrecifes de Cozumel” marine park, one
of the world’s largest coral reef systems. The resort offers the highest quality
accommodations with its 218 lavishly appointed rooms and suites all with spacious
private terraces or balconies overlooking the Caribbean Sea and unique culinary
experiences created to satisfy even the most discerning palates providing to our
guests Mexico's warm hospitality, with the efficiency and quality standards from
InterContinental.
A lifetime experience awaits you at Presidente InterContinental® Cozumel Resort
& Spa, a breathtaking getaway for relaxation, rejuvenation, romance and
world-class dining.
For more information and reservations, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Live the InterContinental Life.

©2019. InterContinental® Hotels Group. All rights reserved. The hotel is owned and operated
independently by Grupo Presidente®.

The Virtuoso Life

“HIKING ON THE CINQUE TERRE”
Vernazza, Italy
Bret Staehling,
Ballwin, Missouri

“ANTARCTIC GREETINGS”
Antarctica
Tarquin Millington-Drake,
Wexford, Pennsylvania

Estonian Way
of Luxury
visitestonia

European Union
European Regional
Development Fund

Investing
in your future

“POWER OF
CALVING GLACIERS”
Dawes Glacier, Alaska
Tracy Hughes,
Bellevue, Washington

Finland is a hidden gem tucked into the far North.
It is a treasure waiting to be discovered. You will find thousands
of reasons to fall in love with Finland; the people, arctic adventures and
secrets, and four distinct seasons that continue to call you back.
When you think you have seen and experienced it all,
then it’s time to explore Finland.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and
book your next vacation to Finland.

P RO M OT I O N

®

VIRTUOSO
PEOPLE &
PLACES

Around the world with Virtuoso:
Travel advisor adventures,
industry events, and more.

Virtuoso travelers don traditional dress for an excursion in Hakodate, Japan,
during a recent Virtuoso Voyages sailing on Silversea’s Silver Muse. The cruise
was hosted by Fresno, California-based agency owners Craig and Teri Mungary.

The Upchurch family joins Fabien Cousteau
(far left), Nan Marr-Cousteau (second from
left), Jean-Michel Cousteau (third from right),
and Céline Cousteau (far right) at the annual
EarthxConference in Dallas.

Virtuoso
advisors stop
for a photo at
the Rock of
Guatapé during a study
tour of
Colombia
hosted by Big
Five Tours &
Expeditions.

Virtuoso travel advisors relax at Touch of Spice’s Omaru
Bay villa on New Zealand’s Waiheke Island during a study
tour of the country hosted by Tourism New Zealand
and Auckland Tourism.

The Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park,
London celebrates
its completed
renovation with
a star-studded
gala, featuring an
appearance
by Dame
Helen Mirren.

Virtuoso advisors and
travelers soak up Lake
Wakatipu views on New
Zealand’s South Island
during a recent trip.

Virtuoso CEO
Matthew Upchurch
accepts the Excellence in Leadership
honor during the
2019 TravelAge
West Wave Awards,
held at The RitzCarlton, Marina
del Rey.

Matthew Upchurch and industry advocates from the American Society
of Travel Advisors (ASTA) meet in Washington, D.C. for the
organization’s annual Legislative Day.

U.S. Representative
Pramila Jayapal
(center) stops
by Virtuoso’s
Seattle office to
participate in
a discussion
with a group
of Virtuoso
and American
Society of
Travel Advisors
agency owners
and managers.

Travel advisors pose poolside at
Casa de Campo Resort & Villas during a
recent study tour of the Dominican Republic.

Lessons in
a life well lived

Noche
NIGHT

Sunset’s waning moments welcome one of our most respected traditions.
Discover the Night at the Hotel Colon in Seville, evenings filled with music and art.
A homage to artistic passion, to Spanish tradition, and to respect for good workmanship.
A tribute to how we enjoy life, or what we like to call: a life well lived.

A life well lived

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac, Fran Golden, Bethanne Patrick, and Ariel Shearer
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Fall Arts Preview
Gallery-hop across the U.S. and Europe to these exciting new museums.

In October, San Antonio welcomes a major cultural addition
to Chris Park in Ruby City, an
arts center endowed with more
than 900 paintings, sculptures,
and installations amassed by the
late collector and philanthropist
Linda Pace. Architect David
Adjaye designed the angular,
14,500-square-foot building
to harmonize with the desert
Southwest with its red concrete
and mission-inspired clerestory
windows to illuminate the galleries. Three shows open on October
13, including Isaac Julien’s
Playtime video series, featuring
actors James Franco and Maggie
Cheung; and Waking Dream, with
works by Do Ho Suh and Teresita
Fernández. rubycity.org.
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 When it debuted in Stockholm
in 2010, Fotografiska declared
itself a “third-place museum,”
fostering the exchange of ideas
through shows, events, and gathering spaces. Now the photography gallery is taking its ambitions
global with the new Fotografiska
Tallinn in Estonia, an NYC outpost opening late-October, and
a London locale planned for later
this year. Filling six floors of an
1894 neo-Renaissance landmark
in the Flatiron District, Fotografiska New York’s five inaugural
exhibits include a retrospective
of Ellen von Unwerth, the creator
of sensual ad campaigns for
brands such as Guess and Ferragamo. Retro-chic interiors firm
Roman and Williams designed

the second-story restaurant
from James Beard Awardwinning restaurateur Stephen
Starr. fotografiska.com.
Germany’s influential Bauhaus
school of design, now celebrating its centennial, migrated from
Weimar to Dessau to Berlin
before closing in 1933 under
Nazi pressure. On September 8,
Bauhaus Museum Dessau
opens with one of the world’s
largest collections of Bauhaus
objects – including furniture,
lighting, and graphics – in a modernist glass building. The new
attraction marks a midway point
along the Bauhaus trail between
the new Bauhaus-Museum
Weimar and Bauhaus-Archiv’s



Berlin expansion in 2022.
bauhaus-dessau.de.
 When Lausanne, Switzerland’s fine arts Musée cantonal
des Beaux-Arts relocates on
October 5, it will inaugurate
Plateforme 10, a new cultural
district built on the former site
of train sheds, next to the
central station. The 237,000square-foot campus will give
the Musée cantonal des BeauxArts and two additional museums – the Musée de l’Elysée for
photography and the Museum
of Contemporary Design and
Applied Arts, both coming in
2021 – space to grow amid
restaurants, shops, and plazas.
plateforme10.ch.

(BATHTUB) ELLEN VON UNWERTH, (PLATEFORME 10) PLATEFORME 10, (BAUHAUS MUSEUM DESSAU) GONZALEZ HINZ ZABALA

Clockwise
from left: Ruby
City, Ellen
von Unwerth’s
Bathtub (part
of Fotografiska
New York’s inaugural exhibits),
Plateforme 10,
and Bauhaus
Museum Dessau.
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Tune in to

AUSTRIA’S
“YEAR OF
MUSIC”

Some destinations come with a
soundtrack. Austria’s soundtrack is
particularly meaningful and starstudded, with credits by masters like
Mozart, Schubert, and Schönberg.
Follow the melodies to opera houses,
dancing schools, and open-air
concerts where Austrians still
celebrate the composers’ legacies.
2020 marks both Ludwig van
Beethoven’s 250th birthday and
the 100th anniversary of the iconic
Salzburg Festival. This “Year of Music”
sends you to flagship stops that
are synonymous with Austria, and
down surprising side adventures
in unfamiliar places.

VIENNA

Around 10,000 people attend classical
concerts in Vienna every night. Many
audience members come to Austria
to witness a live performance in the
birthplace of “The Blue Danube Waltz”
and The Magic Flute. The city is also
home to the best music university in
the world – the University of Music
and Performing Arts Vienna – and
produces not just tomorrow’s
promising talent, but the precious
instruments they play. In fact, 300
custom pianos leave Vienna’s
Bösendorfer factory each year.

Beethoven lived in Vienna for 35 years.
Like many of today’s musical prodigies, he drew significant inspiration
from the city’s vibrant art scene.
The “Beethoven Frieze” by Gustav
Klimt is a testament to the composer’s
impact on Vienna. In the Secession
Building, a notorious art deco exhibition
hall, Klimt’s 112-foot frieze visualizes
Beethoven’s iconic Ninth Symphony.

Ring in 2020 by listening to Beethoven’s
“Ode to Joy” at one of Vienna’s premiere
concert halls. The Wiener Konzerthaus
will host a New Year’s Eve concert to
honor Beethoven’s birthday and continue
with themed festivities throughout
the year. Vienna’s Musikverein, which
boasts some of the best acoustics in
the world, will celebrate its own 150th

Photo credits: Musikverein © WienTourismus/Christian Stemper
Music in Vienna © WienTourismus/MAXUM

anniversary, and bring audiences the
best of Beethoven under the direction
of Daniel Barenboim. An evening at
the Musikverein’s Golden Hall counts
as one of the most quintessential
Viennese experiences.
Meanwhile, the Austrian National
Library takes you into the delicate world
of historic manuscripts. A special
exhibit inside the library’s Grand Hall
shows letters and documents penned by
Beethoven and the original score to his
Ninth Symphony. Consider yourself a
conductor? See what it’s like to be part
of a classical ensemble at the Haus
der Musik. An anniversary installation
dubbed The Walk-In Ensemble lets
you step into the shoes of musicians.
The museum, which dedicates itself
to all things sound, is an insider gem
in a city full of culture, and perfect for
curious families.

SALZBURG
Two and a half scenic hours west of
the capital, Salzburg remains firmly in
the grasp of Mozart. The composer
was born here in 1756 and left an
influence on his hometown, including
a childhood home turned museum,
University Mozarteum, and of course
Mozartkugeln – Mozart chocolates.
Classical music runs deep in Salzburg
and forms the focal point of the
Salzburg Festival, which turns 100
in 2020. The festival features 200
performances over six weeks, that
range from opera to theatre and
concerts and attracts well-dressed
crowds from all over the globe. Next
year’s lineup will be full of anniversary
surprises accompanied by cultural
events in the area.

Photo credits: Salzburg Festival © Tourismus Salzburg

For those who prefer a more intimate
experience, the Salzburg Whitsun
Festival, the Salzburg Easter Festival,
and Mozart Week are excellent options.
Concerts take place at the city’s most
renowned venues and feature stars of
the classical music scene.

The UNESCO World Heritage-listed
Old Town is dotted with historical
gems, like the seventh-century Saint
Peter’s Cemetery, Salzburg Cathedral
(of The Sound of Music fame), and the
towering Fortress Hohensalzburg.

Tune in to AUSTRIA

ADVERTISEMENT

SALZBURGERLAND
Outside the city, imposing mountains
replace the Baroque church spires
and castle walls. SalzburgerLand, the
province that surrounds Salzburg
proper, is covered by Alpine terrain and
evokes pastoral bliss with its fresh
water lakes and lush forests. Even in
Austria’s charming countryside, music
is never far. The hills are alive with the
sound of traditional folk, classical, and
even jazz music. Kunst & Kulinarik
Festival in Golling unites music, theatre,
and food in an epicurean journey that
runs parallel to the Salzburg Festival.
Andreas Döllerer, one of the region’s
leading chefs, invites festival-goers to
dine at his acclaimed restaurant.

SalzburgerLand is famous for excellent
cooking, so visits to inns, dairy farms,
and fisheries are a must. Follow the Via
Culinaria, a network of culinary pathways that groups top producers according to delicious categories: cheese, fish,
meat, chocolate, beer, and more. During

Almsommer (alp summer), Austrian
farmers invite you to join them at their
wood-paneled inns. Eat, hike, drink, and
laugh with the locals to celebrate the
sunny weather. Don’t be alarmed if your
lunch gets interrupted by a group dance
or accordion solo – it’s Austria, after all.

www.austria.info
Photo credits: SalzburgerLand © SalzburgerLand Tourismus
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➊

The Other Crush
Cider pubs popping up across the country pay
homage to America’s colonial quaff.

➋
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA Sample as many as 20 of

➏

Urban Orchard Cider Company’s 100 styles of
cider (and counting) at its expansive new South
Slope tasting room, designed and decorated by
local artists. Expect a food menu in the future.
24 Buxton Avenue; urbanorchardcider.com.

➌

CHICAGO Eris Brewery and Cider House makes
beer and cider, using Michigan apples in the latter
for a clean, dry taste. There’s also a full bar in the
former Masonic temple and a menu offering bites
ranging from candied bacon to mussels cooked in
cider. 4240 W. Irving Park Road; erischicago.com.

NEW YORK CITY Brooklyn Cider House grows its

➎

apples in the Hudson Valley (where it also has a
tasting room), but the cidery makes its signature
raw cider in Bushwick, where drafts are dispensed
straight from Asturian chestnut barrels. Pair it
with jamón serrano and pan con tomate for a jetlag-free visit to the Basque Country. 1100 Flushing
Avenue; brooklynciderhouse.com.

1. Urban Orchard cidery. 2-3. Eris cider
and its seared arctic char with carrot
puree. 4. Mountain West Cider bottles.
5-6. Brooklyn Cider House bar and
cocktails. Below: Birdie G’s Sloppy
Jeremy on Texas toast and (right) bar.

House & Bar pours its own drafts and mixes them
with local spirits to create inventive cocktails,
such as the No. 4: gin, simple syrup, fresh lime and
orange juices, and prickly pear cider. Food trucks
keep the cider garden crowd well fed. 417 N. 400 W.;
mountainwestcider.com.

➍

American Original
CﬂﬂfﬂJﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂFﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂMﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
Birdie G’s
G’sﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂMﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬁﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂfﬂﬂﬂﬂNﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
UﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂAﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬁﬂfﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂcﬂﬂ-ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂfﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ-ﬂﬂﬂﬂ-ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
ﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂPﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂcﬂﬂfﬂDﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂHﬂcﬁﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂUﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂfﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬁﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂjﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂAﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂfﬂzﬂﬂfﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂAﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂcﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂ
ﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁ-ﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬂﬁﬂ2421
ﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁﬁ
Michigan Avenue; birdiegsla.comﬁﬂ
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(BIRDIE G’S) JIM SULLIVAN, (URBAN ORCHARD CIDER COMPANY) STEPHAN PRUITT PHOTOGRAPHY,
(BROOKLYN CIDER HOUSE BAR) YOUNG KIM, (COCKTAILS) LILY BROWN

SALT LAKE CITY Mountain West Cider’s Cider

R E B E LLIOUS
LU X E
(adjective)

/rə’belyəs/ /ləks,looks/
a throwing out the rule book, beach club under
the stars, champagne in hand, Peek-a-View
shower, leave the butler behind, come as you
are, no boundaries, no constraints, infused
with unique Virgin style, kind of luxury.
Stray the Course
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FOOD & SPIRITS

Grazing in the Yards

➋

In addition to developing a design-driven neighborhood – home to the 212-room Equinox Hotel (turn
to page 67 for a ﬁrst look) and The Shed performing
arts center – New York’s Hudson Yards district has
created a dining destination from scratch with highproﬁle chefs, classy imports, and haute food halls.

➊

 José

Andrés, along with Albert and Ferran Adrià,
has introduced Mercado Little Spain, a bustling
food hall with patatas bravas, empanadas, paella,
and jamón among the signature bites from their
homeland. littlespain.com.

➏

➌

 Momofuku whiz David Chang’s latest, Kāwi, serves
pan-Asian fare ranging from raw hamachi and clams
to wagyu beef and soybean stew with noodles. Pick
up packaged snacks and small bites to go next door
at sibling Peach Mart. kawi.momofuku.com.
 Thomas

Keller of The French Laundry, who also
helped developers select the Yards’ culinary offerings,
has opened the elegant Tak Room, presenting reﬁned
Continental classics, such as sole meunière and lobster Thermidor on the plate, and skyline views beyond.
takroomnyc.com.

 Views

➍

of Thomas Heatherwick’s Vessel sculpture and
favorite British dishes, such as rack of lamb and Dover
sole, are on order at Queensyard from D&D London,
one of the UK’s leading restaurant groups. Afternoon
tea delivers impressively tiered trays of sweets and
savories. queensyardnyc.com.

1-2. Mercado Little Spain and mejillones tigre
(stuffed mussels) from its tapas bar. 3. Queensyard. 4. Belcampo charcuterie. 5. Tak Room’s
spumoni. 6. Spicy yellowfin tuna kimbap at Kāwi.
Below: La Maison du Chocolat’s Bien Être snacksize green apple aloe vera chocolates and gift box.

DOCTOR’S ORDERS
Inspired by Paris nutritionist Dr. Thierry Hanh, La Maison du Chocolat’s Bien Être
“Wellness” collection now comes in travel-ready snack sizes in addition to its 15-piece
gift box, featuring five plant-based, dairy- and gluten-free ganache chocolates that
sub hazelnut oil for cream and butter, and honey and fruit for processed sugar. $6.50
and $34; lamaisonduchocolat.us.
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meat purveyor Belcampo has opened
its ﬁrst restaurant outside California at Hudson Yards.
Conscientious diners can feel good about their 100-day
dry-aged burgers, grass-fed steak frites, and Italian
steak salads. belcampo.com.

(TAK ROOM) DEBORAH JONES, (KĀWI) ANDREW BEZEK

 Sustainable

➎

The Limitless Blue Sky

for your next Thailand adventure contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Passport
PERSON OF INTEREST

Charity Jemutai Cheruiyot
Safari Guide
Kenya native Charity Cheruiyot
grew up loving wildlife, but never
intended to be a trailblazer. “When I
was lucky enough to join the Mwewe
Ranger Training School, I realized
that I was made for this,” she says
of how her time at andBeyond’s
school in the Serengeti transformed her life. A particular
favorite with families, Cheruiyot
joined andBeyond’s Kichwa
Tembo and Bateleur camps
13 years ago as the first female
guide in the Maasai Mara.
THE TOUGHEST PART OF BECOMING A GUIDE: Believing in myself –
particularly as a woman. At first it
all looked so difficult, but eventually

Charity Jemutai
Cheruiyot in the
Maasai Mara.
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I overcame my fears and loved
what was to come.

AND IF THEY’RE REAL LUCKY,
THEY’LL SEE: A pangolin. Even

crocodile decided to steal the kill.
It unfolded in a spectacular tugof-war between two of the most
skilled predators in the Mara.

IN THE FIELD: I’m a keen listener,

I haven’t seen this elusive nocturnal animal, but I have dreamt
of one.

very good with children, and have a
gentle demeanor with guests.

FAVORITE RESIDENT LION: Scar

IN A FUTURE LIFE AS ONE SPECIES,

FAVORITE SEASON IN THE MAA-

Face, an old male who has overcome a lot of fights.

IT WOULD BE: An elephant. They
have a great memory, are very
protective of their family, and pass
all their knowledge to the next
generation – skills that humans
keep missing.

ADVANTAGES OF BEING A WOMAN

SAI MARA: The Mara Triangle has
animals throughout the year, so
any time is good. But after the
migration, during the short rains,
October through December, I love
how the new green grass highlights
the plains.
ANIMAL THAT YOU MOST LIKE TO
SHOW GUESTS: The serval cat.

IF YOU WERE GOING TO COME BACK

ONE EXPERIENCE NOT TO MISS:

A walking safari – it’s a great way
to get close to nature.
THE WILDEST THING YOU’VE
WITNESSED AS A RANGER: Lions

had just killed a zebra on the Mara
riverbank during the migration,
and the next thing, a huge Nile

Kichwa Tembo Tented Camp from
$450 per person and Bateleur
Camp from $1,320 per person,
including safari activities, laundry,
and all meals and snacks.

THE LUXURY
OF CHOICE

A collection of the world’s finest luxury brands, an incomparable vision,
unsurpassed service standards and hotels in over 60 countries ensure you experience
a stay that is as unique as it is personal. Wherever you are heading, go boldly.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn more or explore our portfolio.

THE ST. REGIS BAL HARBOUR RESORT

©2019 MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. MARRIOTT BONVOY™ AND ALL OTHER NAMES, MARKS AND LOGOS ARE THE TRADEMARKS
OF MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC., OR ITS AFFILIATES, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
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GEAR UP

WILD
TIMES
AHEAD

➌

What to pack on safari.

➒

➏

➐
➍
➑

➋

➊

➎
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1

Scarpa’s Terra GTX women’s boot borrows from running-shoe
technology to roll more naturally, so it “walks” as easily as athletic
footwear and breaks in quickly as well. The full leather upper and
Gore-Tex liner deliver dependable waterproofing and trail toughness.
$195, scarpa.com.

setting for nice landscapes and up to 35x zoom. Plus, it captures
images in RAW format, which brings details out of the shadows
and provides more robust editing options. Built-in Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi automatically transfer images to paired phones or tablets.
$480, nikonusa.com.

2

5

Safari outfitters typically require light, soft-sided luggage due
to small-aircraft space constraints. The waterproof fabric of the
Thule Chasm 70L resists scuffs and scrapes, its multiple mesh
pockets and light gray interior make it easier to see contents, and,
with multiple tie-down points, the duffel can be securely anchored to
a Range Rover’s luggage rack. Backpack and shoulder straps also
tuck away to avoid snagging in transit. $140, thule.com.

3

Vortex Viper HD 8x42 binoculars’ large lenses make spotting
wildlife easier with their 8x magnification, bringing subjects close,
but not so close that it’s hard to observe groups of animals, such as
an entire pride of lions. At just 24.5 ounces, the binocs make it easy
to keep the field of vision steady, and their compact 4.9-by-5.6-inch
design saves space in carry-ons too. $640, vortexoptics.com.

4

The Nikon Coolpix A1000 weighs about three-quarters of
a pound and slips easily into a jacket or vest pocket. But the
affordable camera packs outsize specs, shooting ten frames per
second (and 4K Ultra HD video) with a relatively wide default

With a rugged yet flexible sole and a waterproof, breathable upper,
Danner’s Feather Light Revival is a highly functional men’s boot –
and sharp-looking, too. The outsole’s chunky, wide lugs provide
stability on uneven terrain, and its stitchdown construction allows
for resoling if it ever wears out. $390, danner.com.
Recent CDC findings show that clothing with embedded permethrin,
sold under the Insect Shield label in the U.S., can fend off and even
kill ticks, mosquitoes, and other biting insects. These adventure-ready
staples are lightweight, dry quickly, and protect outdoorists from bug
bites and UV rays:
Outdoor Research Bugout Mojave sun hat. $55,
outdoorresearch.com.

6
7
8-9

Royal Robbins men’s Bug Barrier ultralight long-sleeved
shirt. $90, royalrobbins.com.
Orvis women’s OutSmart Insect Shield wading pants and
OutSmart Tech chambray shirt. $109 and $98, orvis.com.

a

f am i l y

of

b rands
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BOOKS

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS
During an interview with a journalist, Hock confesses to murdering a
migrant, and his ambiguous motive
points to how quickly and irrevocably a way of life can change in that
country. Readers may be shocked
by a place where, in real life, some
humans are considered expendable, but they shouldn’t overlook
this novel in its presentation of a
completely different worldview.

FLY ALREADY BY ETGAR KERET
(Riverhead Books, $27) Israeli
writer Etgar Keret’s books have
been translated into 45 languages,
and his latest shows that this
short-story master is at the top of
his game. “Pineapple Crush” will
blow readers away as a young man
finds out more about a woman’s
romantic life than he should, but the
upside-down youth army of “Arctic
Lizard,” the aging babies in “Tabula
Rasa,” and more will have readers
wondering what else is out there in
the world that they haven’t noticed.
Keret’s mordant wit ties the stories
together, but each stands out on
its own – a great choice for reading
during short spurts on the go.



THE SHADOW KING BY MAAZA
MENGISTE (W.W. Norton & Company, $27) Maaza Mengiste lives
and teaches in the United States,
but she returns to her birth nation
of Ethiopia for a brilliant new historical novel about the ties between
Emperor Haile Selassie and Mussolini, set during World War II. Hirut
is a maid to Kidane, an officer in
Selassie’s army, and his wife, Aster.
The vagaries of the household soon
intersect with those of war, and
when the women are left behind,
they try to maintain some kind of
happiness. Unfortunately, Hirut’s
scheme to disguise a peasant as
the emperor backfires in ways she
never could have foreseen, leading
her to confront her own gender
and class rage. As Hirut becomes a
warrior, readers begin to understand
that every war has a “feminine” side.



 THE LIAR BY AYELET GUNDARGOSHEN (Little, Brown and Company, $27) Teenage ice-cream shop
clerk Nofar has had enough of feeling humiliated about her appearance and desirability. One night she
snaps, and her false accusations
of abuse against a customer have
a big impact on her neighborhood.
Nofar’s salvation will eventually
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come from a total misfit, another
teenager. But along the way, other
misfit “witnesses” to her “attack”
will be revealed as liars themselves:
a woman posing as a Holocaust
survivor, a person appearing to be
deaf and mute, a cowardly war veteran. Rather than condemn these
characters for their falsehoods, the
author considers why they might

have deceived, and how we all, in
some way, are untruthful.
 WE, THE SURVIVORS BY TASH
AW (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $27)
Ah Hock, manager of a fish farm
in Malaysia, agrees to outsource
hiring to his old friend Keong; the
trouble is, Keong’s “employees”
are actually migrant slave labor.

GOODS TO GO

Step This Way
Lighten up with compressible kicks from the new Packables
Collection by Plae. The San Francisco shoemaker recently
introduced its retro soccer-cleat-inspired Sun sneaker, which
comes in four colors and packs nearly ﬂat. The shoes ship in a
reusable compression bag rather than a cardboard box, and are
made in a solar-powered factory to tread lightly, environmentally
speaking, as well. $65 to $100, plae.co.

Pack Panache
Keep calm and carry on with the new Express leather
backpack for men from Danish brand Mismo, cut
from vegetable-tanned, full-grain leather. Brass hardware and heavy zippers secure the pack, which is large
enough to hold a 13-inch laptop, but designed well
enough not to show it. $695, mismo.dk.

ZURICH
CITY OF STYLE AND DESIGN
Zurich is renowned as one of the design capitals of Europe. Notable
artwork has been integrated into the city’s public spaces, including one
of Niki de Saint Phalle’s Nana statues in Zurich Main Station, the stunning
police headquarters entryway painted by Augusto Giacometti, and the
Pavillon Le Corbusier on the shores of Lake Zurich, the last work designed
by the great architect, Le Corbusier.
Find inspiring artwork in Zurich at every turn. Connect with your Virtuoso
travel advisor to learn more.

Pavillon Le Corbusier

zuerich.com
#visitzurich

Bon Voyage

A California gray whale
spy-hops in Magdalena
Bay and (below) a preview
of Princess Cruises’ new
Sky Suites.

Bay of Plenty
Most whale-watching outings
count spotting flukes and blasts
from blowholes as success. On
Lindblad Expeditions’ new Magdalena Bay cruise, which debuts
this winter during the peak of the
whale migration on the Pacific
side of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula,
it’s measured by how many times
California grays come within an
arm’s length of your skiff. Lindblad
naturalists lead guests from the
62-passenger National Geographic
Sea Lion on daily excursions by
Zodiac and local fishermen’s
pangas to explore both the lessvisited southern part of the bay,
where gray whales mate and give
birth, and the northern area,
where they raise their young during the prime midwinter season –
when some 20,000 whales ply
the waters. Lindblad has factored
the bay into its Baja cruises for 30
years, but this is the first time it’s
dedicated an entire itinerary to
the bay’s marine life. The ultimate
goal: Cut the small craft’s engine
and drift silently as an 80,000ton mother and her calf sidle up
to the boat – a behavior exhibited
almost nowhere else. Departures:
Multiple dates, January 17 through
March 17, 2020; from $3,740.

LIFE AT THE TOP
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EAT YOUR VEGGIES
Regent Seven Seas
Cruises is rolling out
plant-based menu options fleetwide in October. Health-conscious
diners can choose from
200 gourmet vegan and
vegetarian dishes, such
as a wild-mushroom tart
with red pepper coulis,
crispy sweet-and-sour
vegetables with tofu,
and, for comfort-food
cravings, a vegan
Impossible Burger
with Just Like Cheddar
vegan cheese.

(WHALE) MICHAEL S. NOLAN/LINDBLAD EXPEDITIONS

Step out – and out and out – on the top-deck Sky Suites aboard Princess Cruises’ newest
ship, the 3,660-passenger Sky Princess. Each of the two two-bedroom, two-bath suites
sleeps five in a spacious layout, with floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors, a skylighted dining room, and the largest balconies at sea (947 and 1,012 square
feet). Along with the 270-degree
views, perks include a personal concierge, reserved seats at the ship’s
theater, full-size bottle bar setups,
and complimentary access to the
fleet’s largest thermal pools and
saunas at the spa. The ship debuts
on October 20 with a seven-day
cruise from Athens to Barcelona
and sails the Caribbean out of Fort
Lauderdale this winter. Seven-day
Caribbean cruises from $749.

Discover your Malibu Moment™

SPICNIK WINE ROAD

SLOVENIA.
MY WAY OF
GETTING
INSPIRED.

PIRAN

BLED L AKE

#ifeelsLOVEnia
#myway

Slovenia is a small green country in central Europe at the crossroads of the Alps, the
Mediterranean, the Pannonian Plains, and the Karst. In a single day, you can indulge
in Alpine adventures, enjoy coastal Mediterranean cuisine, discover the mysterious
karst landscapes, and experience wellness treatments with therapeutic water in
Slovenia’s spas. Plus, tour pleasant Slovenian towns and cities, including Ljubljana,
which is considered one of the greenest capitals in Europe.
MY WAY OF
RAMBLING AROUND
Slovenians stay active
thanks to the diversity
of the landscape, which
provides opportunities
for various activities
in nature. This country
embraces adventure and
discovery in the natural
world, be it hiking in the
Alps, cycling through
verdant Italian-style

olive groves and rolling
hills dotted with vineyards, canoeing the turquoise waters of iconic
Lake Bled, or experiencing an adrenaline rush
on the Soča River rapids.
Slovenia’s direct contact
with nature, even at the
edge of its biggest cities, is one of its greatest
advantages.

MY WAY OF
NOURISHING
THE SPIRIT
Culture is the backbone of every nation.
Slovenians have a rich
cultural heritage and
modern creativity. Here
you can discover medieval castles and Roman
ruins, seek out fascinating artifacts, including
the world’s first musical

instrument and the
oldest wooden wheel
in existence, or simply
stroll through one of
numerous charming
towns full of architectural masterpieces.
Among them is the
capital, Ljubljana, which
is graced with many
beautiful buildings
designed by Plečnik, the
master of early-modern

minimalist architectural design. Maribor, the
country’s second largest
city, hides a surprising
number of museums
and art galleries as well
as the oldest grape vine
in the world.
MY WAY OF
FOODIE HEAVEN
Slovenia might be
small, but it boasts 24
gastronomic regions
and 14 wine-growing
districts within three
distinct areas. Slovenian wine-making
traditions go centuries
back: The fertile soil accommodates 52 varieties of vine including the

LJUBLJANA

L O G A R VA L L E Y

SOČA RIVER

ADVERTISEMENT

country’s own “Teran,” a
full-bodied wine grown
from the rich red soils
of the Karst region. The
country is also known
for pioneering orange
wine, a floral, honeycolored variety unique
to the Goriška Brda
region.
Pair these varietals with
traditional Slovenian
delicacies like Carnolian
sausage and žlikrofi
dumplings or fresh fish
and seafood, widely
available in coastal
restaurants. Those with
a sweet tooth should
seek out local specialties
such as potica nut roll or

the decadent and multilayered gibanica cake
from Slovenia’s easternmost province. This
country is on the frontline of world cuisine,
featuring top chefs like
Ana Roš, named World’s
Best Female Chef 2017
by The World’s 50 Best
Restaurants Academy,
and Tomaž Kavčič, who
not only create culinary
masterpieces, but also
spotlight Slovenia as
a much-desired foodie
destination. Thanks
to richness of tastes,
high-quality ingredients, and commitment
to sustainable development, Slovenia was

www.slovenia.info

selected to become
European Region of
Gastronomy 2021.
MY WAY OF
WELLBEING
Slovenia is committed
to the quality of its
natural resources. Clean
water and sustainability
initiatives keep Slovenia’s landscape lush.
The country is home
to some of Europe’s
finest natural spas and
thermal springs, with
a centuries-old cultural
tradition of treating
both body and spirit
using world-famous
magnesium and calcium-rich waters.

Bon Voyage

NEW SHIP

Double
Down
AmaMagna breaks the bounds
of European river cruising.
Nearly twice the size of other
cruise ships on the Danube, the
196-passenger AmaMagna is
pushing the boundaries of traditional river ship configurations.
Travelers on AmaWaterways’
new Danube-specific ship can
take advantage of ocean-size
amenities and activities – such
as zipping past the city of Linz,
Austria, on a ten-person Four
Winns Sundowner speedboat
– and still enjoy the accessibility of river cruise excursions. In
spaciousness and energy, this
ship is a game changer. Here’s
why AmaMagna is turning heads
on the Danube.
OUTER SPACE. Beyond the

sundeck with its yoga tent, pool,
hot tub, and pop-up bar, plush
seating beckons from several
colorful indoor areas. The dance
floor in the main lounge attracts
a late-night crowd, while in the
cinema, passengers might catch
a live sporting event on the big
screen. The most wow-worthy
feature: The Sundowner launch
platform doubles as a water-level
cocktail spot.
INNER ZEN. In the bright,
river-view Zen Wellness Studio,
guests find fitness equipment
and plenty of room to stretch
following an outdoor spin class
on the balcony – just one in a
roster of daily exercise classes
led by the shipboard wellness
instructor. Cruisers also can
sip a selection of premade fruit
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Clockwise from top: The spacious exterior of AmaWaterways’ new AmaMagna, its serene
Starboard library, and The Chef’s Table, one of the ship’s four dining options.

juices at the wellness studio,
book treatments at the spa, or
relax with mani/pedis in the
beauty salon.

seating – which can be configured into a chaise for lounging
like royalty while taking in the
sights along the Danube.

BREATHING ROOM. Every

CHOICE DINING. Along with
ordering delicious meals in
the main dining room, passengers can watch as staff plate a
selection of dishes in an open
kitchen at The Chef’s Table,
dine family-style on long tables
at Jimmy’s, or sip coffee with a
river view at the glass-walled Al
Fresco Restaurant.

room on board comes with
river views, and all are exterior
cabins, many of them balcony
suites. A favorite room class:
the 474-square-foot Grand
Suites, with river-facing kingsize beds, love seats, glass
showers, stylish rounded
bathtubs, and sectional balcony

ADVENTURE TIME. In addition to

joining well-executed walking
and bus tours with local guides,
travelers can borrow a complimentary bike (available at each
port) and coast between stops
on their own. Designated active
excursions provide the chance to
hike to a castle or pedal for miles
between riverside villages.
AmaMagna sails between Budapest, Hungary, and Vilshofen,
Germany, year-round. Eight-day
cruises from $2,999.

Young whale spy-hopping from a distance is
interesting, curiosity just six feet away, that’s the
exhilaration of discovery.
Our expedition teams do whatever it takes to ensure unforgettable
encounters in Antarctica, one of the most awesome places on the planet.
With three expedition ships permanently exploring there, and a 50-year history,
we can assure you that , every expedition, every time.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Suite Talk

Sun and Sand Alert
It’s never too early to start planning the next
Mexico beach escape: One&Only Mandarina
has revealed early details of its forthcoming
Nayarit resort, on track to open in the summer of 2020. Located an hour’s drive north
of Puerto Vallarta on a stretch of protected
rain-forest-rich coastline, the property promises 104 guest rooms and villas, a mountainside
adults-only pool and restaurant, a separate
family pool and beach club, and a tranquil
private beach for snorkeling and water sports.
Guests will have access to the larger Mandarina development’s polo and equestrian club,
as well as its jungle obstacle course and canopy
zip lines. Rates to be announced.
A guest-room bath at Mandarina and (right) rafting up to the Four Seasons in Ubud.

SPLASHY ENTRANCE
Go with the flow on a two-hour guided rafting
trip past rice terraces and through class III
rapids. The outing doubles as an adventurous
new private-transfer option from the 156room oceanfront Four Seasons Resort Bali
at Jimbaran Bay to Ubud’s 60-room Four
Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan. River-rafting
transfer from $290 for two.

Toast of the Town

PHOTO CREDIT

IfifififififififibfifififififififififififififififihfifihfififififififififififififififififlfiSfi.fiRfififififiHfifififififi&fiRfififififififihfifififififififibfifififififififi
wfifihfiEflfifififi’fifififififififififififififififikfififififififihfifiSt. Regis Midnight Supper set by Saint-Louis.fifi
Thfifififiwfififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififififi
fififififlfifififififififififififififififififlfifififififififififififififififififififififiwfififififififififififififlfifififififififihfifififiChfififififififififlflfififlfi
fififififlfifififififififififififififififififlfifififififififififififififififififififififiwfififififififififififififlfifififififififihfifififiChfififififififififlflflflflfl
fififififififififibfififififlfibfifififififififififififififififififififififififififififififibfiwfi.fi$2,300, barneys.com.
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An oasis of luxury.
Blue skies. Midcentury modern cool. Nine cities, each with its own attitude and
blend of excitement. Both destination and pop culture, exhilaration and chill.
Sit back and relax in endless days of sunshine and all the amenities you
could ever imagine. Luxury. It’s where you choose to stay and where
arrival is a welcome departure. Find your oasis.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to book your next holiday.

VisitGreaterPalmSprings.com
#findyouroasis

UNDER THE ARCHES
OF AWE AND WONDER
marble flowers blossom
beneath your feet towards
golden domes inspired by
a great visionary, where you
find crystal date palms and
a seamless hand-woven carpet.
When the moon rises to illuminate
every pattern, you will finally
find yourself at one with wonder.

YOUR E X T RAORDI NA RY STORY

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque
#InAbuDhabi

visitabudhabi.ae

Discover all that’s
possible in Dubai.

visitdubai.com

Suite Talk
FIRST LOOK

Sheer Bliss
Italy’s new alpine aerie radiates health.

W

ELLNESS MEETS ADVENTURE IN THE NEW ZENchanneling Lefay Resort & Spa Dolomiti, just outside
the northern Italian town of Pinzolo. Spruce forests and
sheer Dolomite spires form the backdrop for the retreat,
a sanctuary in the wild with an emphasis on healthy living, from its
restaurants to its four-level spa. One of the largest in the Alps, the
spa includes three thermal pools, a family sauna and nine adults-only
saunas, and traditional and alternative therapies. Guests can ride
mountain bikes and hike among waterfalls and alpine lakes from late
spring through fall, then carve down nearby Madonna di Campiglio
ski area’s 93 miles of runs once the winter snows arrive. Panorama
windows, natural fabrics, and warm wood and stone finishes lend a
cozy mountain vibe to 110 guest rooms and residences, each with a
fireplace. Of special note: the 1,076-square-foot Exclusive Spa Suites,
which come with wide, valley-facing balconies and private whirlpools
and saunas. Two restaurants – one exclusively organic – focus on
seasonal, regional cuisine. Doubles from $370, including breakfast
daily, one dinner for two, and a 50-minute massage for two.
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Clockwise from top: Lefay’s indoor/outdoor pool,
a residence’s private terrace, and the resort’s reading room.

TAH IT I | FR EN CH P O LYN E SIA | FIJ I | S O UT H PACI FI C

Luxury Small-Ship Voyages

For reservations, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
Be sure to ask about special Virtuoso-hosted
sailings and shipboard credits!

Suite Talk

FIRST LOOK

Beam Me to Baja
The Cabo resort boom continues.

S

URF, 300-PLUS DAYS OF SUNSHINE EACH YEAR, AND EXCELLENT SEAFOOD
and tacos have earned the Los Cabos region its status as a Baja California favorite. The
latest reason to hop a flight: Zadún, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve will open in November with
115 rooms and suites tucked among the dunes of Puerto Los Cabos. Bright, modern
architecture and wood accents frame open-wall views of the Sea of Cortés, while outdoor showers, deep soaking tubs, and private plunge pools transform villas into secluded, butler-serviced
oases. Our pick for family gatherings: the beachfront Grand Reserve Villa, which comfortably
accommodates eight with multiple bedrooms, lounges, and pools spread over two levels. Onsite dining includes El Barrio for authentic street food or Humo for wood-grilled seafood and
meats, and candlelit agave bar Candil for craft cocktails. An outpost of Jean-Michel Cousteau’s
Ambassadors of the Environment adventure program gives parents alone time while kids explore
the surrounding ecosystem. If shoes must be tied, let them be golf cleats worn on Zadún’s three
courses, designed by Greg Norman and Jack Nicklaus. Doubles from $799, including breakfast
daily, a $150 resort credit, and round-trip airport transfers.
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Here for the holidays: An Ocean View
Pool Room’s patio and plunge pool
and (below) bath and outdoor shower.

ELEVATING ALL-INCLUSIVE LUXURY RIVER CRUISING
to an entirely new level in 2020.

S.S. Bon Voyage,
La Cave des Vins

Be treated to the indulgences of
The World’s Best and Most Awarded
Luxury River Cruise Line.

THE MOST
ALL-INCLUSIVE AMENITIES

A CHOICE OF CAREFULLY
CURATED EXPERIENCES

DELICIOUS
FARM-TO-TABLE CUISINE

There’s all-inclusive, and then there
is an unmatched level of inclusive
luxurious amenities that only
Uniworld provides.

All-inclusive shore excursions for every
traveler type, with private experiences

World-class cuisine made from
fresh ingredients sourced from
local destinations.

reserved solely for Uniworld guests.

OUTSTANDING
SERVICE

ONE-OF-A-KIND,
AWARD-WINNING SHIPS

Our service comes from the heart—“No
request is too large, no detail is too small.”

Each ship is a luxurious, artfully inspired
floating boutique hotel.

S.S. Maria Theresa, Pool

Elevating luxury river cruising to
an entirely new level with four new Super Ships.
From enhanced dining venues to additional suites to grand staircases and
state-of-the-art amenities, a ship becomes a Super Ship the moment she redefines
the term “unsurpassed luxury.” It’s not necessarily about the size of each ship,
although our ships do accommodate an average of 130 guests each, it’s about
the opportunities each ship provides to create memories you’ll remember long
after your river cruise is over.

S.S. LA VENEZIA New for 2020
126 GUESTS & 42 STAFF MEMBERS

VENICE LAGOON

Italy’s River Countess will undergo a complete design renovation and reemerge as S.S. La Venezia on March 27, 2020, on our Gems
of Northern Italy itinerary. Inspired by Venetian culture, this stunning new Super Ship will bring guests around the Venice Lagoon,
showing them what it means to experience “la bella vita.” She will boast a new design scheme, classic Super Ship touches, six
elegantly appointed suites, two dining venues—including an Italian kitchen on the upper deck—a spa, library and more.

Experience S.S. La Venezia on

GEMS OF NORTHERN ITALY

10 DAYS | MILAN TO VENICE
Since our ship is the only one docked in Burano overnight, you’ll enjoy even more time to
explore this colorful and enchanting island.

S.S. SÃO GABRIEL New for 2020
100 GUESTS & 37 STAFF MEMBERS

DOURO RIVER

With its debut in April 2020, S.S. São Gabriel will be the newest ship on Portugal’s Douro River. As guests travel on our Portugal, Spain & the
Douro River Valley cruise, they’ll be treated to the indulgences of this beautiful new ship. S.S. São Gabriel will bring the beauty of the Douro
River Valley region to life onboard through captivating décor and delicious food and wine. She’ll debut with added space, a spectacular crewto-guest ratio and two dining venues—a restaurant and an alfresco option on the top deck.

Experience S.S. São Gabriel on

PORTUGAL, SPAIN & THE DOURO RIVER VALLEY

11 DAYS | LISBON TO PORTO
Marvel at the Douro River Valley below on a Curated Service scenic
helicopter ride or bike along the Douro River to the Atlantic Ocean.

S.S. SPHINX New for 2020
84 GUESTS & 58 STAFF MEMBERS

NILE RIVER

The S.S. Sphinx’s January 4, 2020 debut on the Splendors of Egypt & the Nile itinerary will showcase Egyptian artwork, locally sourced
fabrics and hand-carved furnishings inspired by the beauty of the region. As the newest luxury river cruise ship in Egypt, she’ll feature 42
gorgeously appointed suites, a swimming pool and three gourmet dining venues.

Experience S.S. Sphinx on

SPLENDORS OF EGYPT & THE NILE

12 DAYS | CAIRO TO CAIRO
Explore the destination and the most inspiring sites with your local guide, a trained
Egyptologist.

MEKONG JEWEL New for 2020
68 GUESTS & 51 STAFF MEMBERS

MEKONG RIVER

Debuting on January 3, 2020, the multistory and all-suite Mekong Jewel will enthrall you from the moment you step onboard for our
Timeless Wonders of Vietnam, Cambodia & the Mekong itinerary. The newest ship on the Mekong River is made of sustainable and ecofriendly materials and will feature a main restaurant and an alfresco eatery on the top deck, a library, indoor and outdoor lounges, a pool
and a wellness center complete with a nail and hair salon.

Experience Mekong Jewel on

TIMELESS WONDERS OF VIETNAM, CAMBODIA & THE MEKONG

13 DAYS | HO CHI MINH CITY TO SIEM REAP
Indulge in a lavish dinner with an Aspara dance
show, a traditional Khmer dance form.

EXCEEDING EVERY
LUXURIOUS EXPECTATION
onboard and onshore.

Discover the “#1 RIVER CRUISE LINE” as voted
by readers in the Travel + Leisure
2019 World’s Best Awards.
To book, contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Suite Talk
FIRST LOOK

Fit for a Big Night
High-intensity health hits Manhattan.

W

HILE THE HIVE-LIKE INTERACTIVE ARTWORK KNOWN AS VESSEL AND THE TELESCOPING
shell of The Shed performance venue may seem like NYC’s latest Instagram stars, Hudson Yards’
Equinox Hotel is the one drawing cut and toned jet-setters to the West Side. The first foray into lodging
for Equinox – a brand best known for elite fitness clubs and SoulCycle spin classes – puts its healthfocused spin on traditional luxury hotel amenities with a range of holistic services, from in-room IV vitamin drips to
a certified sleep coach. Each of the 212 rooms is acoustically insulated and
stocked with nutritional supplements to help guests rejuvenate or relax; they
also include showers equipped with three shower heads and steam options, plus
products that incorporate the scents of fresh herbs grown on the nearby High
Line. Travelers can hit the spa for cryotherapy and quantum harmonics treatments, then head to the 24th floor’s outdoor terrace for Hudson River and Manhattan views while perusing James Beard Award winner Stephen Starr’s menu,
which was created with optimal nutrition in mind. And then there’s the gym: At
the on-site Equinox Fitness Club – the company’s largest yet, at 60,000 square
feet – travelers can sweat during personal training sessions or conquer Vessel’s
154 flights of stairs in one of many fitness classes. Guests can also swim laps in
a 25-yard indoor saltwater pool, take a dip in hot and cold plunge pools, or soak
up rays at an outdoor pool and terrace. Doubles from $700, including a $100 spa
credit, personal training session, or two SoulCycle classes.
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From top: A guest
room designed for a
good night’s rest in the
city that never sleeps,
and an NYC rarity, the
outdoor pool.

City to Go

Doha Does It Up
Souqs, seaside dining, and a wealth
of new cultural attractions await in Qatar.
BY CELESTE MOURE PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR

Clockwise from top left: The Museum of Islamic
Art, Doha at night, and Parisa’s ornate interior
and its grilled chicken and beef kebabs.
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GO FOR Vast natural gas resources have driven Qatar’s rise as
the world’s wealthiest nation
and transformed its capital,
Doha, from a once-declining
fishing and pearl-diving town
into the Persian Gulf’s futureforward cultural gem. Intriguing landmarks by the likes of
Rem Koolhaas (Qatar National
Library), I.M. Pei (Museum of
Islamic Art), and Jean Nouvel
(National Museum of Qatar)
dot the skyline. Many others
are in various stages of completion in preparation for the
2022 FIFA World Cup, including a stadium designed by the
late Zaha Hadid to resemble
a dhow, the region’s traditional
wooden fishing boat. (To best
take in the shimmering skyline,
book a harbor cruise on a dhow
at sunset.) Plan for at least
one desert adventure outside
the city: Head southeast for

Khor al-Adaid, the “Inland Sea,”
a former refuge for Abu Dhabi
pirates that’s now a haven for sea
turtles, ospreys, flamingos, oryx,
and other wildlife. Just out of town,
Al Shaqab keeps Qatar’s equestrian heritage alive and welcomes
visitors to races and shows with
its elegant Arabian horses.

EAT Order chargrilled kebabs,
young chicken in saffron and
pomegranate sauce, and savory
stews at Parisa Souq Waqif (Ras
Abu Abboud Street), a Persian
fine-dining restaurant where glittering mirrors and hand-painted
mosaics cover every inch of wall
and ceiling space.
For West Bay views, warm gulf
breezes, and delicious lamb
chops and Lebanese specialties, reserve a table outside at Al
Mourjan (Al Corniche Street), the
only restaurant on the Corniche.

NOW OPEN
HUDSON YARDS, NYC

IT’S NOT FITNESS IT’S LIFE has grounded Equinox — and fuelled

a cultural movement — for more than 25 years. Now we introduce Equinox Hotels as a true culmination of our brand promise
that will redefine travel as the world knows it.
We have obsessively pursued our enduring mission of life maximisation, becoming iconic by bringing luxury to a place where
none existed.

Now we are redefining luxury experience once again as a
seamless extension of a life well-lived, elevating fitness, contemporary culture, and community for those who rest and play as
hard as they work. The result is a place that matches the scale
of our ambitions and the ambitions of the very people for which
we built it.
That place is Equinox Hotels. This is the complete manifestation
of high-performance living. This is a place where compromise
does not exist.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TR AVEL ADVISOR .

City to Go

Sukar Pasha (Building 31S,
Katara Cultural Village) serves a
wide assortment of hot and cold
Turkish mezes, spit-roasted
lamb, and grilled skewers in an
elegant setting of woven textiles, patterned tiles, and handpainted ceilings.

DRINK Alcohol is heavily regulated,
so Qataris and visitors socialize
over hookahs at shisha bars.
Le Gourmet’s sidewalk patio
(Souq Waqif) draws a crowd for
strong Arabic coffee and freshly pressed juices in the morning
and, at all other times of the
day, for tobacco in flavors such
as apple, mint, and grape.

Clockwise from top left: Souq Waqif, Le Gourmet’s Arabic coffee and
pistachio baklava, Arabian horses at Al Shaqab, and Gold Souq bling.
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For wine and cocktails, head
to the restaurants and bars of

licensed hotels. Iris Doha (Ras
Abu Abboud Street) channels
a laid-back lounge vibe at sunset and heats up with international DJs, musicians and a
lively crowd by night.

SHOP One souq to rule them all:
Labyrinthine Souq Waqif’s
(Al Souq Street) whitewashed
buildings and cobbled alleys
hold hundreds of shops, including Arumailah Gifts & Masterpieces, where traditional
lanterns, swords, and daggers
are on display.
The overflowing sacks of colorful nuts, cumin, cardamom,
nutmeg, and saffron at Souq
Waqif’s spice market are a
feast for the senses.

Find your way to the smaller Souq al-Deira,
next to Souq Waqif, for nameless fabric
shops specializing in pure Indian silk, cashmere pashminas, and intricate embroidery.
Haggle with confidence at the Gold Souq
(Ali Bin Abdullah Street), across the street
from Souq Waqif, where every piece of jewelry sold – from handcrafted, ornate bridal
sets to 22-karat bangles – is inspected by
the government and hallmarked to guarantee its metal’s purity.

STAY Set in West Bay overlooking the gulf,
the 336-room St. Regis Doha welcomes
travelers with coffee and dates on offer
in public areas, which feature traditional
arched doorways, carved wood latticework, and Arabian lanterns balanced
against clean architectural lines. The
property is home to ten dining venues and
bars (including two restaurants by Gordon
Ramsay). Doubles from $285, including
breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

A natural history exhibit
at the National Museum
of Qatar.

STAY INSPIRED
With a fresh, contemporary elegance that honors the destination as
well as the guest, the Forbes Five Star, AAA Five Diamond Canyon
Suites presents a personalized experience both rare and
memorable in design. Find your inspiration here.

2019

The Radar

HEART AND SOUL
All eyes on downtown L.A.
BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NATASHA LEE

I

T’S RAINING, AN ODDITY
in sunny Southern California – but so was the idea
of spending a weekend in
downtown Los Angeles, up until a
few years ago. While I was growing
up in the nearby San Fernando
Valley, and even as a USC student
four miles south of downtown,
venturing there (except for the
occasional taco run to Grand Central Market) was as rare as the
water droplets bouncing off my
umbrella. But time is a talented

transformer: DTLA – the acronym is a sure sign of its it-ness
and hashtagability – is now the
city’s must-visit neighborhood,
with new hotels, restaurants,
bars, and arts venues, and
more culture than is possible to
absorb in one go.
Like the city that boomed
around it, DTLA sprawls across
one-way blocks and microhoods. I recall my obligatory
elementary-school field trip to
its Pueblo de Los Angeles, the

Clockwise from top
left: House of Woo’s
patch station, Hauser & Wirth gallery,
Manuela’s garden,
and the block that
loves you back.
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city’s birthplace, settled in 1781.
As an adult, I appreciate it as the
cultural heart of L.A.’s Latinx
community, with notable sites
that include LA Plaza de Cultura
y Artes, an interactive museum
of Mexican American history,
and Olvera Street, an outdoor
Mexican marketplace selling
flower-painted acoustic guitars
and leather huarache sandals.
Perhaps the most talkedabout DTLA enclave, however,
is the Arts District, about a mile
south. An urban artists’ colony
in the 1970s, the district’s
creative ethos recently enticed
Warner Brothers Music and
Spotify to hang their shingles
here, and some of the country’s
best chefs are following suit,
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The Radar

From left: Coffee
and pastries at
The Manufactory,
Grand Central
Market, and Bon
Temps’ blueprawn cocktail
with fried heads.
Opposite, from
top: LA Plaza de
Cultura y Artes’
gift shop and
necklaces from
The Giving Keys.

turning the area into a dining
destination as hot as an L.A.
August. Mei Lin, Top Chef’s season 12 winner, opened her first
restaurant, Nightshade, last
December, while James Beard
Award-winning chefs Chad
Robertson, Elisabeth Prueitt,
and Chris Bianco brought The
Manufactory, a 40,000-squarefoot fantasyland for food and
coffee lovers, to the fringes of
the district in January.
Come fall, Mexico City chefs
Enrique Olvera and Daniela
Soto-Innes will open Damian,
a Cal-Mex restaurant with
a mezcal-focused bar, and
Ditroit, a casual taqueria, both
around the corner from the
new Bon Temps brasserie,
helmed by nationally renowned
pastry chef Lincoln Carson.
“There’s an industrial history
to the neighborhood that has
weight to it,” Carson says. “It’s
a place that has substance and
character” – which, let’s be
honest, often feels missing in
much of Greater L.A.
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The Arts District is an easy
place to lollygag at galleries
and sip suds at craft breweries rooted inside behemoth
brick warehouses. Walls and
sidewalks bear street artists’
colorful badges, and a sense of
cooperative do-gooding thrives,
especially at Art Share L.A., a
live/work space for creatives,
and in boutiques such as The
Giving Keys, whose key jewelry
helps combat homelessness
around the city. “We wanted to
be somewhere that had culture
and community,” says Brit Gilmore, The Giving Keys president. “We’ve found that here.”
They’re all welcome additions, but you’d be remiss to
skip Grand Central Market’s
Tacos Tumbras a Tomas and
queue for what many Angelenos
claim is the city’s best carnitas.
When I finally bite into the fatty,
spiced pork, the familiar taste
of home floods in. DTLA might
have a flashy new face, but I’m
heartened to find some things
are exactly as I remember them.

CALIFORNIA COOL
Our current picks for L.A.’s hottest hood.

EAT + DRINK
 Arts District Brewing Co.: Stop for a local brew, but also for
darts and Skee-Ball (free on Mondays). 828 Traction Avenue;
artsdistrictbrewing.com.
 Bon Temps: The sleek and unfussy all-day brasserie has a raw
bar, French market fare, and outdoor seating that dares you to
linger. 712 S. Santa Fe Avenue; bontempsla.com.
 The Edison: Industrial chic at its finest, this 1910 power plant
turned atmospheric entertainment venue with lounges, live music,
and game rooms is basically a theme park for grown-ups. 108 W.
Second Street, No. 101; edisondowntown.com.
 Grand Central Market: Come hungry to the market that’s been
feeding Angelenos since 1917, and head straight to Tacos Tumbras
a Tomas for the city’s best carnitas – at least according to those in
its perpetual line. 317 S. Broadway; grandcentralmarket.com.
 Manuela: How cool is this spot serving brunch, lunch, and supper delights, such as chili-glazed soft-shell crab and wood-grilled
sunchokes? So cool that the chickens in its backyard garden have
their own Instagram account: @chicksofmanuela. 907 E. Third
Street; manuela-la.com.
 Nightshade: Make reservations for kusshi oysters with tiger’s
milk and charred garlic oil, Sichuan hot quail with milk bread, and
other unexpected Asian-Californian plates from chef Mei Lin,
served down an Arts District alleyway. 923 E. Third Street, Suite
109; nightshadela.com.

TIP
“If you’re on an all-carb diet, The Manufactory’s incredible breads and pastries will serve you
well. Go Get Em Tiger is a terrific spot for a cortado or pour-over coffee – they’re both in the
new Row DTLA, an amazing feat of repurposed space for the greater good of the city.”
– Michael Albanese, Virtuoso agency co-founder, downtown Los Angeles

VISIT + SHOP
 Alchemy Works: When you don’t know exactly
what you want, this half gallery and event space,
half lifestyle boutique inspires with globally
sourced apparel, gifts, and home decor. 826 E.
Third Street; alchemyworks.us.

 The Last Bookstore: Discover more than
250,000 new and used books, tens of thousands of records, and a rich calendar of literary
events not far from Grand Central Market.
453 S. Spring Street; lastbookstorela.com.

 The Giving Keys: Singer-songwriter and actress Caitlin Crosby founded her company, which
sells inspirational key necklaces and other jewelry,
to help combat homelessness. 836 Traction
Avenue; thegivingkeys.com.

STAY

 Hauser & Wirth: Part of a global chain, this
expansive gallery in a former flour mill displays
international contemporary and modern art; stop
by its shop for exclusive collections from L.A.
artists and designers. 901-909 E. Third Street;
hauserwirth.com.
 House of Woo: Husband-and-wife team Mike
Badt and Staci Woo design beachy, high-end,
made-in-L.A. clothing for men, women, and children. 209 S. Garey Street; ilovewoo.com.

Inside the 1920s Bank of Italy building, the
contemporary 241-room NoMad Los Angeles
is perfectly positioned for exploring DTLA,
with a rooftop pool and romantically lit lobby
bar for soaking up the SoCal life. Doubles from
$300, including breakfast daily and a $100
dining credit.

GO
The Arts District is best explored on foot.
Urban Adventures leads privately guided L.A.
tours and can tailor walking tours of DTLA
according to your interests – food and drink,
museums and galleries, indie boutiques, culture,
and more. Half-day tours from $390 and full-day
tours from $585 for two people.

Explore a city of fascinating contrasts.
Unexpected discoveries await you.

Interview

Why I Travel
An epic around-the-world trip has this family primed for more.
INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN

Introducing the kids to the
Taj Mahal and (below) a bit
of local culture in Laos.

Estonia, Russia … should I
keep going?

At home, we have nannies because my husband and I both
still work, but on the trip, it was
just the four of us. It was hard
at times. In Sri Lanka, there was
a huge storm, and the kids were
stuck inside for days. There
were super-long, hot travel

Clockwise from left: Honeymooning
on Bora-Bora, on safari in Kenya,
and the big day down under.

FTER ARE TRAASDAHL
sold his tech-marketing
company in 2016, he
and his wife, Siri Willoch Traasdahl, were quick to
discover what the family could
do with the extra time and resources. “The world,” she says.
“We wanted to see it all.” Five
months later, Siri, Are, and their
two kids, Felix and Iris, then 7

A
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and 3, were off on a 14-month,
around-the-globe odyssey, visiting dozens of countries in high
style. New York-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Brooke Lavery
helped them plot the dots on the
most epic of one-way journeys.

ticket. We started in Miami, where
we live, and kicked it off for real
with a party in Norway, where
our families are from. We got
to see loved ones and left our
cold-weather clothing there so we
could each have just one carry-on.

You choose one direction and
just keep going – that’s how it
works with an around-the-world

The destinations? Are you
ready? Paris, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Turkey, Israel,

SIRI WILLOCH TRAASDAHL

Smile, be courteous, learn
“good morning” and “thank
you” in the local language,
and people everywhere will
be friendly.

Feel the beat of
The Heart of Mexico

www.visitsanmiguel.travel

@gobiernogto | GUANAJUATO.MX

Interview

days. But the trip brought
us together like never before.
There were no concerns
other than what was happening in the moment, and we
loved that.

… Indonesia, Bhutan, India
and Sri Lanka, the Maldives,
Hong Kong, Vietnam …
This is the secret to packing:
accessories. I had one alligator
clutch from Hermès, a pearl
necklace from Chanel, one
cashmere shawl with sequins
from Brunello Cucinelli, and
a pair of waterproof Adidas
sneakers and neutral Hermès wedges. That’s it. Didn’t
matter if we were eating off
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Clockwise from top left:
On safari in Kenya, Petra’s
Treasury, and Kuang Si
Falls in Laos.

street carts in India or riding
Belmond’s Eastern & Oriental
Express from Singapore to
Bangkok, I could dress up or
dress down.
My Rimowa rolling suitcase
doubled as a stroller because
the little one would sit on it.
Those bags are so sturdy,
and the customer service is
great. They restored all our
bags to like-new condition
after the trip.
Instagram was a huge part
of staying in touch for me,
though my son connected with
friends by playing video games
with them wherever we were.
... Cambodia, Laos, Taipei,
Malaysia, Thailand, Japan …

Luxury got old, believe it or
not. The fuss. The big deal
of checking in everywhere.
It really became apparent in
Africa. We’d been traveling so
long and just wanted a simple
meal – in fact, we craved
nothing more than making our
own bread and cooking our
own meal on a bonfire. At first,
staff on the fancy safari we
were on didn’t understand it.
They rolled out a mobile bar
with cooking equipment. We
said, no, please, just bring out
some oil, flour, water, and a bit
of salt, and we’ll toss it on the
fire. It was so yummy.
Knitting saved me. I knitted as
a child, but hadn’t done it for 30
years. Then I found a yarn store
in Tokyo that was so beautiful,

I bought some and made hats
for everyone in the family. I then
became obsessed. If the kids
needed socks, I’d knit. Mittens,
I’d knit. It was cold in South
Africa, so I knitted a sweater in
two days!
… New Zealand, Bora-Bora, Fiji,
Australia, South Africa, Kenya.

WHERE NEXT?
There’s so much more I want to
see. So much more of Africa,
like Rwanda and Botswana,
where we’re going next year.
So many places in the Middle
East and Russia. I want to eat
more in Taiwan. We didn’t even
touch South America. Maybe
next time we’ll go around in the
other direction.

SIRI WILLOCH TRAASDAHL

Brooke and her team did
everything. We gave her the
waypoints, and they filled in
the in-betweens, got us rooms
and upgrades, and booked
side trips (a few of which had
us backtracking at times).
We wanted to spend New
Year’s in Hong Kong, observe
Yom Kippur in Israel, and
ski in Japan (we had winter
gear shipped in and out),
and she made it all happen,
supplementing our basics with
incredible suggestions and
local itineraries.

Inspired By

1.
AKOLA
Ode horn earrings, $78,
akolaproject.org

3.
EUGENIA KIM
Courtney fedora, $325,
eugeniakim.com

2.
VERY TROUBLED CHILD
Savanna Bag Number 8, $799,
verytroubledchild.com

A.L.C.
Bryn belted A-line dress,
$495, nordstrom.com

Safari Chic
Taking style cues from adventures in Botswana.
The thrill of rolling across the savanna in an open Land Cruiser, spotting a pride of lions in the middle distance, and drinking in starry night
skies has long drawn travelers to Africa. And while a safari requires fairly
utilitarian gear (for real talk on packing, see page 52), these adventures
have inspired some timeless looks – crisp khaki, cool hats, and eyecatching jewelry. A fashionable place to find animals galore: Belmond
Savute Elephant Lodge in Botswana’s Chobe National Park, where safari
daydreams play out IRL, with elephants sipping from the watering hole,
zebras grazing nearby, and 12 tented rooms with four-poster beds draped
in gauzy mosquito netting beckoning from raised platforms. Doubles from
$610 per person, including breakfast daily and a private meal for two.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Discover the extraordinary life
and work of Leonardo da Vinci

Follow in the footsteps
of Leonardo da Vinci, from
his birthplace of Anchiano
to his famed artwork in the
Lombardy region. Celebrate
the universally known Italian
genius with exhibits throughout
Italy, including Leonardo and
Perpetual Motion at the Galileo
Museum, The Mysteries of
the Codex Atlanticus at the
Ambrosiana Library, The Sala
delle Asse at the Sforza Castle,
and more.

LEONARDO,
TRUE ITALIAN
MASTERY

Leonardo da Vinci fully
embodied the spirit of the
Renaissance – with interests
that spanned engineering,
science, and visual arts – and
many of his influences can
still be seen in Italy today.

A beauty to treasure

Connect with your Virtuoso
travel advisor to explore Italy.

@ItaliaUSAandCAN

@italia_usa_can

@Italia_USA_CAN

italia.it

On the Table

All In
A third wave of big-name chefs and restaurants makes bold,
delicious dining the one sure bet in Vegas.
BY ADAM ERACE PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

From left: Mott 32’s main dining room, hot-and-sour ibérico pork
soup dumpling, and secondary dining room, lit by a feather-boa chandelier.

I

N THE BEGINNING, VEGAS CASINOS CREATED

their own restaurants according to the cruise-ship
formula of the time: a steak house, a deli, an Italian
place, an Asian place, a buffet at every property.
With no names on the doors and no eye toward luring
patrons from other resorts on the Strip, these were primarily way stations at which gamblers could refuel between poker and craps.
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The second dining wave rose from the mid-1990s
through the recession: Vegas was reinventing itself as a
destination for families and sophisticated travelers, and,
as the Food Network’s influence crested, people began to
refer to themselves as “foodies.” That meant hotels partnering with titans such as Guy Savoy, Alain Ducasse, and
Joël Robuchon, as well as Bobby Flay and other celebrity
chefs, to open splashy restaurants – many of which remain

For some, it’s sitting down to the first five-star dinner of the trip, and being transported
by the rich, unexpected ﬂavors awaiting you. For others, it’s sailing into an exotic,
remote port without another ship in sight. And for you, it’s the little things.
Discover your moment.

ENJOY THE FINEST CUISINE AT SE A™ ABOARD OUR INTIM ATE AND LUXURIOUS SHIPS.

Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor about special voyages with exclusive Virtuoso benefits,
such as complimentary Shore Experiences and Pre-Paid Gratuities.
JAN190268

On the Table

After that it
was game on,
with cool new
restaurants
cementing the
Strip as one of
the country’s
top dining
destinations.

popular today – to attract this new class
of traveler.
Following a robust recovery after the economic downturn, Vegas casinos doubled
down on partnerships with a third wave of
restaurateurs that shows no signs of breaking. But instead of going for mass-market appeal and widespread name recognition, they
tapped operators with the street cred and
critical acclaim a new generation of dialed-in,
discriminating diners demanded. The timing
was perfect, as many of these chefs were just
dipping their toes into empire-building.
“I always loved the idea of bringing Carbone to Las Vegas,” says Mario Carbone,
who, along with partners Jeff Zalaznick
and Rich Torrisi, opened a branch of their
Greenwich Village red-sauce wonderland
at Aria Resort & Casino in 2015. “The city
was partially defined by the Rat Pack, so it
felt like the perfect fit and had to happen at
some point. We jumped at the chance.” Another New Yorker, David Chang, followed
two years later with Momofuku at The Cosmopolitan. After that it was game on, with
cool new restaurants cementing the Strip
as one of the country’s top dining destinations. Here’s where to catch the current set.

SADELLE’S, BELLAGIO LAS VEGAS
Fancyometer:
Carbone, Zalaznick, and Torrisi weren’t
done with Vegas by a long shot. One of the
biggest and busiest newcomers of the last
year, Sadelle’s, premiered over Christmas
break in the former Café Bellagio. By day,
pastry carts stacked with sticky buns and
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One of the brightest spots
on the U.S. dining scene and
(above) breakfast at Sadelle’s.

Experience unparalleled access to authentic Italy. Go Boldly.
Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor to learn more.

We are different.
More than a Journey, an Experience.
More than a Team, a Community.

On the Table
jelly doughnuts roam the pearl-and-Tiffanyblue dining room, and bagel towers and
tiers of smoked fish turn table displays into
mini skylines. At lunch and dinner, they ice
the deli-deluxe swagger in favor of diner
and retro-Continental classics: Tablesidetossed salads take over, followed by finely
rendered versions of the turkey club, the
tuna melt, the cheeseburger, and, for ballers,
a two-pound lobster or brawny blackened
rib eye. Before it became a thing across the
country, the all-day restaurant was a Vegas
staple – at Sadelle’s, it comes full circle.

POK POK WING, THE COSMOPOLITAN
OF LAS VEGAS
Fancyometer:
Located on the second floor of the Boulevard tower, Block 16 Urban Food Hall
turns a year old in August. The culinary
concourse features counter-service stalls
from local and national operators such as
Hattie B’s Hot Chicken from Nashville and
New Orleans’ District (doughnuts and sliders), but the one with the most buzz right
now is Andy Ricker’s Pok Pok Wing. Ricker,
who’s had a devoted following since opening

A Venetian welcome
to Vegas at Cipriani.
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the original Pok Pok in Portland in 2005,
deals his greatest hits here: pork or prawn
pad thai, electric papaya salad, and chicken
wings dark and sticky with the James Beard
Award-winner’s legendary fish-sauce caramel. Order half a dozen to eat at the restaurant, and another half dozen to eat in your
room in a robe at midnight.

CIPRIANI, THE WYNN
Fancyometer:
Blown-up black-and-white headshots of
1990s supermodels grin down on diners
at Cipriani’s new navy- and camel-colored
Vegas branch, the second in the U.S. It’s a
fitting motif – the Cipriani has always been
synonymous with the fashion, celebrity, and
general jet-set circles – but one grounded in
traditional Italian cooking: carpaccio alla
Cipriani, silky salt-cod mantecato, mushroom risotto, and Venetian-style calf liver
with polenta. Bellinis, as expected, abound.

MOTT 32, THE VENETIAN RESORT LAS VEGAS
Fancyometer:
Not content with just importing American
talent for its slew of new restaurants, The

Truly a feast for the senses;
a beautifully balanced expression of

service, luxury & style
located in the heart of South Beach.

James Beardapproved post-party
food at Pok Pok Wing.

Venetian ventured far east to Hong Kong,
where Mott 32 has held court on the restaurant scene since 2014. Opened in December
in the Palazzo tower, the Vegas outpost is a
maximalist fever dream of arched ceilings,
neon, diaphanous chandeliers, and a table
made from a vintage roulette wheel. Steamed
soup dumplings, duck lettuce cups, and barbecue ibérico pork buns serve as warm-ups for
the star attractions: large-format, status proteins – whole Alaskan king crab two ways ($98
per pound), Imperial bird’s nest soup ($98 per
person), braised Japanese abalone with oyster
sauce ($398), and more.

MAJORDŌMO MEAT & FISH, THE VENETIAN
Fancyometer:
¯
David Chang’s original Majordomo
smashlanded in Los Angeles so hard in 2018, it sent
tremors through the competition. After receiving such lavish praise for its gutsy cooking, it wasn’t much of a surprise when Chang
announced he would open an outpost at the
Palazzo (coincidentally, next to Mott 32), in
the former Carnevino. It’s a fitting address,
¯
as Majordomo
will carry on the previous occupant’s tradition of serving grand cuts of
beef, such as 45-day dry-aged rib eye with
cheese fries and smoked whole-plate short
rib surrounded by ssam condiments.

LIVE UNFORGETTABLE
S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 9
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JOIN US FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE SUMMER AT
WALDORF ASTORIA BEVERLY HILLS

Seat at the Bar

Sweet
Tradition
In Catalonia, the hours
of a day are measured
in vermouth.
Here’s to happy
hour: Reus’ Museu
del Vermut.

BY JAY KUEHNER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SIVAN ASKAYO

“I

TALIANS INVENTED IT, BUT WE’RE

the ones who drink it,” proffers an elderly man I meet en route to the Museu
del Vermut, a museum and restaurant
in the Catalonian town of Reus devoted to
all things vermouth. Indeed, Spaniards consume more vermouth than the Italians or
French (or anyone else for that matter). This
is a beverage best appreciated in cafés and
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tabernas, on plazas and sidewalks, where its
popularity was established among workingclass denizens as a tipple after Mass and before lunch. And at a mere two euros a glass,
poured on the rocks and garnished with an
olive, or spritzed with soda water, it’s an enduring comfort in times of economic recession. If there’s one thing Spaniards refuse
to forfeit, it’s their sociability: Vermouth

embodies that conviviality. Fer el vermut – or
“doing vermouth” in Catalan – is a natural
rite, and perhaps nowhere more than in the
province of Tarragona (home to the port
town of the same name).
I’d come to the inland Tarragonan town
of Reus in early fall to partake of this Catalan ritual near its source, where the hora del
vermut – that protracted afternoon ritual of

discover your story at croatia.hr

Full of
islands to discover
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Seat at the Bar

THE ULTIMATE TRAVEL EXPERIENCE
IN SPAIN & PORTUGAL

Elvira Basteiro, Yzaguirre’s vermouth maker, and (right) El Peix que es Mossega la Cua in Tarragona.

sipping vermouth, idling with intent among
friends, family, and strangers – is observed in
the bars that proliferate throughout the city’s
historic Part Alta (Old Town). Having come
for the vermouth, however, I was surprised to
find that I’d be staying for a party.
Autumn equinox brings the festival of
Tarragona’s patron saint, Santa Tecla, which
celebrates the fourteenth-century arrival of
a spiritual relic, the saint’s arm, unlocked
from the cathedral’s reliquary and given
a processional through Part Alta’s maze
of cobbled streets. There’s nothing idle
about it, with revelry lasting for days amid
high pageantry: fireworks, dances, marching bands, and giant papier-mâché beasts,
including the iconic figure of la víbria, a
dragon with a female torso and a chicken’s
head, whose image is emblazoned on all the
town’s tchotchkes. The festival culminates
with castells, the spectacular Catalan tradition of human towers that dates back to the
eighteenth century. These festivities unfold
not far from the ruins of a Roman amphitheater, carved from the bedrock upon which
Tarragona was built.
And, as always, vermouth courses
through the city’s bars as if in infinite
To explore Spain and Portugal with us,
please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
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supply, prompting a collective appetite
for snacking while socializing, otherwise
known as tapeo. A natural aperitif, vermouth has botanical properties that open
the appetite, and its mild sweetness is an
ideal counterpoint to salty tapas: anchovystuffed olives, briny mussels, aged sheep’s
cheese, pickled gherkins, crisp croquettes.
By nightfall, vermouth’s work is mostly
done, having served the purpose of preparing the imbiber for a proper meal without
compromising mental clarity – its relatively low alcohol by volume means you can
enjoy several servings while remaining
happily civil.
YZAGUIRRE, IN PRODUCTION SINCE 1884,

is ubiquitous throughout Tarragona (and
all of Spain) and has become synonymous
with Catalan vermouth. The company’s
bodega in the agricultural hub of El Morell
skews more impressively utilitarian than
estate romantic (when I arrive, employees
are casually grilling rovellón mushrooms in
the parking lot). Tractors share the roadways here, and the landscape is mostly lowlying orchards of grapevines and hazelnut,
almond, and olive trees.

THE BEST WAY TO

EXPERIENCE THE EXTRAORDINARY
IN ULTRA-LUXURY
Every Seabourn voyage is a journey consisting of two memorable and distinct elements.
There’s the ultra-luxury that characterizes every one of our ships. The spaces are generous and
thoughtfully conceived, while your every wish is taken care of. Then there’s the unforgettable sense
of unbridled adventure as you get up close to our planet’s treasures, like the unspoiled expanse of
the Antarctic or the splendor and style of the world’s landmark cities. No one else is so skilled
at bringing these worlds together to create one unforgettable moment after the next.

ENHANCE AND
EXTEND YOUR
EXPERIENCE
Want to truly experience the regions of your travels?
Immerse yourself on exhilarating optional excursions
right from your ship, in select destinations. With our
Ventures by Seabourn program, Expedition Team
members whisk you away on incredible adventures
that have been expertly planned for each location.
You’ll get up close and personal to your majestic
surroundings—and take home some unforgettable,
fascinating memories.
Whether your trip takes you to sunny spots or
Arctic locales, Ventures by Seabourn has days of
exploration waiting for you. Hop in a Zodiac or sea
kayak and paddle through fjords and waterways,
or trek on foot to find abundant wildlife, historic
culture and natural beauty.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Ultra-Luxury Resort at Sea.
Book today to take advantage of Virtuoso Voyages amenities including a dedicated onboard host, welcome
reception and custom shore experience.

Your experienced Seabourn Expedition Team is a select group of academics, scientists and general naturalists who share your
passion for exploring and learning about some of the world’s remote regions. On board, they provide expert insights into a
destination’s science, history and culture through our Seabourn Conversations and casual discussions throughout the ship.
They also guide your oﬀ-ship expeditions to enhance and enrich your interaction and engagement with destinations.

ALASKA & BRITISH COLUMBIA

ANTARCTICA & PATAGONIA

NORWEGIAN FJORDS

NORTHERN EUROPE, GREENLAND & ICELAND

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND & SOUTH PACIFIC

AMAZON & SOUTH AMERICA

FEATURED ITINERARIES
Ultimate Antarctica
& Patagonia

British Isles
& Iceland

Alaska Fjords &
Canadian Inside Passage

Icelandic
Summer

Seabourn Quest

Seabourn Quest

Seabourn Sojourn

Seabourn Quest

San Antonio (Santiago) to
Buenos Aires | 21 Days
February 23, 2020

Dover (London) to Reykjavík | 15 Days
June 8, 2020

Juneau to Vancouver | 7 Days
June 19; August 7, 2020

Round-trip Reykjavík | 15 Days
June 23, 2020

Fares from $9,999*

Fares from $4,299*

Fares from $9,999*

Fares from $11,999*

Based on June 19 departure

*All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, and subject to availability. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of $425 to $740 per person are additional. Fares are not combinable
with any other oﬀer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without prior notice. All savings amounts are included in fares shown. Certain restrictions apply. Seabourn reserves the
right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2019 Seabourn

Our new ship, Seabourn Venture represents a new era in
expedition cruising, for those whose appetite for unique experiences is matched
by a taste for ultra-luxury amenities. Guests can explore the most coveted, remote
destinations on earth in Seabourn’s award-winning aura of incomparable elegance
and ease. Purpose-built, expertly staﬀed with a world-class Expedition Team and
equipped to deliver immersive, authentic oﬀ-ship experiences, Seabourn Venture
welcomes guests to a full-featured, luxuriously appointed resort at sea.

Coming in 2021 and 2022. Open for bookings now.

DISCOVER THE EXTRAORDINARY WORLDS OF SEABOURN

EXPLORE WITH A WORLD-CLASS EXPEDITION TEAM

Clockwise from top left: Castellers form a traditional human tower in a Tarragonan
town, Yzaguirre’s rosado vermouth, and Reus scenery.

BOTTOMS UP!
Where to toast in and around Tarragona.

Bar Cortijo: This homey
bar near the port serves
a nice selection of natural wines and seasonal
tapas sourced locally.
Carrer dels Rebolledo
27, Tarragona.
Mirall d’Estiu: This
seafood spot with a patio
on Tarragona’s northern
beach is ideal for larger
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groups. Platja Llarga, Tarragona; miralldestiu.com.

Carrer del Governador
González 8, Tarragona.

El Peix que es Mossega la Cua: “The Fish
That Bites Its Tail” is an
atmospheric tavern serving innovative tapas (past
offerings have included
vermouth gelato with
potato chips and chicken
with Chartreuse curry).

Museu del Vermut: This
vermutería, restaurant,
and museum is dedicated
to vermouth and housed
in a modernist building, with a collection of
vintage bottles. Carrer
de Vallroquetes 7, Reus;
museudelvermut.com.

Resident enologist Elvira Basteiro, who
has worked in Catalonia’s famed Priorat
wine region, has just finished revamping the
formula for the brand’s rosado vermouth,
a beguiling pink aperitif that broadens the
repertoire of dry (secco), white (blanco), and
red (rojo) styles. She weaves between the
starkly juxtaposed modern stainless steel
tanks and stacks of vintage oak casks, explaining how Yzaguirre has been scaled for
twenty-first-century production but still
tastes like it did centuries ago. She dips a
pinkie into a mahogany-hued botanical extract and tastes it as affirmation.
Over the din of a bottling machine humming in the background, I get a cursory lesson on vermouth’s origins. The fortified,
aromatized (flavored with botanicals) wine
can be traced at least as far back as ancient
Greece. Antonio Benedetto Carpano popularized its modern iteration in Torino in
1786, inspiring a café culture built around
the once-medicinal libation. Spanish vermouth, its cradle of production situated in
Reus, evolved as a response to the drink’s
increasing vogue among Barcelona’s elite at
the turn of the nineteenth century.
Basteiro snaps back into the present
by pointing to the bulk delivery of Yzaguirre’s base white wine (made from sturdy
macabeo grapes), which is fortified and
blended with a secret recipe of macerated
botanicals (some 80-plus). The combination of herbal, spice, floral, root, bark, and
citrus peel components can easily rival gin
in complexity. The addition of caramelized
sugar, which gives rojo vermouth its amber
hue, balances the infusion’s potent bitterness. Reserve vermouth undergoes further
aging in oak barrels for more than a year.
This fastidious process of making vermouth contrasts with the never fussy “doing” of vermouth. Drinkers can appreciate
the dynamic comingling of flavors – fig and
citrus, among others – but never at the expense of lively conversation.
Back in Reus at the city center’s town
hall, a boisterous but reverent crowd awaits
the arrival of the Xiquets de Tarragona,
a team of castellers clad in red-and-white
stripes who form themselves into a castle
of bodies – a feat of preposterous strength,
unity, danger, and beauty. The crowd
hushes while the human tower writhes

(CASTELLERS) ALESSANDRA PEZZOTTA/ALAMY

Seat at the Bar

VERMOUTH 101
How to get a taste of Catalonia’s dynamic drink of choice.
Virtuoso advisors work with Made
for Spain & Portugal to put together a one-day vermouth-centric
outing in Barcelona. In some of the
city’s best-loved bodegas, travelers
can chat with regulars over tapas –
briny banderillas (toothpicks
stacked with olives, pickled onions,
peppers, and anchovies), washed
down with glasses of palate-pleasing
vermouth, such as Yzaguirre or
Casa Mariol. Departures: Any day

Pioneering private and group luxury
journeys worldwide for over 260 years.
Founded in 1758, Cox & Kings is the world’s most
enduring luxury travel brand. We deliver premium, private
and custom journeys and small group tours to hundreds
of the world’s most fascinating destinations. Our journeys
are planned by destination specialists with the insider
expertise to deliver a trip that will truly inspire.

through 2019; from $594.
Tasters can sip vermouth crafted by
a range of Tarragona producers –
from an established Spanish brand
to a family-owned vermouth house
to a modern vermutería – during a
daylong excursion from Barcelona
to Reus organized by Virtuoso advisors through on-site tour operator
Valesa Cultural Services. Following vermouth tastings and lunch,
a stroll through central Reus is in
order, for looks at the Gothic Prioral
de Sant Pere Apòstol church, where
Antoni Gaudí was baptized, and the
modernist Casa Navàs, designed by
Catalan architect Lluís Domènech i
Montaner. Departures: Any day

through 2019; from $1,560.

gracefully skyward. A young girl, no more
than 7, helmet fastened for safety, prepares her route to the top, scaling a height
of eight bodies bound in collective ballast,
and anoints its summit by raising her hand.
The plaza roars in admiration. All sweat
and smiles, the dismounted veteran castellers toast their achievement with a round of
vermouth. Although Tarragona is designated as a UNESCO World Heritage site for
its Roman ruins, the hora del vermut might
well be the timeless asset that cements its
cultural essence, a tradition worth safeguarding, one glass at a time.
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Contact your Virtuoso travel
advisor for more details or
to book your journey.

Style & Design

Old Town
Road
Uzbekistan’s Silk Road
outposts are as shoppable
now as in Marco Polo’s day.
BY NICOLE TRILIVAS

S

Bukhara’s massive
Kalyan Mosque
can accommodate
12,000 worshippers.
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been a big deal in
Uzbekistan. Trace a finger along a map of the
Great Silk Road – the ancient
world’s most important trading-route network connecting
the East and the West – and
you’ll find this Central Asian
nation nearly at its midpoint.
From the second century BC ,
caravans from China to the
Mediterranean converged here
to swap spices, salt, teas, precious metals, and, of course,
silks. Today, its former Silk
Road bazaar cities, such as Samarkand and Bukhara, remain
remarkably intact, with bluetiled domes and minarets of
sunbaked clay bricks.
These outposts are also
home to traditional artisans
who create patterned silks, ceramics, textiles, and carpets.
In an effort to preserve the
country’s oldest customs, the
government doesn’t tax craft
workshops, which gives visitors

BRIAN ATKINSON/ALAMY

HOPPING HAS ALWAYS

Conservatorium, Amsterdam

Lutetia, Paris

Beautifully Composed

Hotel Café Royal, London

The three founding hotels of The Set are located in the cultural heart of their
vibrant cities. They have for decades attracted people who drive change
and creativity and are places where established and emerging ideas come
together to shape the future.

Style & Design
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access to an impressive array of studios that
double as some of the world’s most authentic souvenir shops.
In this area, which still echoes with the
legends and legacies of historic headliners
such as Genghis Khan and Alexander the
Great, recent infrastructure investments
from China and newly relaxed visa regulations mean that tourism is increasing. In
short, now’s the time to visit. An organized
tour with ample downtime makes for a fussfree way to move between major cities in
this far-flung destination. In addition to
shopping-centric destinations, stops on a
well-rounded tour might include the Soviet-style capital of Tashkent and the city of
Khiva – and perhaps even a short stay in a
traditional yurt camp in the countryside.
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Here’s where to shop along the Silk Road for
well-made, timeless treasures.

SAMARKAND
One of Central Asia’s oldest inhabited cities, breathtaking Samarkand is crammed
with must-sees, including the hallowed
Shah-i-Zinda necropolis, containing mausoleums dating to the eleventh century;
an observatory built by astronomer and
mathematician Ulugh Beg in the 1420s;
and the grandiose, UNESCO-recognized
Registan Square.
Happy Bird Art Gallery & Craft Center

Happy Bird is a tidy complex of several galleries, the highlight of which is Lena Ladik’s
fairy-house-like studio on the top level.

Ladik, originally from Ukraine, designs
whimsical clothing fashioned from vintage
fabrics and silks collected from across the
’Stans and the former Soviet Union (once
a Soviet Socialist Republic, Uzbekistan declared independence in 1991, shortly before
the union’s collapse). Ladik’s one-off pieces
are fanciful but in vogue (literally – she’s
happy to show you her double-page spread
in Vogue Russia).
On the complex’s ground floor, a nameless paper shop carries delicate mulberrysilk-paper handicrafts, including fragile
dolls and even purses and tunics. The items
are handmade using ancient methods at a
Chinese-style paper mill called Meros in
nearby Konigil village, which is also open to
visitors. 43a Tashkentskaya Street.

(1) SOLVEIG PLACIER/AGEFOTOSTOCK, (2, 3, AND 4) NICOLE TRILIVAS,
(5) DBIMAGES/ALAMY, (6) OLEKSANDR RUPETA/ALAMY

1. Suzani on display in Bukhara. 2. Glazing in progress at Gijduvan Ceramics Museum. 3. Suzani needlework in Gijduvan. 4. Silk threads being washed
in Gijduvan. 5. Plov, the traditional Uzbek rice dish. 6. The Samarkand-Bukhara Silk Carpet Workshop.

IT WAS IN BALI ...
We headed inland in the afternoon, making our way toward a
local temple. It was a work of art and simply beautiful. As our tour was
ending, the sun was getting low in the sky and decided to steal the show.
Rays of light flickered across the rice fields, shelved into the sides of nearby hills.
It was like something out of a movie or a magazine. It’s still the first thing I bring
up whenever someone asks me about my favorite places… I’ll never forget it.

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS,
PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

ENJOY VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS ON A WIDE
ARRAY OF SAILINGS: Onboard host, private welcome
reception and custom curated shore experience.

Style & Design
Samarkand-Bukhara Silk Carpet Workshop

The Wymara Villas

BUKHARA
Alongside Samarkand, Buhkara was Uzbekistan’s other major Silk Road stop, as
well as a key site for Islamic study. A web
of trading domes and bazaars housing
shops and stalls operates around Bukhara’s twelfth-century Po-i-Kalyan complex,
which consists of the Kalyan Mosque, fitting up to 12,000 worshipers; the Mir-i Arab
Madrassa, a still functioning Islamic school;
and the 150-foot-tall Kalyan Minaret.
Suzani Shop

Elevate your ordinary vacation at one of
our seven exquisite and private oceanfront
Villas in Turks + Caicos. Wymara Villas are
the ultimate in luxury with contemporary
indoor and outdoor architecture, two private
pools and an over-the-water swim platform
with direct ocean access. Each villa provides
the perfect backdrop for large gatherings or
intimate evenings.
Located just minutes from the main resort,
indulge in an array of amenities including
the beach club on Grace Bay Beach,
two on-site restaurants and more. Discover
the getaway that will keep you coming
back for years to come.

Merchant Behruz Ahmedov stocks kaleidoscopic silk-embroidered blankets and pillow
covers that he sources from female artisans
in Bukhara and Uzbekistan’s Fergana Valley.
Known as suzani (meaning “needlework”),
these hand-embroidered fabrics were once
created as part of dowries and still feature traditional motifs and symbols such as peppers
(protection) and pomegranates (fertility).
It’s not uncommon to see areas of a suzani
piece deliberately left unfinished, because,
as Ahmedov puts it, “nothing is perfect but
Allah.” Skip the hyperbright pieces: Muted
colors signal the use of natural dyes from
sources such as indigo and dahlia flowers.
Third Trading Dome, Hakikat Street.
Davron Toshev Miniatures Workshop

Miniatures are intricate illustrations on
handmade silk or cotton paper, usually
Contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel
Advisor for additional details and to book
your Wymara getaway.
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Bukhara’s Toqi Telpak Furushon Bazaar.

depicting scenes from important religious
manuscripts or age-old myths. Miniature
painting in Bukhara dates back to the sixteenth-century Shaybanid dynasty, descendants of Genghis Khan who once conquered
Bukhara. (Legend has it that the only reason the Kalyan Minaret still stands is because Genghis thought it too impressive to
destroy.) Today, master craftsman Toshev
Davron teaches the elegant art of miniature painting to more than 100 students in
his workshop, which sits atop the store that
displays his ornate illustrations. 15 Khakikat
Street (near the southern entrance of Toqi Telpak Furushon Bazaar).
Gijduvan Ceramics Museum

To see suzani needlework in action, head to
the town of Gijduvan, just north of Bukhara, where several generations of women
stitch vast swatches of creamy cotton with
airy silk thread. Here you’ll also find richly
glazed ceramics for sale. These bowls, serving dishes, and decorative plates are thrown,
glazed, and fired on-site under the guidance
of sixth-generation master craftsman Abdullo Narzullaev, who still uses all the traditional methods – including a donkey-driven
rotary mill. 55 Kimsan Street.

LEONID ANDRONOV/ALAMY

Redefining
Caribbean
Luxury

If you’re in the market for a handmade
silk carpet, be prepared to shell out for it.
Genuine hand-knotted, loom carpets – like
those constructed at this women-focused,
Afghan-Uzbek collective in Samarkand’s
center – take two weavers anywhere from 4
to 15 months to make. After you watch these
women’s spider-quick fingers play over their
looms with impossible dexterity, prices in
the thousands seem downright reasonable.
The workshop also sells a selection of more
affordable carpets.
A test for machine-made versus handmade carpets: Pull at a thread in the rug’s
fringe. If it causes a thread in the rug’s interior to move, signaling that the fringe is an
extension of the same thread, the carpet is
handmade. 2A Hujom Street.

TIP

An incomparable stay awaits you at London’s most stylish destination:
•

“Uzbekistan’s hand-embroidered
textiles and suzanis are truly exquisite
and shockingly well priced. If they
interest you, bring an extra duffel bag,
bargain gently, and pride yourself on
buying direct.”

•
•

– Betty Jo L. Currie, Virtuoso agency
executive, Atlanta

85 spacious rooms and suites with elegant contemporary design
that embody the heritage and glamour of Bvlgari
World-class amenities including 82-foot pool, award-winning Spa
and pioneering Workshop Gymnasium
Sette, the first location of New York City’s Scarpetta Restaurants,
brings authentic Italian food from the heart of Manhattan with
its own inimitable flair

OF SILK AND SUPPER
The inside track on Uzbekistan’s
artisan scene.

During Exeter International’s 11-day tour
of Uzbekistan, Silk Road explorers stop in
Tashkent, Khiva, Bukhara, and Samarkand,
and soak in views from 10,856-foot Greater
Chimgan peak. In each destination, visitors
immerse themselves in local culture – cooking plov, a traditional rice dish, in the home
of a master suzani embroiderer in Bukhara,
for instance. Optional add-ons include touring a silk-carpet workshop and watching a
folk-dance show at a former harem in Khiva.
Departures: Multiple dates, through December 27; from $4,425.
On a nine-day journey by Ker & Downey,
travelers can stock up on hand-lacquered
miniatures crafted by on-site artists at the
nineteenth-century Abul Kasim Madrassa in
Tashkent, see intricate tilework in Bukhara,
sample local vintages with dinner at Samarkand’s Khovrenko Winery, and walk through
the UNESCO-listed center of Itchan Kala in
Khiva. Between cities, enriching stops await,
such as a visit to a family’s yurt in the Kyzylkum Desert. Departures: Multiple dates,
through February 26, 2020; from $7,200.
Cox & Kings’ 12-day, local-expert-heavy
tour of Tashkent, Samarkand, and Bukhara
presents ample culture-infused experiences.
Travelers can learn about Uzbek cuisine during a cooking demonstration, for instance,
and take a craft detour with weavers and
other artisans in the Fergana Valley. Departures: Multiple dates, through February 26,
2020; from $5,135.
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TO EXPERIENCE A CITY HOTEL UNLIKE ANY OTHER,
CONTACT YOUR SPECIALIST VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Out & About

Under the Andean Sun
In southern Peru’s Altiplano, the country’s less-visited wonders shine.
BY T.J. OLWIG PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR

Indigenous Uros
women in traditional clothing on
Lake Titicaca.

T

HE TRAIN FROM CUZCO GOES SOUTH TOO,

you know. Once travelers have checked Machu
Picchu off their list (and they should), a tenhour ride down the tracks of the Altiplano – the
widest plateau in the world outside of Tibet – leads to
Lake Titicaca, a sparkling, 120-mile-long body of water
straddling the Bolivian border. Here, adventure and culture collide some 12,000 feet above sea level in an area

1 14
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that, according to local lore, is the birthplace of the Inca.
From tours of ancient ruins to on-the-water excursions,
travelers can explore an under-the-radar slice of Peru, using the city of Puno as a jumping-off point.

LIFE ON THE LAKE
More than 30 islands dot Lake Titicaca’s frigid blue waters,
and day trips let travelers visit some of the most culturally

Queenstown

newzealand.com/luxury

PERFECTION
FROM

EVER
Y
PERSPECTIVE
Named one of the must-have
experiences across the globe
by Virtuoso for 2019, a Tandem
Skydive in New Zealand is the
one achievement that awaits you.
Attached to a highly experienced
Tandem Master, join the ranks of
a select few and take the truly
transformational experience of
freefalling over the world’s most
dramatic landscape.

Out & About

Walk on water: Floating
island Titimarka.

TIP
“To cope with Lake Titicaca’s
high elevation and avoid
altitude sickness, visit lowerelevation destinations in
Peru first: Machu Picchu, the
Sacred Valley, Cuzco. If you
start slow, you should be fine.
Andean muña tea can help, as
well as drinking more water
and less alcohol.”
– Philippe Kjellgren, Virtuoso
travel advisor, London

an ancestry dating back some 3,700 years
to the Altiplano’s earliest settlement. Their
way of life is nothing short of a marvel.
From Uros, our excursion continues on
to Taquile Island, a beautiful, rocky mound
reminiscent of a Mediterranean escape
that’s an hour’s boat ride away. Here, grazing sheep and eucalyptus trees decorate
the landscape, which is home to some 2,600
Quechua-speaking residents, famous for
their UNESCO-recognized textiles. While
the women spin alpaca wool and cotton,
the men of Taquile, in their iconic chullo
hats, handle the knitting. Be sure to save
some soles (Peruvian currency) for a souvenir or two.

ANCIENT TREK
significant ones before sundown. On a boat
ride arranged through Titilaka, an 18-room
lodge on the Lake Titicaca shore, my first
stop is the human-made islands of Uros, a
floating archipelago built entirely from totora reeds that grow in the lake’s shallows.
Its inhabitants construct everything from
their huts to their boats and even the islands
themselves from layer upon layer of interwoven dried reeds. During the rainy season,
the residents add a new layer to their island
every 15 days; in dry season, every 30.
Upon arrival, Walter, our Uros host,
rows us through the surrounding marshes
and demonstrates his harvesting skills by
severing a reed from its root with a long,
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sharp-bladed tool. After peeling the skin, he
does his best Bugs Bunny impression with a
hearty chomp of the partially edible plant.
(Some islanders tell me that due to its high
calcium and fluoride content they never
have to brush their teeth.) Next, we visit
Walter’s island, where, stepping onto its
bouncy platform, I’m surprised to feel bulk
beneath my feet. Brightly clothed, rosycheeked women converse in Aymara around
a hot cauldron, while children grind barley
into a powder. With a population of 18, this
island has five families, one cat, and five
solar panels – demographics that are similar for many of the small Uros islands. The
Uros, I learn, predate Inca civilization, with

With my guide from Titilaka, my plan was
to swap lake-level leisure for a hike with
lake-sweeping views. About an hour’s drive
south of Puno, the roughly nine-mile-long
Colla Route was a strategic path of communication in the fourteenth century for the
neighboring Colla and Lupaca kingdoms. It
eventually became part of the original network of Inca roadways.
Before going vertical, the route first passes through donkey-plowed Aymara farmland, where locals grow quinoa, potatoes,
and barley; as the hike steepens, vibrant
red rock dominates the terrain. It doesn’t
take long to feel winded at 2.5 miles above
sea level, despite the mild ascent. To acclimate to the altitude, my guide recommends
that travelers drink coca leaf tea (an herbal

Ult im a t e A bys s S M

The original gamechanger is running up the score again — loaded with all new adventures on every deck in
the biggest Royal Amplified reimagining ever. Like the tallest slide at sea, Ultimate Abyss SM . Chill out with
Caribbean cool cock tails at The Lime and Coconut SM . And grab bold bites at the new Portside BBQ SM .
When night falls, it’s your time to shine at Spotlight SM Karaoke, or let the experts do the singing with the
best cover bands at Music Hall. Then recharge in style with Royal Suite Class — from the most expansive
suites at sea to your Royal Genie who grants VIP status shipwide.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn about Virtuoso Exclusive Benefits.
2017 & 2018 VIRTUOSO

®

Best Multi-Generational
Program – Cruise

WINNER
Royal Ampliﬁed experiences vary by ship. Images and messaging for Oasis of the Seas reﬂect current design concepts and may include artistic renderings and/or images of other Oasis Class and Voyager Class ships.
All ship features, experiences and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Royal Ampliﬁed and Ampliﬁed are trademarks of Royal Caribbean. ©2019 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ship’s Registry: The Bahamas. 19068783 • 6/27/2019

Feeling yellow?
Out & About

Textile artists
walking home
on Taquile.

UP, UP, AND AWAY
Make plans to explore Peru’s high-altitude diversions.

GETTING THERE Travelers
can reach Puno via a
short flight from Lima or
Cuzco, or a ten-hour train
ride from Cuzco. Your
travel advisor can arrange
transportation with one
of Virtuoso’s on-site tour
connections in Peru. Consider making the transfer
on Belmond’s overnight
Cuzco-to-Puno train journey aboard the Belmond
Andean Explorer. Departures: Every Tuesday yearround, except February;
from $675.

Take a bold step

What color are you?

STAY Set on a private peninsula on Lake Titicaca’s
Peruvian shore, Titilaka
welcomes guests with
18 minimalist lakefront
rooms. Stays revolve
around adventure and

Contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to find out
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cultural immersion, with
experiences running the
gamut from visits with
the local Aymara people
to Uros Islands excursions. Doubles from
$1,322, including airport
transfers; all meals, activities, and excursions;
and a one-hour massage.

GO Your travel advisor can
work with Metropolitan
Touring Peru, a Virtuoso
on-site tour connection
in the country, to arrange
a custom itinerary like
the one in this story. The
guided trips can also
include visits to some of
southern Peru’s other
significant cultural sites,
such as the Colla archaeological site of Sillustani
on nearby Lake Umayo.

Four-day itineraries from
$2,319 per person, including accommodations and
guided local excursions.
For travelers who’ve already seen Machu Picchu,
Big Five Tours & Expeditions’ private ten-day
adventure through Peru
focuses on the country’s
less-explored but equally
worthy attractions, such
as the ancient city of Chan
Chan in the country’s
northern reaches, the surf
resort of Huanchaco, and
three days around Puno
and Lake Titicaca. Departures: Any day through
2019; from $450 per
person per day, including accommodations,
transfers, park fees, and
some meals.

elixir) prior to getting on the trail and double their water intake while on the hike.
On our trek, he points out the numerous
sites where locals have burned coca leaves –
offerings to various Andean spirits, and,
most importantly, to Pachamama (Mother
Earth) – and shows me how to forage for
muña, a mintlike Peruvian herb often used
in tea. Out of excitement or sheer insanity,
I opt to scale our final ridge at breakneck
speed all the way to its zenith. Standing
high above the lake, with a view stretching into the Bolivian Andes, we spy a giant
hummingbird (yes, that’s the actual name –
it’s the world’s largest) hovering just off the
ledge. The postcard panorama is more than
enough to take my mind off my heaving
lungs, even if momentarily.

become more
Travel should be an
inspiring experience.
Allianz Travel Insurance can protect
you, your travel investments, and your
belongings–giving you the confidence to
choose your adventures boldly.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to protect your next adventure.

For a cardio-free excursion, but an adventure nonetheless, drive 90 minutes south
from Puno to Juli, a small town close to
the Bolivian border that’s known as “Little
Rome” for its four colonial-style churches
filled with Spanish, Italian, and Cusquenian paintings. A few miles up the road in
Pomata, the eighteenth-century Templo
de Pomata Santiago Apóstolo lords over
town from its hilltop position overlooking the lake. Built by the Dominicans out
of red pumice stone, with translucent alabaster windows and gold-leaf altars (a style
specific to the period), the church also features underground catacombs.
On the drive back to Puno, most guides
will stop by Aramu Muru, a peculiar Tshaped doorway carved into the side of a
sandstone wall just north of Juli. Called
the Gate of the Gods by locals, the site and
its origin are shrouded in mystery. Some
say it’s an abandoned Inca project, while
others posit that it was there long before
the Inca arrived. Various local legends
speak of baffling lights illuminating the
doorway and, behind it, a tunnel leading to Cuzco. To prevent the indigenous
population from worshipping pagan gods,
Spanish Catholics named it the Doorway
of the Devil. Today, the portal lures archaeologists, mystics, and paranormalseekers from around the world – lending a
little more mystery to this vast Peruvian
frontier that’s begging to be explored.

Terms, conditions, and exclusions apply. For US residents:Plan(s) underwritten by BCS Insurance Company or
S E P T E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 9
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Jefferson Insurance Company. AGA Service Company is the licensed producer and administrator of these plans. Plans include
insurance benefits and assistance services. For Canadian residents: Underwritten by CUMIS General Insurance Company and
administered by Allianz Global Assistance, which is a registered business name of AZGA Service Canada Inc.
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ART, ARCHITECTURE, AND MYSTERY

ADVERTISEMENT

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
HOTEL EXPERIENCES
This extraordinary collection of Virtuoso-preferred hotels and
resorts offers exceptional experiences and exclusive amenities
you'll only receive through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

SINGAPORE

PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO

BEIJING, CHINA

Six Senses
Maxwell

Casa Velas
Hotel Boutique

The PuXuan
Hotel and Spa

This elegant heritage hotel
has been restored to its
original grandeur by French
designer Jacques Garcia.

Discover an estate-like
ambience at this all-inclusive
hotel on the Marina Vallarta
Golf Club fairways.

A gem of modernity nestles
between the ancestral
heritage of Beijing’s Forbidden
City and Wangfujing Street.

Borrow a book from the library,
swim laps in the outdoor rooftop
pool, and visit the well-equipped
gym. Enjoy an eclectic collection
of concept restaurants and bars
offering bespoke cocktails and
healthful, seasonally inspired fare.
At day’s end, unwind with a wellness
treatment in a private spa pod.

Dine at the AAA Four Diamond
restaurant, Emiliano’s, and laze on
the beach. Book eight golfers for
four nights in four suites, between
now and December 18, 2020,
and receive 50 percent off golf
equipment rental; 20 percent off
food, beverage, and Pro Shop
purchases; and a farewell dinner.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: One-way
private airport transfer; unlimited
rounds of golf; and 20 percent
discount on spa treatments.

Let modern science and ancient
healing arts combine to remove stress
at UR Spa. Sip drinks in the lounge
and venture on a Chinese culinary
escapade at Fu Chun Ju, or enjoy
a slice of Paris at Le Rive Gauche
Bistro. Asia’s rich history shines
through rare teas in the Tea Room.
VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: One 50-minute
massage for two, once per stay; and
a bottle of Champagne per stay.

CANOUAN ISLAND, SAINT VINCENT

MONTE CARLO, MONACO

OSAKA, JAPAN

AND THE GRENADINES

Mandarin Oriental, Canouan

Hôtel de Paris
Monte-Carlo

Conrad
Osaka

Secluded Caribbean paradise
offers suites and villas
along a white-powder
stretch of Godahl Beach.

This iconic hotel begins a
new chapter of its story,
reopening after four years of
unparalleled transformation.

This sleek hotel offers
beautiful views from more
than 650 feet above
the ground.

Five restaurants and bars spoil you
with mouthwatering menus and
pristine beach locations. Loosen
knots with soothing spa treatments.
Stay five nights now through
December 18, 2020, and receive
round-trip private jet interisland
flights for two. Stay ten nights
and receive round-trip private jet
interisland flights for four.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $200-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

Through a complete makeover of its
existing venues and the introduction
of brand-new facilities, this property
unveils a fully redesigned guest
experience. Stay in a lavish suite and
visit the fine jewelry courtyard. Don't
miss ÔMER, the new Mediterranean
brasserie by Alain Ducasse.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

Dine on Asian and Western cuisine
in four restaurants and a lounge.
Indulge in spa treatments and take
a dip in the heated indoor pool.
Comfortable and spacious guest
rooms start at over 530 square feet.
Stay four nights between now and
December 31, 2019, and receive 25
percent off your room rate.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $125-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

R
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ADVERTISEMENT

TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Discover more than 1,300 top hotels and resorts around the world
where Virtuoso travelers enjoy these exclusive amenities:
ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST FOR TWO DAILY •
EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT, WHEN AVAILABLE •
COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

FLIMS, SWITZERLAND

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

XIAMEN, CHINA

Waldhaus Flims Alpine
Grand Hotel & Spa

Sofitel Sydney
Darling Harbour

The PuShang
Hotel and Spa

Mind, body, and soul
unfurl as you rediscover
your inner self amid
extraordinary alpine views.

Discover an oasis of calm in
a sophisticated world that
features French art de vivre
and local culture.

Invoke a new sense of
peace with a mindful
escape to this
modernist hideaway.

Tantalize your taste buds with special
dining experiences ranging from Thai
and Italian dishes to Swiss classics.
Sip cocktails that use recipes from
1800 to 1930 in the cigar lounge. Swim
in indoor or outdoor pools, or the
bathing pond, and let stress float away
in the tranquility of Waldhaus Spa.
Enjoy a priceless experience!

Enjoy the flavors of the South of
France in the Atelier by Sofitel
restaurant. Laze in the top-floor
executive lounge or beside the
infinity-edge pool, luscious cocktail
from Le Rivage Pool Bar in hand.
Exercise in the new gym and relax
afterward with a soothing bath in the
comfort of your room.

Take a journey through China’s proud
culinary heritage, and sample local
seafood at two restaurants. Admire
fine art over drinks or afternoon tea
at Long Bar, and melt into bliss with
a wellness treatment. Stay three
nights or more from now through
December 31, 2019, and receive a
complimentary two-level upgrade.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value spa
services credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $150-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

CHAMPILLON, FRANCE

1 Hotel
South Beach

Four Seasons Hotel London
at Ten Trinity Square

Royal Champagne
Hotel & Spa

This oceanside retreat
designed for comfort is
set along 600 feet
of sugar-sand beach.

A new chapter begins as
you discover London’s
historic past alongside its
exhilarating present.

Overlook vineyards that
stripe the hills of France’s
Champagne region at this
wine country retreat.

Discover farm-fresh food at seven
dining outlets. Lounge beachside, or
poolside among four different pools.
Take a bicycle tour, kayak through
mangroves, or try paddleboard yoga.
Stay two nights or more in a Retreat
Collection premium suite through
December 19, 2019, and receive
enhanced Virtuoso amenities.

Savor either French or Asian dishes
with unexpected flavor combinations
in two restaurants, and sip cocktails
in the Rotunda Bar from a drinks
menu inspired by Ten Trinity’s nautical
past. Book three nights between now
and December 15, 2019, and receive
a complimentary fourth night.

Sample dishes crafted from local
ingredients in the Michelin-starred
restaurant, paired with wines chosen
by your sommelier. Be pampered
with wellness treatments in the spa.
Stay three nights from November 3,
2019, through March 19, 2020, and
receive a complimentary upgrade.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage or spa services
credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Personalized
Champagne tasting with cheese
board for two, once per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: Up to $250
resort credit per stay.

W
Cloud
Nine
Expert tips for your healthiest,
happiest long-haul yet.
BY BROOKE PORTER KATZ
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HILE THE TOP FIRST-CLASS

aircraft cabins can make longhauls an exciting part of travel –
we’re looking at you, Etihad
First Apartments and Singapore Airlines
Suites – on most flights, even the cushiest
business-class seat can be a challenge after
a few hours. To make your next extended
flight more enjoyable, we reached out to a pilot, a nutritionist, a health-retreat honcho,
and Virtuoso travel advisors for their tricks
to stay healthy and happy in the air.
Eat Smart

Everyone knows that eating homemade
food is healthier than grabbing take-out –
and that’s just as true when you’re traveling.
That’s why Virtuoso agency owner Barbara
Nichuals of Bronxville, New York, packs
her own raw almonds, apples, and bananas.
“The nuts have protein, and the apples have

a lot of fiber to help keep you full,” she says.
“And bananas have two key nutrients – potassium and magnesium – which help prevent cramping, as well as natural muscle
relaxants that can promote sleep.”
Nicole Avena, PhD, a visiting professor of
health psychology at Princeton University,
swears by Munk Pack Protein Cookies, which
have no sugar alcohols, gluten, soy, or dairy.
“It’s a nutritious alternative to a granola bar,”
she says. “I was stuck on a delayed plane with
no food recently, and the cookie saved my
life!” Whatever you do, try to avoid sugar as
much as possible. “The sugar crash will make
you crave something later,” Avena says.
Canyon Ranch CEO Susan E. Docherty
prefers Lärabars for her weekly flights,
favoring the Apple Pie, Cashew Cookie,
and Cherry Pie flavors. “They’re a blend of
unsweetened fruits, nuts, and spices that
don’t cause sugar spikes,” she says. In a

(ILLUSTRATION) LIBBY VANDERPLOEG
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KICKSTART
YOUR DAY WITH
A DOSE OF
BREATHTAKING
Explore more at
southafrica.net

#MeetSouthAfrica
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Well Traveled

FIVE PRODUCTS OUR EXPERTS
WON’T FLY WITHOUT.

1.

“I wear compression socks
on flights longer than five hours.
They keep swelling down and help
prevent deep-vein thrombosis.”
– Jeff Audley, Virtuoso travel advisor

Water, Water, Everywhere

While cabin humidity has improved on new
planes, flying is still dehydrating. According
to the experts, the only acceptable in-flight
drink is H2O. “I set a goal of having eight
ounces of water for every hour I’m in the
air,” says San Antonio-based Virtuoso travel
advisor Jeff Audley. The real buzzkill: Avoid
caffeine and alcohol. “Not only are those
drinks stimulants, but they’re also diuretics,
so you’re effectively enhancing dehydration
in a very dry environment,” says Morgan.
Move It

Morgan suggests walking up and down the
aisle a few times every two to three hours. In
between, practice a few unobtrusive, seatbased exercises to help increase circulation
and prevent stiffness and deep-vein thrombosis. (Canyon Ranch even created a video
for Singapore Airlines that leads passengers
through a variety of exercises.) Examples
include raising your shoulders up and down,
stretching your torso, raising your knees to
your chest, and doing ankle circles. Avena
also does seated calf raises to prevent pins
and needles.
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Pick Your Plane

Consider aircraft and ask your travel advisor to search for specific types – especially
when it comes to long-hauls. “Newer planes
have better cabin environments, including pressurization and humidity control,
so you’re more likely to feel fresh on arrival,”
says Audley, who flies on Airbus A380s or
Boeing 787 Dreamliners when possible.
“They also have better lighting that simulates natural sunlight.”
Tune Out

Wear comfortable clothing (including
warm socks), stow your phone, put on
noise-canceling headphones or earplugs
and an eye mask, and don’t get sucked into
the in-flight entertainment. “All of us lead
such overstimulated lives, but if you take
the stimuli away, close your eyes, and focus
your body, you’ll get to sleep more quickly,”
Docherty says. You can also try to re-create
your at-home routine. For example, if you
drink chamomile tea before bed, pack your
own and ask for hot water. Nichuals is a fan
of ginger tea: “It’s very calming, helps with
motion sickness, and is great for digestion,”
she says.
Give Jet Lag a Rest

Take it from Captain Morgan – jet lag is a
reality, and while there’s no true cure other
than acclimating to the new time zone,
there are ways to minimize its effects. Upon
boarding, both Audley and Docherty set
their watches to their arrival time zone.
“When you land, even if your body is lagging
behind a bit, at least your head is in the right
place,” Audley says. If it’s nighttime in your
final destination, close your eyes and try to
sleep or relax – even if it means missing a
meal. Sleeping on the flight has additional
benefits as well: “If you’re lethargic when
you land, it can cause you to make poor food
choices,” says Avena. “And that can make
you even more tired.”

2.

“I bring Purell wipes to wipe
down the tray, the inside and
outside of my computer, and the armrest, so I have a clean place to work
and eat.” – Susan E. Docherty,

Canyon Ranch CEO

3.

“Vitafusion’s Power C
gummies have more than
the recommended daily amount of
vitamin C and will help keep up your
immunity defense.” – Nicole Avena,

PhD, nutrition expert

4.

“Flying is the one time when no
one can reach me and I can’t
do anything but be in the moment.
My journal is perfect for jotting down
thoughts.” – Barbara Nichuals,

Virtuoso travel agency owner

5.

“Air New Zealand partnered with
Allbirds to create a light and
comfortable eye mask for businessclass passengers, which you can also
buy online. It’s hollowed out inside, so
it doesn’t press against your eyes, but
still blocks out light.” – David Morgan,

Air New Zealand chief pilot

(ILLUSTRATION) LIBBY VANDERPLOEG, (CHANGI’S JEWEL) QUI BO/APIMAGES

promising trend, many airlines are now
including healthier alternatives on their
menus, such as snack packs with nuts, fruits,
cheese, and whole-grain crackers. And some
are going further: Singapore Airlines partnered with Canyon Ranch nutritionists
to create its menu of healthy (and delicious)
dishes, such as wild-caught-prawn ceviche,
roasted beets with burrata, and seared organic chicken with zucchini ribbons and braised
tomatoes, on long-haul routes to the U.S.
Since it’s harder to digest food when
you’re sedentary for hours on end, Captain
David Morgan, an Air New Zealand chief
pilot, eats a small meal before takeoff and
avoids anything rich or too heavy. “Once on
board, I eat in moderation so I’m not having
everything at once,” he says.

READY FOR TAKEOFF
These airports promote pre-flight wellness too.

 The new $1.25 billion

Jewel complex at Singapore’s
Changi Airport brings nature’s healing benefits inside
with the world’s tallest indoor
waterfall and a forest canopy
with walking trails.
 Last year, Amsterdam’s

Schiphol Airport opened a
glass-walled meditation center, where travelers can sit in
silence, meditate, or pray.

listening to 25- or 50minute guided meditations
by Deepak Chopra ($30 and
$60, respectively).
 Air

France has introduced
two La Prairie “beauty
booths” inside its JFK
lounge, where Premièreand business-class customers can book massages and
complimentary facials.
 Cathay

PHOTO CREDIT

 At Delta

Naturally soothing:
Changi Airport’s Jewel.

Sky Club’s
Asanda Spa Lounges in JFK,
Seattle-Tacoma, and Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson,
Delta passengers can relax
in a zero-gravity chair while

Pacific recently
partnered with Pure Yoga
at Hong Kong International Airport to create the
700-square-foot Sanctuary
that’s divided into a yoga studio and a meditation space.

Want to experience
everything Switzerland
has to offer?

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor today.

ADVERTISEMENT
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An Insider’s Guide to Modern Lima

LIMA

From ﬁne dining and

the contemporary
ﬂair of this centuriesold capital city.

T

hose who have
traveled to Machu
Picchu, Cusco, or
the Amazon have
likely passed through the
colonial city of Lima. But
there’s more to see than
ancient artifacts and preInca archaeological sites.

© Carlos Ibarra / PROMPERU

to deluxe spas, discover

on the global culinary stage.
Two of Lima’s establishments
consistently make the World’s
50 Best Restaurants list. Grab a
table at Astrid y Gastón in the
San Isidro district, Central
Restaurante in hip Barranco,
or the Japanese-Peruvian
fusion restaurant, Maido,
in Miraﬂores.

CUISINE ON THE SCENE

© Christian Vinces / PROMPERU

Peruvian gastronomy has
recently grabbed the spotlight

© Ernesto Benavides / PROMPERU

high-end shopping

Don’t have a reservation?
Lima has plenty of options for

casual fare. At Malabar, sample
small plates created with
ingredients sourced from the
Amazon rain forest. Feast on
Peruvian-Italian fare at Rafael.
Or head to Isolina, a hotspot
featuring traditional Peruvian
criollo dishes.
FASHION, TRANSFORMED

In Barranco, old homes have
been repurposed as artsy
shops, cafés, and galleries.
Step into Dédalo for fashion,
accessories, and home decor
handcrafted by Peruvian
designers. Or Puna, a lifestyle
concept store with everything
from furniture to ﬁne alpaca
knits. Another spot to put
on your list: SAKÉ, an ecoconscious boutique that’s
home to Ana Tafur’s line of

Discover a new side of Lima. Connect with your
Virtuoso® travel advisor today!

locally-made goods, and Lorena
Pestana, a ﬁne jewelry atelier
across from Huaca Pucllana, the
ruins of a pre-Inca pyramid.
THE REJUVENATION
CAPITAL

After a day exploring on foot,
get pampered at one of the
city’s decadent spas. San Isidro’s
20,000-square-foot Heavenly
Spa boasts a European water
circuit with Vichy showers, a
semi-Olympic indoor pool,
and a menu of nearly 100
treatments, some featuring
indigenous ingredients.The Zest
Spa at the Belmond Miraﬂores
Park also offers locally-inspired
treatments, plus rooftop yoga
with views of the ocean.

In My Bag

Bode Miller and
(below) Caldera
House’s four-bedroom Valles suite.

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1.

5.

An Aztech Mountain full-zip ﬂ eece
and a Nuke Suit jacket.

A Bomber
baseball hat – in place
of a sleep mask.

2.

6. A Quip toothbrush.
7. Altra trail runners.

My Bomber
Gunpowder skis – the
“Emmy” special edition
that my wife designed for
me (for ski trips).

3. Full Tilt Drop
Kick ski boots.

4. My Philips Norelco
beard trimmer.

They’re “zero-drop” (your
heel and the ball of your
foot are level), waterproof,
and have great traction.

8. Vuarnet Glacier XL
sunglasses.

9. My passport,
because you never
know where things will
take you.

2.

My Travel Essentials
Bode Miller flies with his family – and carries his ski boots on.
PORTRAIT BY NATASHA LEE
HIS 41-YEAR-OLD SKI LEGEND
travels constantly, typically with
his family in tow. Miller co-owns
prestige brands Aztech Mountain, a performance sportswear line,
and Bomber Ski. His career as a decorated World Cup and Olympic ski racer
propelled him on an endless-winter circuit to some of the world’s most storied
slopes. Top among his travel memories:
training camp in Portillo, Chile, in 2004
with perfect snow conditions before his
World Cup title win. “I was skiing the best
I ever had,” he says. “I was young and

T
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ﬁred up!” This winter, he’ll lend a little of
that winning ﬁre to Caldera House hotel
in Teton Village, where guests who pony
up $25,000 for a party of ﬁve can ski
Jackson Hole with Miller for a day, including a breakfast coaching session, demo
Bomber skis and poles, and après-ski at
the hotel’s Member’s Lounge. His advice
for traveling skiers: “Carry your boots
on the ﬂight! The quality of the stuff
you bring really matters. You want to
have a few items that will cover you regardless of how the weather and snow
conditions change.”

1.

8.

AWAY FROM EVERYTHING,
CLOSE TO SUBLIME.
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER
TO THE AUTHENTIC BEAUTY
OF THE WORLD.

Enjoy exclusive benefits when you book through your Virtuoso® Travel Advisor.

Breaching whale in Alaska

There are few places left on Earth that feel truly untouched by human hands. On these voyages, we’ll introduce you to two of them. A
journey to Alaska and the Russian Far East is an adventure worthy of Jules Verne or H.G. Wells. This is where millennia of isolation, the
timeless efforts of Mother Nature, and even centuries of polarizing politics have combined to create fantastical landscapes of untamed
and primal beauty. It’s a region that’s been a more welcome home to whales, bears and puffins than it ever was to man. From the Ring
of Fire to the Arctic tundra, it’s a world of breathtaking extremes. Experience the world’s most unique mix of harsh and suave, wild and
timeless, across places only our small luxury ships can reach.

EXPEDITION
ALL-INCLUSIVE
PACKAGE

FLIGHTS
FREE ECONOMY CLASS
ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE OR
REDUCED BUSINESS CLASS AIR

HOTELS
1 NIGHT
HOTEL

TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS BETWEEN
AIRPORT AND SHIP

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
TO RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Expedition Cruises - All Inclusive: Fares represent the all-inclusive package price, are shown in USD/CAD, per guest, based on double-occupancy in an Explorer Suite on Silver
Discoverer, an Adventure Suite for Silver Explorer, a Vista Suite for Silver Cloud Expedition. Fares are capacity controlled and subject to change at any time without notice. Expedition All-Inclusive Package (the
“Package”) applies to new full-fare bookings made between August 1, 2019 through September 30, 2019. Included in the Package are pre/post-cruise hotel (depending on voyage), applicable transfers and
roundtrip economy class air from US or Canada gateways. In the event economy class air is not available (determined at Silversea’s sole discretion) or in case clients prefer not to book only the cruise ticket (e.g.:
no package), a non-use Air credit in the amount of USD 1,500 / CAD 2,000 per person can be applied to the booking. Airfares are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may be modified or discontinued at
any time without notice. Business Class Air Upgrade is available for at Special Discounted Roundtrip fares; economy class will be substituted when business class is not available. Airline and routing are at the sole
discretion of Silversea. Hotels are subject to change. Full passport information is required at time of booking and name changes are not permitted. No credit of any kind will be given for unused components of
the Package. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. In case of succeeding voyages made by the same customer (combo or multiple bookings) the non-use credit can be only applied once.
Cancel/re-books do not qualify. Other restrictions apply. Visit Silversea.com for complete terms and conditions. Early Booking Bonus: Offer valid on new, individual bookings made between September 1, 2019
and October 31, 2019 on voyages departing from March 1, 2020 onwards. Guests will receive 10% savings on the Silver Privilege fare for select voyages if full payment is received no later than October 31, 2019;
full payment includes the cruise fare and any outstanding balances on the booking (air, hotels, transfers and land programmes). Offer not valid for Full World Cruise. Bookings made before or after the promotional
period will not qualify for the savings. Other restrictions apply. NA1909010189

Cape Kuyveveem
Cape Navarin Proliv Senyavina Hot Springs

Larsen Bay,
Ba Kodiak Island, Ala
Seward
Sewa
Chiswell Islands
Utashud Island
Kiska Harbor
Atlasova Island
Holgate Glacier
Castle Bay
Unga Island
Tyuleniy
yuleniy Island
Dutch Harbour
Korsakov
Seguam Island
Otaru
Attu Island
Petropavlovsk
Pet
Yankicha
ankicha Island

Anadyr
Gabriela Bay

Cape Kuyveveem Proliv Senyavina Hot Springs
Provideniya
Yttygran Island

Yttygran Island
Nome

Victoria
Seattle
Rainier, Oregon

Nome

Holgate Glacier

Holgate Glacier
Seward

Anastasiya Bay
Peter Bay

Vancouver

Hall Island Seward
Semidi
Chignik
St. Paul Island
Chiswell Islands

Hall Island
St.Matthew Island
Castle Bay
Unga Island
St. Paul Island

Bogoslav Island

Portland, OR

San Francisco
Chiswell Islands
San Diego

Dutch Harbour

St.Matthew Island Unga Island
Pavel Bay, Natalii Bay Dutch Harbour
Larsen Bay, Kodiak Island, Ala

Larsen Bay, Kodiak Island, Ala

OTARU TO SEWARD

SEWARD TO NOME

NOME TO SEWARD

VANCOUVER TO SAN DIEGO

Departure 6 Jul 2020
Duration 18 Days

Departure 23 Jul 2020
Duration 18 Days

Departure 14 Sep 2020
Duration 12 Days

Departure 8 Oct 2020
Duration 9 Days

Silver Explorer

Silver Explorer

Silver Cloud

Silver Cloud

DAY BY DAY

DAY BY DAY
DAY

ARRIVE

06 Jul OTARU

DEPART

8:00 16:00

DAY

23 Jul SEWARD, ALASKA

07 Jul KORSAKOV

14:00 20:00

24 Jul HOLGATE GLACIER, ALASKA

08 Jul TYULENIY ISLAND

15:30 20:30

24 Jul CHISWELL ISLANDS, ALASKA

09 Jul DAY AT SEA

25 Jul

10 Jul YANKICHA ISLAND

6:30 17:00

11 Jul ATLASOVA ISLAND

14:30 21:00

12 Jul UTASHUD ISLAND

8:00 16:00

13 Jul PETROPAVLOVSK (KAMCHATSKY) 5:30 17:00
14 Jul DATE LINE GAIN A DAY
14 Jul DAY AT SEA
14 Jul ATTU ISLAND , ALASKA

8:00 17:00

15 Jul KISKA HARBOR, ALASKA

9:00 19:00

16 Jul DAY AT SEA
17 Jul SEGUAM ISLAND, ALASKA

5:30 10:30

18 Jul DUTCH HARBOR, ALASKA

8:00 12:00

19 Jul UNGA ISLAND

15:00 19:30

20 Jul CASTLE BAY, ALASKA
21 Jul

7:30 13:00

LARSEN BAY, KODIAK ISLAND,
ALASKA

7:30 17:45

LARSEN BAY, KODIAK ISLAND,
ALASKA

26 Jul SEMIDI ISLANDS, ALASKA
27 Jul CHIGNIK, ALASKA

14 Sep NOME, ALASKA

5:30

15 Sep DATE LINE LOSE A DAY

5:30

13:30 17:00

EXPEDITION ALL INCLUSIVE

VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and
a $150 shipboard credit per person

6:30

17:00

09 Oct VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

7:00

23:00

10 Oct SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

7:00

23:00

12:00 20:00

PROLIV SENYAVINA HOT
SPRINGS

11:00

11 Oct DAY AT SEA

18:30

12 Oct PORTLAND, OREGON

7:00

23:00

17:00 20:00

18 Sep CAPE KUYVEVEEM

6:30

11:00

13 Oct LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON

7:00

14:00

19:00

23:00

14 Oct DAY AT SEA
9:00

22:00

7:00

18:00

28 Jul UNGA ISLAND

7:30 11:30

18 Sep PROVIDENIYA

29 Jul DUTCH HARBOR, ALASKA

9:00 12:30

18 Sep DAY AT SEA

15 Oct SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

30 Jul ST PAUL ISLAND, ALASKA

9:30 12:30

18 Sep DATE LINE GAIN A DAY

16 Oct DAY AT SEA

8:30 12:30

19 Sep HALL ISLAND, ALASKA

31 Jul ST MATTHEW ISLAND, ALASKA
31 Jul HALL ISLAND, ALASKA

14:30 20:30

6:00

10:30

19 Sep ST MATTHEW ISLAND, ALASKA 13:00 17:00

01 Aug DATE LINE LOSE A DAY

20 Sep ST PAUL ISLAND, ALASKA

12:45

17:30

02 Aug DAY AT SEA

21 Sep DUTCH HARBOR, ALASKA

13:00

18:30

22 Sep UNGA ISLAND

13:00

19:30

23 Sep CASTLE BAY, ALASKA
7:30
LARSEN BAY, KODIAK ISLAND,
24 Sep
7:30
ALASKA
25 Sep CHISWELL ISLANDS, ALASKA 12:30

13:00

25 Sep HOLGATE GLACIER, ALASKA

18:45

18:45

6:30

17:00

03 Aug ANADYR

6:30 17:00

04 Aug GABRIELA BAY

8:30 11:30

04 Aug CAPE NAVARIN

14:30 20:30

05 Aug ANASTASIYA BAY

12:30 22:00

06 Aug PETER BAY

5:30 10:00
14:45 23:30

$36,810
$33,300
$31,140
$28,260
$23,850
$16,920
$16,200
$15,030
$14,490

08 Oct VANCOUVER

6:30

06 Aug PAVEL BAY, NATALII BAY

$40,900
$37,000
$34,600
$31,400
$26,500
$18,800
$18,000
$16,700
$16,100

DEPART

18:00

13:00

19:15 19:15

1BD OWNER SUITE
1BD GRAND SUITE
SILVER SUITE
MEDALLION SUITE
VERANDA SUITE
VISTA SUITE
VIEW SUITE
EXPLORER CLASS
ADVENTURE CLASS

ARRIVE

8:00

17 Sep YTTYGRAN ISLAND

22 Jul HOLGATE GLACIER, ALASKA

–10%

DAY

7:30 11:00

11:15 14:00

FARES FROM

DEPART

17 Sep

06 Aug BOGOSLAV ISLAND

EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS

16 Sep PROVIDENIYA

ARRIVE

8:30 18:30

12:30 18:00
6:30 20:00

DAY

6:30 20:00

22 Jul CHISWELL ISLANDS, ALASKA
23 Jul SEWARD, ALASKA

DAY BY DAY

DAY BY DAY
ARRIVE DEPART

26 Sep SEWARD, ALASKA

13:30 19:00

09 Aug PROLIV SENYAVINA HOT SPRINGS
09 Aug YTTYGRAN ISLAND

6:30 12:30
14:15 20:00

10 Aug DATE LINE GAIN A DAY
10 Aug NOME, ALASKA

8:30 17:00
EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS

1BD OWNER SUITE
1BD GRAND SUITE
SILVER SUITE
MEDALLION SUITE
VERANDA SUITE
VISTA SUITE
VIEW SUITE
EXPLORER CLASS
ADVENTURE CLASS

FARES FROM

–10%

$42,900
$38,900
$33,500
$33,000
$26,500
$18,800
$18,000
$16,700
$16,100

$38,610
$35,010
$30,150
$29,700
$23,850
$16,920
$16,200
$15,030
$14,490

EXPEDITION ALL INCLUSIVE

VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and
a $150 shipboard credit per person

18:00

EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS

07 Aug DAY AT SEA
08 Aug CAPE KUYVEVEEM

18:00

1BD OWNER SUITE
1BD GRAND SUITE
1BD ROYAL SUITE
SILVER SUITE
MEDALLION SUITE
MID VERANDA SUITE
VERANDA SUITE
VISTA SUITE

FARES FROM

–10%

$31,300
$26,400
$22,600
$19,300
$17,400
$12,800
$11,100
$9,900

$28,170
$23,760
$20,340
$17,370
$15,660
$11,520
$9,990
$8,910

EXPEDITION ALL INCLUSIVE

VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and
a $150 shipboard credit per person

17 Oct SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS
FARES FROM

–10%

1BD OWNER SUITE
1BD GRAND SUITE
1BD ROYAL SUITE
SILVER SUITE
MEDALLION SUITE
MID VERANDA SUITE

$18,700
$15,900
$13,700
$11,800
$10,800
$8,100

$16,830
$14,310
$12,330
$10,620
$9,720
$7,290

VERANDA SUITE
VISTA SUITE

$7,100
$6,600

$6,390
$5,940

EXPEDITION ALL INCLUSIVE

VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and
a $150 shipboard credit per person

9 INTIMATE SHIPS • 7 CONTINENTS • OVER 900 DESTINATIONS • INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Sailings displayed feature the added value of Virtuoso Voyages. Create wonderful memories with other Virtuoso guests
and enjoy the following beneﬁts, courtesy of your Virtuoso travel advisor: Onboard Host, Welcome Aboard Reception
and up to $300 shipboard credit per suite.

THE BACKDROP OF A LIFETIME.
Prepare to be amazed as you travel through a landscape beyond your wildest dreams.
Winding through the heart of the Canadian Rockies onboard Rocky Mountaineer, this is where
the call of the wild meets luxury, exquisite cuisine, and impeccable service.

EXCLUSIVE AMENITY†
GUESTS RECEIVE A PRIVATE TRANSFER AT THE START OR END OF THEIR JOURNEY.

GRAND RAIL CIRCLE
A 13-day roundtrip journey from Vancouver, including five days onboard
Rocky Mountaineer, onboard cuisine and sightseeing tours. Starting from
$7,662 USD* per guest in GoldLeaf Service.

FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

†Private transfer is valid with vacations of 4 nights or more. Some conditions apply.

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL REPORT

ETHAN DANIELS/STOCKTREK IMAGES/GETTY IMAGES

News, must-haves, and a Bengal tiger-viewing odyssey in India.

Now less threatened: The Belize
Barrier Reef.

Clean Sunscreens

Elephant Rescue

Sustainability Awards

Tiger Tracking

Wildlife Adventures
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WHAT’S GOOD
The latest in sustainable travel.

REPORTED BY ARIEL SHEARER

Carbon-neutral on
the Amazon and
(right) in Cambodia
with Lindblad.

Cruise

SAILING IN NEUTRAL
Lindblad Expeditions is taking big steps to shrink its carbon footprint: By the end of this year, the adventure-cruise operator will be fully carbon neutral. Through investments in renewable energy, as well
as reforestation projects in countries such as Vietnam and Peru, home to the wildlife and wild places
Lindblad ships explore, the company is working to offset all carbon emissions resulting from its vessels
and land-based operations.
“We want travelers to feel like, in many ways, they’re leaving places better as a result of travel,” says Amy
Berquist, Lindblad’s vice president of conservation, education, and sustainability. “Our hope is that travel
can be a positive force and can really make a place stronger.” Soon, Lindblad will also introduce its own carbon calculator, designed to help passengers simplify the process of offsetting emissions generated by air
travel to and from cruise departure sites, making it easier to have a lasting positive impact.
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Packing List

GREAT BARRIERS
Destinations such as Hawaii and Key West have
banned the sale of sunscreens containing oxybenzone and octinoxate, chemicals believed to harm
coral reefs. Here, three sunscreens that are
safer for oceans and humans.
The Organic Pharmacy’s Cellular Protection Sun Cream’s
lightweight, mineral-based
formula has nourishing aloe, rose
hip, shea butter, and calendula.
$69, theorganicpharmacy.com.

KLM’s Flying-V.

News
 BYE-BYE TINY PLASTIC With an eye toward plastic-waste reduction, California lawmakers are pushing to make their state the first to ban those small plastic
bottles of shampoo, conditioner, and body wash in hotels. Some major hotel
groups, including Marriott (which includes Ritz-Carlton and St. Regis, among
other respected brands) and InterContinental, have already switched to refillable, wall-mounted, full-size bath products at many of their properties, a move
that will divert hundreds of pounds of plastic per hotel from landfills. If passed,
California’s bill will take effect in 2023.
 FLY THE

VEGAN SKIES Cutting meat and dairy consumption can drastically
reduce an individual’s carbon footprint, as methane produced by livestock contributes to an increase in greenhouse gas levels. Fortunately, making sustainable
meal choices at 35,000 feet is now a little tastier, thanks to a number of airlines
that have expanded vegan offerings. Air New Zealand made headlines last summer when it started serving the meat-free Impossible Burger on flights from Los
Angeles to Auckland, while Emirates has been celebrated for offering tasty vegan
meals, as well as vegan cheeses and desserts. Travelers can rate and compare the
quality of their in-flight meals on FlyVegan.org, a new website designed to encourage more airlines to embrace a veggie-forward future.

 V IS FOR VISIONARY A futuristic, V-shaped aircraft is creating buzz in
aerospace circles – and not just for its looks. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines has
partnered with Delft University of Technology to research sustainable aviation
solutions and produce a five percent scale model of an energy-efficient “FlyingV” passenger plane, which will make its first flight this September. While the real
aircraft still needs 20 years of research and design, the model, along with a fullscale cabin-section mock-up, will be displayed at Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport
this October in celebration of KLM’s 100th anniversary. The innovative design
would consolidate fuel tanks, cargo, and passenger cabins within the plane’s
wings; use 20 percent less fuel than the Airbus A350 for more-sustainable longhaul flights; and easily integrate new propulsion technology, such as electrically
boosted turbofans, as it evolves. Improving the passenger experience with new
ideas for cabin seating, sleeping, and group travel is also on the agenda – which
means more-comfortable air travel may be on the horizon.

Beautycounter’s Countersun
Mineral Sunscreen Mist is a
water-resistant, aerosol-free
spray that goes on smooth. $36,
beautycounter.com.

All Good Products’ Coconut
Sunstick, made with organic
ingredients, is easy to
apply to face, ears, and body.
$9, allgoodproducts.com.

MINIMAL IMPACT
Anyone who’s tried to cram an empty water
bottle into an already stuffed carry-on feels
our pain. These collapsible water bottles let
travelers both save space and quench
their thirst for conservation.
The Hydaway Travel Pack
bottle collapses and zips
into a flat disk less than
two inches thick. From $35,
hydawaybottle.com.

Katadyn’s BeFree bottle
rolls up when empty and
can filter water from indoor
and outdoor sources. From
$40, rei.com.

The durable silicone
Nomader foldable
bottle features
a leakproof lid.
From $25, amazon.com.
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Hotels

PRESERVING
PHUKET

DIVE TIME
Reef rehab wins in Belize.
In a major win for manatees, marine turtles, and other threatened
species, the Belize Barrier Reef
Reserve System was recently
removed from UNESCO’s List of
World Heritage in Danger. The
Belize government reversed the
shaky fate of its precious marine
assets by issuing a prohibition on
oil exploration and increasing protections for the mangrove forests
that play a major role in supporting the reef’s biodiversity.
Travelers aiming to catch a
glimpse of underwater wildlife can
also count themselves victorious,
as the Belize Barrier Reef offers
some of the Western Hemisphere’s
best diving. Located on one of the
country’s secluded tropical cays,
the six-room private, exclusive-use
Royal Belize is a PADI dive resort
powered by solar and wind energy,
where swimmers can come maskto-nose with reef denizens during
scuba and snorkel excursions.
Guests at this all-inclusive private
island getaway can dine on madeto-order entrees such as grilled
black snapper and smoked pork
tenderloin, and get out on the water
aboard kayaks, paddleboards,
and a small catamaran. Exclusive
island use from $5,000 for up to
ten guests, including chef-prepared meals and one snorkeling
excursion or sunset cruise.
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CALF’S CRADLE
Elephant rescue in South Africa.
Safari-goers traditionally come to Jabulani in
search of the “big five,” but the Hoedspruit-based
camp is making room for some equally intriguing little ones. By building the first dedicated
elephant nursery in South Africa, Jabulani aims
to raise orphaned baby elephants alongside the
camp’s established resident herd of rescues, offering the calves a chance to learn and grow with
help from elephant elders and round-the-clock
human caretakers.
Guests at the seven-room camp meet friendly
ambassador elephants and stroll with the herd
during scenic sunset walks from the open reserve
back to their bedtime stables. Jabulani safaris
offer travelers the chance to witness a range of
other majestic creatures at home in the bush –
lions, rhinoceroses, leopards, and Cape buffalo
among them – all while supporting the conservation of awe-inspiring wildlife that makes a safari
experience truly unforgettable. Doubles from
$1,290, including breakfast daily, one dinner for
two, one 30-minute massage per person, and an
elephant coffee-table book.

Jabulani trunk show.

Trisara takes action.

PHOTO CREDIT

Prime reef access
at Royal Belize.

Beach cleanup in Thailand.
“Every journey of 1,000 miles
starts with the first steps,” says
Anthony Lark, general manager
of Trisara, a 63-room resort with
exclusive beach access and Andaman Sea views, and president of
the Phuket Hotels Association.
The nonprofit was founded in
2016 in response to the damaging impacts of overtourism on
several beloved Thai beach destinations in recent years. Its aim:
Mobilize local member hotels to
embrace socially and environmentally conscious practices and
sustainability initiatives. These
have included a 2019 member
pledge to eliminate single-use
plastic water bottles and ongoing
support for the educational and
professional advancement of
local youths through scholarship
and job-placement programs. On
September 21, in observance of
Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup Day, hotels across Phuket will host beach
cleanups, another step toward
ensuring the island’s white-sand
stretches remain clean and accessible for generations to come.

Rediscover Yourself –
and the World
Enhance your best self while cruising Europe’s legendary rivers.
Whether you wish to hike to fairytale castles in Germany, pedal along the Danube
through the Austrian countryside or relax on board with a soothing massage,
AmaWaterways’ extraordinary crew will help you rediscover the best version of you.

Active hiking and biking adventures

Highest-quality, locally-sourced cuisine

Invigorating classes led by a Wellness Host

For More Information, See Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Voted Best River Cruise Line by Virtuoso Seven Years in a Row
2012 | 2013 | 2014 | 2015 | 2016 | 2017 | 2018
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THEY ARE THE CHAMPIONS
Get to know the winners and finalists for Virtuoso’s
2019 Sustainable Tourism Leadership Awards.
Each year a panel of Virtuoso advisors nominates travel companies that shine in the arena of
promoting sustainable travel and upholding its three pillars – celebrating culture, supporting
local economies, and protecting the environment.

TOUR OPERATORS & AIRLINES

Eagle hunting
in Mongolia.

WINNER

MONGOLIAN
MISSION
An emphasis on local community
values and long-term environmental sustainability guides
Mongolian tour operator Nomadic
Expeditions. By rigorously educating its own guides and training
college students to work in the
tourism industry, the company
has helped shape tourism’s future
in Mongolia. Its conservation
efforts range from snow leopard
protection to cultural preservation, including the famed Golden
Eagle Festival, which preserves
the country’s falconry tradition
and will celebrate its 20th anniversary this October.
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GOOD FOUNDATION

WILDLY SUSTAINABLE

TROPIC OF CAN-DO

Air New Zealand pegs its
sustainability approach to UN
guidelines, which means it has
committed to reducing emissions and going carbon neutral
by 2020, and plans to remove 55
million single-use plastics from
flights this year. The airline has
also partnered with New Zealand’s Department of Conservation for environmental projects
such as relocating endangered
animals, and it releases an annual sustainability report.

Travel companies Insight
Vacations and Luxury Gold
safeguard the cultural heritage
of communities they operate in
with experiences such as a visit
to an Italian weaving cooperative. The TreadRight Foundation,
the nonprofit arm of parent
company The Travel Corporation, supports scores of sustainable tourism projects around the
world, with its mission to “Make
Travel Matter” by protecting
people, wildlife, and the planet.

The world’s first carbon-neutral
tour company, Natural Habitat
Adventures also led the world’s
first zero-waste adventure (to
Yellowstone) earlier this year. In
addition to a longtime alliance
with the World Wildlife Fund, the
tour operator donates to grassroots sustainable-development
efforts – from Namibia’s
Cheetah Fund to a project bringing hydroponic agriculture to
Canada’s subarctic regions – in
destinations where it operates.

Costa Rican tour operator
Swiss Travel – carbon neutral
since 2018 – supports local
communities through medical missions and by offering
travelers authentic experiences
through long-standing relationships with local businesses,
restaurants, and lodges. For
instance, guests might visit a
shop the company helped to
establish where native artisans
sell their wares directly
to shoppers.

V I RT U O S O L I F E

HOTELS & RESORTS

Discover where ancient wisdom
and modern luxury intersect

Australian success
story: One&Only
Wolgan Valley.

WINNER
FOR THE LOVE OF WOMBATS

Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley’s ten consecutive years of carbon-neutral operation and
ongoing commitment to restore the landscape, waterways, and wildlife habitats in the region
demonstrate the positive impact tourism can have on a UNESCO Natural World Heritage site.
Read more about the property and its sustainability efforts on page 240.

SEEDS OF
THE FUTURE

AFRICAN
ENDEAVORS

Four Seasons
Resort Maldives
at Landaa Giraavaru’s hospitality apprenticeship
program prepares
young Maldivians to
enter the country’s
largest industry:
Apprentices graduate with a nationally
recognized certificate to help further
their careers. The
resort’s Marine
Savers team works
on turtle conservation, and its Reefscapers project has
transplanted more
than 300,000
coral fragments.

At Londolozi
Game Reserve
in South Africa’s
Kruger National
Park, sustainability
efforts are driven
by the philosophy
of ubuntu, which
roughly translates
as: “I am because
we are.” The reserve
is transitioning to
a battery-powered
vehicle fleet, has
established a medical clinic, and helped
found an education
program and an
animal-tracking
academy, creating
job opportunities for
rural people.

OCEAN BLUE
The 62-villa Soneva Fushi, a carbonneutral resort in
the Maldives’ Baa
Atoll UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve,
honors the environment through its
state-of-the-art
Eco Centro Wasteto-Wealth program,
which recycles
90 percent of the
resort’s waste.
The Soneva Ocean
Stewards program
teaches local children to swim and
how to protect
the ocean.

A RANCH WITH
A CONSCIENCE
Vermejo, A Ted
Turner Reserve
resort lives and
breathes Turner’s
conservation
mantra: “Save
everything.” The
550,000-acre ranch
in northern New
Mexico has contributed to the repopulation of American
bison and brought
the area’s Rio
Grande cutthroat
trout back from the
brink of extinction,
while also supporting local communities and economies.
– Keriann
Ashley-Chase
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A New Era of Wonder
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EYEING
THE
TIGER
A groundbreaking reintroduction program
sets India on the path to becoming the next
great safari destination.
BY JEFF KOEHLER
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NILANJAN CHATTERJEE/ALAMY

O

UR OPEN SAFARI JEEP
emerged through a wooded
cleft in the hillside onto an
expanse of thorny scrub and
small, hardy dhok trees. Chital – graceful,
tawny-colored deer with white spots –
quietly grazed, as a number of larger,
dark brown sambar deer moved through
the brush nearby. We rolled to a stop as
a huge, grayish-black nilgai antelope
crossed the road in front of us.
Rare resident:
A tiger in Sariska
The driver hadn’t stopped for the nilNational Park.
gai, but rather for fresh Bengal tiger
prints. A moment later, as we slowly followed the tracks, my guide, Niranjan Rajput, tapped the driver’s shoulder and motioned toward a sambar
on the hillside above us, whose sharp warning call echoed. “A tiger is on the move,” he said.
Feared, revered, and iconic, tigers are one of the planet’s most endangered species. For those hoping to
see one in the wild, there’s no better place than India, which is home to roughly 70 percent of the world’s
tiger population. At the turn of the twentieth century, an estimated 40,000 tigers prowled the subcontinent. By 1972, poachers had cut their numbers to less than 2,000. The precipitous decline spurred the
Indian government to launch the ambitious Project Tiger – at the time, the world’s largest wildlife conservation project – the following year, and it began setting up tiger reserves to protect the dwindling population and their core habitat.
While there are now a number of reserves for tiger viewing in India, I came to Sariska National Park,
120 miles southwest of Delhi, not only because it’s the most accessible, but also to learn about a program

While at Raffles,
why not visit the Maldives?
Legendary Service since 1887
Our new paradise, now open

PARIS

WARSAW

ISTANBUL

DUBAI

SEYCHELLES

MALDIVES

SINGAPORE

SIEM REAP

PHNOM PENH

MANILA
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By 2003,
Sariska was
home to just
18 tigers – all
of which were
wiped out by
poachers the
following year.
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started here that has helped bring tigers back from the brink of extinction. Amber Tours, one of
Virtuoso’s on-site tour connections in India, secured the services of Rajput, one of Sariska’s top
guides, and picked me up in Delhi for the drive to Amanbagh resort, just outside the park.
Once part of the princely state of Alwar, Sariska served as the private hunting grounds for generations of maharajas and their royal guests. Amanbagh opened as a new construction within a
walled compound once used by these rulers for tiger- and leopard-hunting parties. With soaring
cupolas, scalloped arches, and patterned symmetry, it feels like a reimagined Mughal palace, with
a 110-foot-long green marble swimming pool at its center. “We grow most of the produce we serve,
except for potatoes and tomatoes,” explained sous chef Ram Kundsu, as we walked among neat
rows of dill, lemongrass, six types of lettuce, and more in the hotel’s two-acre organic garden. Each
morning, Amanbagh offers a guided walk, such as the two-hour loop through hamlets and fields of
tobacco, bananas, and mustard blossoming bright yellow.
Set in the rural splendor of the Aravalli Hills, the area is steeped in history and legend: The setting is mentioned in the ancient Indian epic Mahabharata, contains Shiva temples dating to the
sixth century, and is home to the abandoned seventeenth-century city of Bhangarh, famous for
being the most haunted place in India. Large herds of chital, sambar, and nilgai in these hills once
supported a plentiful tiger population. By 2003, the Sariska reserve was home to just 18 – all of
which were wiped out by poachers the following year.

JEFF KOEHLER

So much more than
tigers: Scanning the
reserve for wildlife.

Voyage of the Glaciers (Southbound)
Anchorage (Whittier) to Vancouver, B.C

7
day

Pacific Princess® Jun 3, 2020
MINI-SUITE FARES FROM*

$

2,419

*Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $225 are additional.

FREE Gratuities (paid on your behalf – up to a $15.50 value per day per guest for all guests (up to 4) in a stateroom
FREE room upgrades (sail in a preferred stateroom location for the lowest fare within your selected room type)
FREE Onboard Spending Money (up to $800 per stateroom)
Plus, receive an additional $50 to spend onboard^& when you book a mini-suite
or suite on any 2020 sailing you’ll receive a complimentary Deluxe Balcony Breakfast for 2 guests †

Contact your Virtuoso Advisor for details!
*$2,419 fare is based on category MF on Pacific Princess® 6/3/20 sailing, on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other dates may vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, based on double occupancy and apply to the first two passengers in a stateroom. These fares do not apply to singles or third/ fourth-berth passengers. This offer is capacity controlled and may not be combinable with any other public, group or past passenger discount, including onboard credits. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. ^Up to $50 to spend
on board is per stateroom. Offer is applicable to first/second-berth guests only. Third/fourth-berth guests are not eligible. Money to spend on board may be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash, cannot be used in the casino and expires at the end of
that voyage. Offer is not transferable and may not be combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits. Money to spend on board is quoted in U.S. dollars and is based on the ship’s onboard currency. Void where prohibited by law. †Deluxe Balcony Breakfast is
applicable to all voyages 6-days or longer sailing between January and December 2020. Offer is valid for bookings made through Virtuoso affiliated agencies only and applies to the 1st & 2nd guests booked in a mini-suite or suite stateroom. The Deluxe Balcony Breakfast
price is valued at $45 USD per couple, guest will receive a voucher in their stateroom and must select day to redeem the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast at that time. Menu may change based on availability and season. Gratuity is not included. The package may be used on a
single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash at any point during the cruise and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not transferable, is not combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits and does not follow guests who change promotions prior to
cruising. In the event that a guest does not want the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast, no substitutions will be offered. Offer is combinable with Cruise Sales, Standard Groups (including amenities and counts toward TCs) and Captain Circle Savings. Offer is not combinable with
Casino Discounts, Recipient-Only, Air Promotions, Flash, Interline, Travel Agent, and Princess Saver Fares. This promotion is not applicable to incentive groups. The promotion will be subject to capacity control and is not transferable. This offer is available to residents of
the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Bermuda and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Guests may book through their preferred Travel Consultant. Princess Cruises may modify, amend or update the terms and conditions of the Deluxe
Balcony Breakfast at any time with or without notice to guests. Reference promo code ZEV. ‡Certain restrictions apply, please refer to your travel agent for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Offer valid 9/2/19-12/3/19. ©2019 Princess Cruise Lines,
Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.
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Amanbagh’s green
marble pool.

THE CAT’S MEOW
GO Virtuoso advisors

Go
Boldly
The Sonnenalp Hotel
20 Vail Road
Vail, Colorado

can work with Amber
Tours to organize
a six-day northern
India adventure to
track Bengal tigers
in Sariska National
Park. The trip also
has a strong historical
and cultural dynamic,
with stops to stroll
the pre-Mughal Lodhi
Gardens, admire
Humayun’s domed
tomb and garden,
and watch a sunrise
tinge the Taj Mahal in
rose. Departures:
Any day through
2019; from $3,548.
JungleSutra also
works with Virtuoso
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advisors to craft
wildlife-specific journeys throughout
India. A 12-day tour
includes time in
Singalila National
Park to search for
rare animals such as
red pandas, pangolins, and more than
120 bird species,
followed by five days
in the Satpura Tiger
Reserve for Jeep
drives to spot tigers,
leopards, and sloth
bears, and walking
safaris to see wildlife
and rock art that’s
up to 10,000 years
old. Departure:
April 4, 2020; from
$3,820.

STAY Centuries ago,
royal Mughal hunting
parties built a base
in the foothills of the
Aravalli Range. Today,
travelers can stay
on those same rural
Rajasthan grounds at
Amanbagh, amid lush
gardens and domes
and cupolas carved
from pink marble and
sandstone. Each
of the 37 rooms
comes with a private
courtyard or terrace
and a green marble
soaking tub – and 16
have private pools.
Doubles from $850,
including breakfast
daily and lunch once
during stay.

Caravans inspired
the 25 elegant
triple-canopied
tents of The Oberoi
Vanyavilas Wildlife
Resort, located
on the edge of the
80-tiger Ranthambore Tiger Reserve.
Weatherproof,
air-conditioned
tents feature
king-size beds,
claw-foot tubs,
and teak floors;
adjoining gardens
are surrounded by
traditional walls for
privacy. Doubles
from $787, including
breakfast daily
and lunch once
during stay.

JEFF KOEHLER

Four favorites for tracking tigers and other wildlife in India.

Pr
r
s
Celebrating its milestone 10-year
Anniversary this year, the coastal
setting of Terranea embraces its
Spotting the spotter:
A chital takes notice.

Mediterranean heritage and is infused
with classic Californian elegance. The
minute you approach this 102-acre
peninsula paradise, you’re greeted
with a view like nowhere else in

IN LATE JUNE 2008, RAJPUT WATCHED
a helicopter touch down with a sedated
5-year-old male from Ranthambore Tiger Reserve 100 miles south. “It was the first time
introducing tigers from one wild habitat to
another was undertaken anywhere,” he said.
A week later, a female arrived, followed by
the transfer of an additional six tigers over
the next few years. No one knew how they
would adapt, if they would breed, or if they’d
even stay within the reserve, Rajput said.
The answer came in 2012 with the birth of
two cubs, then four more. Currently, 19 tigers roam Sariska’s blend of arid grasslands,
scrub hills, and dry, deciduous forests.
Globally, the big cats’ statistics are still
grim, and with the lucrative trade in tiger
parts, experts once predicted they’d go extinct. But Project Tiger has reversed the disheartening trend: Cat populations have more
than doubled across India’s 50 tiger reserves
and should soon surpass 3,000, thanks to other reintroductions around India that followed

Sariska’s success. According to the World
Wildlife Fund, for the first time in 100 years,
tiger numbers are actually increasing.
I hadn’t realized that going on a tiger safari
would be an alternative to the classic African
game drive. Initially, I kept a tally of animals
I’d spotted, but within an hour of the first
game drive, I gave up as scores of marks covered my notebook. “In Sariska,” Rajput said,
“the beauty of the wildlife sightings is that you
find the animals throughout the forest, not
just concentrated at a watering hole.”
Along with deer and tigers, Sariska’s rich
and diverse fauna includes leopards, wildcats, caracals (small, honey-colored cats
with tufted ears), and mongooses. Crocodiles line watering holes, langur monkeys
with black faces surrounded by a parka of
gray fur haunt fruit trees, and Indian peafowls number in the tens of thousands. At
night, porcupines, jackals, and striped hyenas emerge. (Elephants, lions, rhinos, water
buffalo, four bear species, and some 1,250
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California—yet only minutes from L.A.
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bird species attract safari-goers in other areas of the country.)
Tigers, though, make the park special,
but on the first of my three game drives, we
struck out. It comes down to luck, with the
highest tiger-spotting chances in the very
early morning or late afternoon. Sariska
allows two game drives a day, each lasting
for three hours from dawn or until dusk,
and only in the official park Jeeps or larger
buses. In order to keep human presence in
the tigers’ habitat to a minimum, visitors
can access just 20 percent of the roughly
300-square-mile park, and each Jeep gets
assigned a specific area.
The following morning, I returned to the
park with Sita Ram, Amanbagh’s resident
naturalist, and entered just as the chilly
dawn broke. The statistical chances of seeing a tiger might be higher at Ranthambore
Tiger Reserve (it’s smaller and has more
tigers), but it’s more overtly commercial.
Plus, Ram said, “Sariska is more beautiful.”
We crossed paths with but a single Jeep all
morning and had much of the park’s southern end to ourselves.
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THE FOLLOWING AFTERNOON, RAJPUT
and I returned to Sariska and spent the last
hour of the drive parked near a place tigers frequently cross at dusk. Deer and nilgai, langurs,
and a mongoose ventured past – but no tiger.
While a model for reintroduction, Sariska
isn’t immune to risks: The reserve lost two
adults to poachers in the spring of 2018, and
a third died from injuries in a territorial fight
that winter. Rajput helped carry the wounded
animal to a fenced compound, and then, two
weeks later, to his funeral pyre. We drove by
the rectangle of white ash that would remain
until the monsoon rains washed it away.
Just before the park closed for the night,
word came that trackers had spotted a tiger.
We bumbled down a series of rutted dirt
roads near the entrance, where they sat on
a motorcycle pointing into the scrub. The tiger was lying invisible in the golden grasses
just 30 or 40 yards from us. Aware of its presence, other animals had seemingly vanished
too. Dusk fell quickly, the color draining
from the sky. We waited, hoping it would
emerge before another day’s game of cat and
mouse came to an end.

JEFF KOEHLER

Wild variety: Langur
monkeys in Sariska.

Tiger crossing:
Big-cat pride.

Voted a top hotel in
New York City in
Travel + Leisure’s
World's Best Awards

RARE BREED

MARTIN BACHE/ALAMY

Get up close with endangered wildlife around the globe.

During 12 days
in Borneo with
G Adventures,
wildlife lovers can
learn about conservation efforts
while visiting critically endangered
orangutans at the
Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation Centre and
similarly imperiled
sun bears at the
Bornean Sun Bear
Conservation
Centre. A bonus:
the chance to
see Irrawaddy
dolphins during
a mangrove tour
of the Santubong
River. Departures:
Multiple dates,
October 6, 2019,

through March 21,
2021; from $2,069.
Hurtigruten’s
ten-day expedition
cruise from Oslo
circumnavigates
Spitsbergen, home
to the largest polar
bear population
in the Svalbard
archipelago.
Seafarers on the
335-passenger
Spitsbergen are
likely to spot the
Arctic creatures
in their native
habitat, along with
reindeer grazing
in glacier-carved
valleys and Atlantic
walrus sunning on
pristine beaches.
Departures: Mul-

tiple dates, June 6
through August 17,
2020; from $7,949.
Trek to see mountain gorillas – only
around 1,000 are
thought to be left
in the world –
chimpanzees, and
several other rare
primate species,
such as the owlfaced monkey, during a nine-day Ker
& Downey safari in
Rwanda. The trip includes excursions in
Volcanoes National
Park and Nyungwe
Forest National
Park. Departures:
Any day through
June 30, 2020;
from $8,700.

New York City's only
Relais & Châteaux
hotel

Abercrombie &
Kent, Brazil, one of
Virtuoso’s on-site
connections, works
with advisors to
customize private
ten-day trips in the
country that include
six days in the Pantanal. Travelers join
a jaguar habituation
team to help monitor the elusive cats
and for nocturnal
wildlife tours in
vehicles specially adapted for
photography. Even
amateurs might
return with shots of
an ocelot, jaguar, or
red-eyed caiman.
Departures: Any
day through 2019;
from $4,295.

Michelin-starred Café Boulud
Private Roof Garden
Renowned Collection of Modern Art
Cornelia Spa
Madison Avenue Shopping
Steps from Central Park

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO
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African
Connection
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A classic Kenyan safari proves to be the ultimate family vacation.
DUNCAN WILLETTS

BY ELAINE SRNKA
Up, up, and away:
An early-morning game drive
by balloon and (opposite)
giraffes in the Maasai Mara.
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EVEN IN THE WEE HOURS OF

the morning, when the African sky
is still black, the Maasai Mara is
rarely silent. Predators venture out
to hunt under cover of darkness, and
their prey must stay alert to survive.
As I lay in bed in a tent on the bank
of Kenya’s Mara River, my husband
beside me and our two teenagers
asleep in a second tent next door, I
pulled the covers tighter and listened
to the call of the wild – literally. Bush
babies (tiny nocturnal primates)
rustled in nearby shrubs, and night
herons squawked in the distance. I
tried to decipher the strange bellows,
grunts, and groans coming from the
river below, where dozens of hippopotamuses dwelled. A fierce roar,
then another, followed by abrupt
splashing, confirmed that a tense
drama was transpiring. Almost imperceptibly, the sky began to lighten,
and I arose from bed to investigate.
In the dusky shadows on a rocky
landing just below our tents, I could
make out a mama hippo – and the
newborn calf I’d just heard her birth.
The scene called to mind an African
proverb: “However long the night,
the dawn will break.” Indeed, it was
a new day – and when you’re on
safari, anything can happen.
Every day brought a different
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adventure on my family’s recent East African safari. My husband and I planned this trip of
a lifetime to celebrate a year of milestones, including our 30th wedding anniversary, our
daughter’s 18th birthday and looming high school graduation, and our son’s 16th birthday.
As all parents wistfully know, the opportunities to gather everyone together dwindle with
each passing school year, so the decision to book such a big-ticket, bucket-list trip was both
practical and poignant. The prospect that this could be one of our last vacations as a family
before the kids venture out on their own imbued it with additional meaning.
We were traveling with two other families, for a total party of 16, and planning began
almost a year in advance. With so many moving parts (numerous land and air transfers, and

it’s so immersive and makes everyone
feel like they’re on a real adventure.”
Micato’s executive director, Anna
Pinto, whose parents founded the
company, naturally agrees. “By
design, a safari takes you out of your
busy day-to-day lives and brings
your family closer,” she says. “It’s a
chance to press pause and have new
experiences together.”

Micato has perfected

Fairmont Mara
Safari Club’s riverfront family tent.

multiple lodges across great distances), a safari isn’t a do-it-yourself endeavor, so we tapped
our Virtuoso connections to ensure we did it right. All outfitters in the Virtuoso network
have been vetted, and we went with Micato Safaris, a family-run company with 50-plus years
of experience and plenty of awards to prove it.
“Micato’s planning and execution are beyond amazing,” says Amanda Klimak, a Virtuoso
travel agency executive in Waterbury, Connecticut. “Their tour directors travel with guests
from start to finish, and everything – from transfers to tips – is included.” She recommends
Kenya in particular for both first-time and repeat safari-goers because its abundant wildlife
delivers the classic safari experience. “It’s the perfect vacation for families with teens because

the art of anticipation, building our
excitement for months leading up to
the trip. We couldn’t wait to open the
pre-departure packages mailed to
our home, including keepsake-worthy
documents, signature Marmot
duffels, and a movie-night gift box
of microwave popcorn and a DVD
of the classic film Out of Africa.
When the date finally arrived, our
bags were packed and we were off.
After landing in Kenya’s bustling
capital of Nairobi, we were met by
our safari director, George, and his
team, who whisked us to Fairmont
The Norfolk, a legendary hotel that
has counted Winston Churchill,
Theodore Roosevelt, and Ernest
Hemingway among its guests. Its
British colonial architecture and
lush courtyard made it easy to imagine the aristocratic safari-goers who
stayed there a century before us. So
much has changed – today we tote
cameras, not guns, as Kenya banned
big-game hunting in 1977 – but the
property’s grand history still makes
it a glamorous starting point.
At Nairobi National Park, we fed
Rothschild’s giraffes at the African
Fund for Endangered Wildlife’s
Giraffe Centre and met elephant
orphans at the Sheldrick Wildlife
Trust. Though we’d soon view them
in the wild, the opportunity to see
so many young elephant calves was a
highlight. Dozens of them frolicked
around us to splash in the mud until
their handlers lured them back with
giant bottles of formula at mealtime.
At the trust’s nursery, we “adopted”
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(GIRAFFES AND ELEPHANTS) TERRIE HANSEN, (CHEETAH) BOBBY NEPTUNE, (BIRD) DUNCAN WILLETTS

Mukkoka, a shy male who had just been rescued. We fell in love after he tentatively approached us and sniffed my daughter’s hand with his trunk, and we learned of his attachment to one of his keepers, who slept in his stable to comfort him.

The next day, we boarded a bush plane bound for Amboseli
National Park, home to more than 1,000 elephants. Elewana Tortilis Camp, our base for the
next few nights, sits on a private conservancy in the shadows of Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest
mountain. This dormant volcano looms in the distance (it’s actually in neighboring Tanzania), its snowcapped peaks providing a majestic backdrop on clear days.
From our thatched-roof tent’s veranda overlooking the plains, we could spy zebras just
yards away, but the eco-lodge’s open-air main lounge was our favorite gathering spot. Before game drives, we’d start the mornings there with cups of Kenyan coffee, perhaps with
a splash of Amarula cream liqueur, and then regroup for cocktails before and after meals.
The lounge offered unfettered views of Kilimanjaro, and the nearby wildlife watering
hole provided endless entertainment, attracting elephants, giraffes, zebras, baboons, and
other creatures day and night in search of refreshment.
Even though it was the wet season, Amboseli lived up to its name, which means “place of
dust” in Maa, the Maasai language. Vehicles are required to stay on the park’s designated
roads, and on game drives we’d stir up clouds of dust as we passed warthogs and wildebeests
rolling in the dirt, scratching their backs like dogs. In the vast stretches of swampland, though,
elephants grazed chest-deep in murky water, zebras crossed the shallows in a seemingly endless single-file line, and thousands of flamingos took wing, their pink reflections shimmering
in the sunlight.
We quickly bonded with the knowledgeable driver-guides, who wowed us with their
expertise as they adroitly dispensed factual tidbits that we’d repeat to each other later

TIP
“Don’t rush the trip, and try not to
bounce around too much. Three
days at each lodge is ideal – if you
stay much longer, you’ll start to
repeat your game drives.”
– Jay Johnson,
Virtuoso agency executive,
Garden Grove, California

Above: Friends and family that
safari together, stay together.
Opposite page, clockwise from
top left: A tower of giraffes, a
dazzle of zebras, a bee eater,
a cheetah in repose, and
Mount Kilimanjaro makes
a picture-perfect backdrop
for a parade of elephants.
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it might be individual families together; another time, we’d divide up by males and females or
by age group (teens in one vehicle, adult kids in the second, and parents in the third). Everyone had a window seat in the three-row vehicles, which were stocked with drinks, snacks,
binoculars, blankets, and long-range radios for communicating with other drivers. There’s
nothing like the thrill of hearing the radio crackle to life with the chatter of a sighting and
your driver hitting the gas to speed to the scene in hopes of spotting elephants mating, a lion
teaching her cubs to hunt, or even a kill.
On our last afternoon, the drivers surprised us with a different sighting, taking us to a
high plain just in time for sunset. The staff had arranged a sundowner, an African happyhour tradition at the end of a drive. As they greeted us with cocktails, we took in the savanna
that stretched around us as far as the eye could see, the clear sky ablaze in pink and orange.
We settled into the camp chairs they’d set up for us and raised our glasses to the sun as it
slipped below the horizon.

We flew from Amboseli to the Maasai Mara, where dozens
of Maasai villagers welcomed us at the airstrip. Wearing distinctive, colorful dress and
ornate beaded jewelry, they performed their culture’s syncopated, rhythmic chants and
adumu, their famed jumping dance – which a few in our group attempted to imitate, with
unimpressive results.

PHOTO CREDIT

over meals: “Can you believe that
elephants eat 18 to 20 hours a day?”
or “Did you know giraffes can sleep
standing up?” or “George told me
zebras have better eyesight than wildebeests, who have a better sense of
hearing than zebras, and that’s why
they travel together!” Listening to
my teenagers excitedly recount what
they saw or learned was a heartwarming departure from the usual
one-word answers they offer at home
(“How was school?” “Fine.”). As one
guide pointed out, “There is no Wi-Fi
in the bush, but you will find a better
kind of connection.”
Though our safari director was in
hot demand – everyone wanted to
be in his vehicle because he told the
best stories – we rotated who rode
with whom on each drive. One time,
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(MAASAI WARRIORS AND LIONS) DUNCAN WILLETTS, (SUNDOWNER) TERRIE HANSEN

As one guide pointed out,
“There is no wi-fi in the bush,
but you will find a better kind of connection..”

Scenes from a safari:
Lions on the prowl and
(right) a sundowner setup
in Amboseli. Opposite:
Maasai warriors demonstrate
the adumu, their renowned
jumping dance.

At Fairmont Mara Safari Club, a resortlike tented camp set along the Mara River, our
stately tents were furnished with four-poster beds swathed in mosquito netting, leatherwrapped trunks, and en suite baths with marble sinks. Friendly dik-diks (small antelopes)
scurried off our deck, hippos bathed on the riverbanks below, and we had to zip the tents to
prevent curious monkeys from breaking in. In the evenings, attendants tucked a hot-water
bottle beneath the comforter to keep us warm, and we delighted in the pillow gifts and trinkets Micato left for us.
We rose early, with pots of steaming hot chocolate, coffee, or tea delivered to our tents before dawn. We’d pile into safari vehicles, wrapped in blankets that we shed as soon as the sun
warmed us. Unlike in Amboseli, Mara vehicles can venture off-road, which meant we could
go deeper into the bush in pursuit of sightings, adding an exhilarating element of suspense.
After a couple of hours, we’d return to the lodge for breakfast, relaxing by the pool or hanging
out in the main lounge, admittedly not only for its gorgeous African art collection, but for its
Wi-Fi – while it was nice to unplug, we welcomed our digital connection to the rest of the world.
Following a late lunch, most of us would opt to join the afternoon game drive. One day,
we came upon a pride of lions we’d seen that morning. On the first drive, we’d witnessed a
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Above: Flamingos take
flight in Amboseli.

Clever
Collectives
Don’t just follow the herd:
What to call these groups
of animals.
Troop of baboons
Gang of buffalo
Coalition of cheetahs
Bask of crocodiles
Parade of elephants
Stand of flamingos
Tower of giraffes
(when they’re standing still),
a journey of giraffes
(when they’re moving)
Bloat of hippopotamuses
Cackle (or clan) of hyenas
Leap of leopards
Pride of lions
Crash of rhinoceroses
Dazzle (or zeal) of zebras

1001SLIDE/GETTY IMAGES

roaring territorial scuffle between lions from two different prides that sent a tiny cub scampering into a ravine as one lion chased off two others. Distressed, we worried about the cub’s
fate. Though we never saw the cub that afternoon, we watched the older lions of one pride
reunite, clearly happy to see each other as they rubbed their faces together and intertwined
their bodies and tails the way housecats would. That feel-good moment was interrupted,
however, when they became aware of our presence and stalked toward our open-air vehicle
to investigate. Five interested lions suddenly surrounded us, so close they could jump into
our car. None of us moved. After a tense minute or so they retreated, and we let out a collective (and silent) sigh of relief.
We also visited a nearby Maasai community, home to 150 people from ten families. The
village elder explained that, in this seminomadic tribe, women, not men, build the houses,
and men are permitted multiple wives (although he himself had only one – too many headaches otherwise, he said). While I shopped for beaded jewelry and carved woodwork, I spoke
with a 16-year-old boy who’d just returned home from boarding school. He told me that although the Maasai tribe is known for its fierce warrior culture, his generation must balance
traditional ways with modern civilization.
One morning, we boarded hot-air balloons for an entirely different perspective of the Mara’s
vastness, skimming above the tree line as herds of wildebeests, zebras, and elephants raced
below us and then scattered as if part of a choreographed ballet. We touched down on the plain
for a Champagne brunch, although we were already giddy enough from the experience.
The staff treated us to a candlelit dinner in the bush one night, which was Thanksgiving back home. Tables set with white tablecloths, crystal, china, and silver; a full bar and
a firepit; lanterns twinkling all around; plus a menu that included roast turkey and sweet
potatoes made for an unforgettable festive dinner.
By our final day in the Mara, we’d checked off all the “big five” (Cape buffalo, elephant,
leopard, lion, rhinoceros), countless birds (“Birds are not for nerds,” insisted one of our
guides), and most of the cats – except for the cheetah. We decided to go on one last drive,
dubbed a booze cruise by the adults since we’d brought along wine and beer. We had low
expectations that we’d actually see the elusive cat – but as soon as we left the lodge’s gates,
we came upon a cheetah lounging on the side of the road. Amazed, we laughingly accused
our guides of orchestrating it – “Cue the cheetah, stage left!” We toasted our good fortune
and headed back to camp.
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ISE-SHIMA

GETTING THERE
Ise-Shima can be easily accessed from major
cities in Japan. When traveling on high-speed
rail (bullet train) or express train, it is about 3.5
hours from Tokyo, 2.5 hours from Osaka, and
90 minutes from Nagoya.

ISE-SHIMA
The Journey to Japan’s Holiest Shrine
and Gourmet Heaven

Please visit www.japan.travel/en/us to learn
more about all that awaits you in the stunning
region of Ise-Shima.

With the nation’s most sacred Shinto shrine of Ise-Jingu as its centerpiece, there is
plenty to see and do around the Ise-Shima region in central Japan. The region is also
blessed with the natural beauty of both mountains and sea, and famed local cuisine.
Ise Jingu Shrine © JNTO

Fresh seafood from Ise-Shima.

EXPLORE THE HOLIEST SHRINE
Shinto is Japan’s indigenous religion, and Ise-Jingu is its most sacred site.
With a history dating back more than 2,000 years, the area has long been a
pilgrimage destination. It is said that during the Edo period, one fifth of Japan’s
population made the journey to visit the Ise-Jingu’s hallowed grounds.
Ise-Jingu consists of two major shrines located several miles apart. Naiku (Inner
Shrine), is dedicated to Shinto’s most important god, the Sun Goddess Amaterasu. As such, it is considered Japan’s most sacred shrine. Geku (Outer Shrine),
is dedicated to Toyouke, the goddess of food, clothing, and housing, and is also
home to the Sengukan Museum. Here you can see replicas of the many treasures considered too sacred to be put on display in the main shrine. In addition,
there are over 100 smaller shrines spread across the region.

TASTE LOCAL DELICACIES
Ise-Shima’s namesake ise-ebi, (spiny lobsters) are considered
the finest in Japan, and revered as a luxury indulgence across
the country. The local awabi (abalone), caught offshore by ama
(female free divers), are an essential ingredient for Japanese
cuisine, and highly sought after by leading chefs. Plus, the nearby
city of Matsuzaka is famous for its heavily marbled beef that some
say is better than the well-known Kobe variety. All of these
delicacies can be enjoyed in fine restaurants across Ise-Shima.

The silhouette of Ago Bay at sunset.

RELAX IN NATURAL HOT SPRINGS
Amanemu is a rustic ryokan (Japanese traditional inn)-inspired retreat where
Japan’s ancient hospitality rituals find their contemporary expressions. Here
you can soothe your body and soul in the resort’s mineral-rich hot springs on
the shores of Ago Bay, while indulging in the region’s rare culinary delicacies.

A Nagi Suite at Amanemu.

The next morning,we
returned to Nairobi. We chose
Micato partly because of its One for
One Commitment: For every safari
it sells, the company sends a child
to school. “Safari is our business,
but education is our passion,” Anna
Pinto says. That’s why we spent our
last day touring Nairobi’s Mukuru
slum, home to 500,000 people – and
the company’s nonprofit community
center, an optimistic contrast to the
bleak conditions surrounding it.
There, we got to meet Peter,
whose education our family sponsors through Micato-AmericaShare,
which helps orphaned and vulnerable children. Peter and our kids
have been pen pals for years, and
even though their circumstances
differ immensely, they’ve connected
through their shared interests and
dreams. Now a high schooler, Peter
told us he wants to be a travel journalist – like me. After a long visit, we
all hugged tearful goodbyes.
It’s said that you come to Africa for
the wildlife, but it’s the people you
remember most. On our last night
in the Mara, a farewell note from
Micato left on my pillow offered another African proverb: “Return to old
watering holes – friends and dreams
are there to meet you.” My family
will never forget our experience and
everyone we met on our dream trip –
and we look forward to many returns.

Spotting safari royalty and
(below) the Srnka family
with Peter, the student they
sponsor through MicatoAmericaShare.

Suggested Safaris
Answer the call of the wild with these tours.

We customized our nineday safari to coincide with
our children’s school holiday break. Micato Safaris
offers both scheduled
small-group safaris with
multiple departure dates
and bespoke private itineraries; all include lodging,
meals, guided game
drives, transfers, and gratuities. Nine-night safaris
from $11,405 per person,
including internal air.
Explore two wildlife
regions in Kenya, visit
an elephant sanctuary,
and stay in tented camps
and even a treehouse
on a nine-day safari with
African Travel, which
highlights the country’s
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conservation success.
Multiple departures; from
$11,495 per person.
Globus’ nine-day classic
safari calls on Kenya’s
Maasai Mara and Samburu national reserves;
on game drives in the
latter, you’ll search for
the “Samburu Special
Five” – the Grevy’s zebra,
reticulated giraffe, Somali
ostrich, beisa oryx, and
the gerenuk. You’ll also
visit East Africa’s largest
black rhino sanctuary.
Multiple departures; from
$3,723 per person.
See three sides of East Africa with Fairmont Hotels
and Resorts’ seven-night

tour showcasing each
of the brand’s iconic
hotels in Kenya. Start
your stay in the city at the
The Norfolk, a 170-room
historic hotel in Nairobi,
before heading to the
120-room Mount Kenya
Safari Club, a tranquil
retreat (formerly the
home of actor William
Holden) where you can
stand on the equator. The
grand finale: the 51-tent
Mara Safari Club, ideally
located for spotting the
“big five” on game drives.
From $8,000 per person,
including accommodations, internal air, transfers, game drives, and
some meals (two bush
dinners among them).

ENRIQUE OLVERA’S
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A MARKET-TO-MEZCALERÍA
EXPLORATION OF THE CITY
THAT’S CAPTURED THE
IMAGINATION OF MEXICO’S
MOST CELEBRATED CHEF.

(ENRIQUE OLVERA) MAUREEN M. EVANS

BY DAVID HOCHMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
LINDSAY LAUCKNER GUNDLOCK
Chef Enrique Olvera and (left)
lobster tacos at one of his favorite
local cafés, Casa Oaxaca.
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NRIQUE OLVERA,
WHO INTRODUCED
much of the world to fine-dining Mexican at destination restaurants Pujol in Mexico City and Manhattan’s Cosme, among others, grew up and resides in Mexico’s capital. But his heart belongs to Oaxaca, the
UNESCO World Heritage city and surrounding state of the same name that he has visited since childhood.
There, the chef is building a house behind Criollo, his restaurant in the peaceful colonial town of 250,000,
where he fantasizes about retiring someday and where, he insists, the sun itself shines differently.
“As soon as I step off the plane, the colors seem strangely brighter,” he says. “The green is greener, the
yellow is yellower, and, for reasons that resist scientific explanation, the days seem to last longer.”
Oaxaca bends the rules like that. It’s among Mexico’s poorest states, yet is perhaps its richest in
tradition and diversity, with 16 officially recognized indigenous groups whose roots stretch back to
pre-Columbian days. The weather is pleasant and mild, but the city is increasingly cool: In recent
years, a mix of artists, expats, and standouts like Olvera has elevated the southern city’s profile on the
bohemian-chic radar. Though there are almost no international chain hotels, boutique accommodations in restored centuries-old mansions abound, as do contemporary art galleries, and the coffee and
drinking chocolate are exceptional.
“I love Oaxaca because the traditional culture is still so
alive,” says Stephanie Dosch of tour operator Artisans of
Leisure, which tailored an itinerary that allowed me to explore Olvera’s favorite parts of the region. “It’s one of the best
places in Mexico for traditional crafts, colorful indigenous
markets, and, of course, delicious eating and drinking.”
“I’ve visited Oaxaca at least ten
Food, in fact, is Oaxaca’s primary draw: Assortments of
times, and my favorite place to
more than 500 local herbs help flavor the region’s famous
shop for a range of quality Oaxacan
moles, and 60 agave varieties infuse all that mezcal. Seemsouvenirs is Andares del Arte Popular
on Avenida de la Independencia.
ingly every strain of succulent and spice is on display at the
For traditional huipil blouses,
Eden-like Ethnobotanical Garden, set in a courtyard of the
go to Arte Amuzgos near the Museo
Santo Domingo de Guzmán Church that’s the city’s central
Textil de Oaxaca.”
landmark. So who better to provide a last-word guide to the
– Hope Smith, Virtuoso travel advisor,
city of a million flavors than Olvera himself?
Sierra Madre, California

TIP
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MEXICO

OAXACA

175

Santa María del
Tule
Oaxaca
city

Teotitlán del
Valle
190

Tlacolula

Clockwise from top left: Making tortillas on the comal
at Olvera’s Criollo; the restaurant’s tomato soup with
kidney tomatoes, croutons, and goat cheese; street-food
favorite, churros; and Oaxaca’s colorful historic core.
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“As soon as I
step off the
plane, the colors
seem strangely
brighter. The
green is greener,
the yellow is
yellower, and,
for reasons that
resist scientific
explanation, the
days seem to
last longer.”

“ AXACA,” OLVERA SAYS,

Clockwise from top left: The
village of Santa María del Tule, a
local woman posing by its famed
cypress, fresh mangoes and
prickly pear cactus and handwoven baskets at Mercado de Tlacolula, and “Mexican fence post”
cacti border a reflecting pool at
Oaxaca’s Ethnobotanical Garden.

“grabs you by
the senses and touches you deeply at your soul.” It’s clear what he
means the moment I arrive at Mercado de Tlacolula – pronounced
“clock-o-lula” – a sprawling, open-air Sunday bazaar 40 minutes
from central Oaxaca that Olvera describes as “the most enjoyable
way to access the dynamic Oaxacan traditions, crafts, and rhythms
in one beautiful experience.” Heeding his instructions to “locate
the smoke and flames” in the middle of the crowded marketplace,
I follow the scent of grilled chorizo until I’m in a smoldering meat
gallery. On both sides of a skinny corridor, rugged-looking men
in cowboy hats and women in hand-embroidered aprons wave me
toward racks of beef, pork, and game – all available for the grilling
at one of several communal fires. The scene is primeval (goat heads
and live turkeys), festive (mariachis!), and endlessly fascinating,
but the smoke keeps you moving. Through the charcoal haze, I
see a rainbow lineup of fresh juices, paper cones of fried churros,
and burlap bags filled with chapulines – the snack food of crisped
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NOW
SERVING OAXACA
Discover the region in style.

GO Artisans of Leisure’s
nine-day exploration
of Mexico City and Oaxaca includes four nights
in each city; its privately
guided tours focus on
the best traditional
and contemporary art,
architecture, crafts,
and dining and can be
customized to travelers’
interests. Departures:
Any day through 2019;
from $8,500.

Clockwise from top left:
Chef Abigail Mendoza Ruiz of
Teotitlán del Valle restaurant
Tlamanalli, La Teca’s roast pork
with black mole, and naturally
dyed yarns ready for weaving.

Celebrate Oaxaca’s
most colorful festival,
Día de los Muertos
(Day of the Dead) with
G Adventures. The
seven-day, small-group
trip is filled with market
visits, candlelit cemetery vigils, and street
parades, with optional
cooking classes and distillery tours. Departure:
October 28, 2020;
from $1,499.
Kensington Tours
serves up a foodfocused adventure
over the course of 11
days in Mexico City and
Oaxaca. On the menu:
chef-led market tours
and cooking classes in
both cities, mezcal tastings, and an afternoon
preparing a meal in a
Zapotec family home.
Departures: Any
day through 2019;
from $8,481.
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grasshoppers seasoned with salt, lime, and chili that Olvera insists
travelers must try (the little buggers do have a pleasant crunch, I
admit). Glazed clay pots sit alongside delicate wood carvings next
to handmade leather motorcycle boots, and I suddenly want to buy
it all. If only I could bargain in Zapotec.
With three handsome new guayabera shirts and a woven basket in
hand, I head to the village of Santa María del Tule to see El Árbol del
Tule. The massive Mexican cypress is said to be the stoutest in the
world. It’s a symbol of Oaxaca, and, as Olvera suggests, an excellent
place to enjoy a cold glass of horchata in the shade. Farther along,
in the textile village of Teotitlán del Valle, expert weavers employ
crushed insects and forest plants as dyes to make rugs and wall
hangings that are prized by collectors worldwide. The town is home
to one of Olvera’s favorite regional restaurants as well: Tlamanalli,
run by the Mendoza sisters, serves Zapotecan food, including nopal
cactus soup that Olvera claims is the best he’s ever had – as “bright
as the morning sky and rich as a Japanese dashi.” Even without
much to compare it to, I can’t imagine a more delectable version.

AS F R LVERA’S IMPACT on Oaxaca,
walking into his Criollo a few nights later feels more like entering
a secret dinner party than the city’s hottest restaurant. The gritty

While at Raffles,
why not enjoy Paris?
Book a Suite at the most Parisian Palace and enjoy our Suite Privileges offer.
Suite Privileges include:
Floating check-in and check-out times - Vip meet and greet at airport upon arrival - Vip round-trip airport transfers
Virtuoso exclusive amenities:
Upgrade at time of booking, if available - Breakfast daily for two served in La Cuisine restaurant
$100 food and beverage credit, per stay

For reservations, connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Booking conditions:
Valid for stays throughout 2019 for a minimum two-night stay on best available rate in Junior Suite category and above. Non-cumulative with any other offer.

Archivo Maguey’s hidden bar in the back has the city’s best lineup
of top-shelf mezcals – and the tastiest fried-grasshopper guacamole
you’ll ever post on social media, guaranteed.

neighborhood began to shine only after Olvera opened the spot,
located in a courtyard on an out-of-the-way street, three years ago
with chef Luis Arellano and architect Javier Sánchez. You won’t find
their names on the walls or menu, however – partly because you just
sit and servers bring you the day’s set menu of five or more courses.
But also because that’s the Oaxacan way.
“Oaxaca isn’t someplace to show off or make a fuss of yourself,”
Olvera says, pointing to other low-key restaurants in town that he
admires, including Itanoni, a mostly outdoor tortillería in the quiet
Colonia Reforma neighborhood. Nearby, in an unadorned dining
room attached to the owner’s home, hard-to-find La Teca specializes in tiny tortilla rounds topped with slowly stewed shredded
meat, queso fresco, and salsa. You’ll want to devour 100 of them.
“There’s an extreme simplicity and strength of purpose to what
people do and make in Oaxaca,” Olvera says, “and that ends up
being extremely complex.”
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From left: The plaza at Santo Domingo de Guzmán
Church, a popular city-center gathering spot, and
fresh oranges and sal de gusano (worm salt)
accompany mezcal tastings at the Lalocura
distillery on the edge of the city.

The same can be said of his dishes, such as Criollo’s tamales
filled with huitlacoche, a blue-black fungus known as Mexican corn
truffle. The presentation isn’t over the top, but its pungent pop
is a minor revelation. The kitchen is known for several delicious
types of mole – some served alone as a chocolate-colored swirl on
an earthenware plate. This particular evening, Arellano, who runs
the Oaxaca operation, is just back from a 14-hour round-trip drive
to Puerto Escondido for the freshest roosterfish, yellowtail, and
grouper he could find. The resulting ceviche makes you want to
weep with joy. As do nearly all Oaxacan kitchens, Criollo employs a

Tell your boss it can wait.
Swap long hours for long hikes. Meetings for meditation.
Overtime for opening up. And dull desk-lunches for gourmet,
plant-based meals. Discover your good life with Canyon Ranch
in the Sonoran Desert or the Berkshires.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to plan your stay.

TUCSON, ARIZONA | LENOX, MASSACHUSETTS

wood-fired clay comal griddle, where a woman minds tortillas that
puff and breathe until they reach crinkled perfection.
With mezcal, the idea is similar: Wait patiently, then enjoy.
Olvera is partial to two local purveyors, Koch and Lalocura –
“heaven in tiny glasses,” he calls them. Both small-batch labels
are available around Oaxaca city, but the chef encourages visiting the distilleries, or palenques, on the outskirts to witness the
process and “taste the way the scenery and distinct microclimates go into each bottle.” I’m happy enough with the pours at
Archivo Maguey, Olvera’s go-to mezcalería in Oaxaca’s centro.
The little hidden bar in the back has the city’s best lineup of topshelf mezcals – and the tastiest fried-grasshopper guacamole
you’ll ever post on social media, guaranteed.
Not that I’ve seen my phone in a while. Oaxaca is a place to shut it
all off, and for days, I meander the city and its environs with only the
tattered list of Olvera’s recommendations as my guide. That keeps
things uncomplicated. One morning, it’s breakfast at Boulenc, a
cozy bakery with bubbling shakshuka and tortas spread with avocado. On another, it’s casually elegant Casa Oaxaca Café & Restaurante for drinking chocolate de agua, a bittersweet refreshment of
ground Mexican cacao with cinnamon and vanilla in cold water.
Downstairs, adjacent Galería Quetzalli showcases the work of
established Mexican artists, including Francisco Toledo, Oaxaca’s

From top: Archivo Maguey’s grasshopper-topped guacamole
with queso de Oaxaca and a glass of mezcal, Casa Oaxaca
host Esmeralda Peña, and a cappuccino at Boulenc.
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CHEF’S CHOICE
Enrique Olvera’s favorite tastes of Oaxaca.

Sip Archivo Maguey’s
treasure trove of mezcals
with a side of fried
grasshoppers. Avenida
José María Morelos 509,
Ruta Independencia;
archivomaguey.com.

From left: Performance-ready at Centro Cultural San Pablo and Boulenc’s
lineup of freshly baked pastries and desserts.

most notable painter, sculptor, and graphic artist, and a close friend
of Olvera’s. Toledo’s influence is all over town, although his
name, too, is mostly invisible. In a fabulously converted textile
factory just outside the city, the Arts Center of San Agustín that
he founded exhibits works by an ever-changing array of contemporary Latin American artists.
On my last afternoon, I follow one final Olvera recommendation and visit the Centro Cultural San Pablo, a restored
sixteenth-century convent that’s now a sleek arts venue, and take
in a colorful exhibit of wooden alebrije sculptures – fantastical
jaguars and roosters intricately painted with Aztec and Zapotec
symbols. Outside, in a grassy, café-lined courtyard, a Oaxacan
folk trio sings and strums guitars, even as rain begins to fall –
though only on one side. Half the courtyard gets wet, while the
other half remains dry under strange and brilliant afternoon
light. As Olvera predicted, the sun does what it pleases in Oaxaca.
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Boulenc’s molletes
(beans, menonita
cheese, and pico de
gallo on house sourdough) make for a
delicious start to the
day. Porfirio Diaz 207;
boulenc.com.
Head to Casa Oaxaca
Café & Restaurante for
refined takes on simple
Oaxacan comfort foods.
Calle Jazmines 518;
casaoaxacacafe.com.
Olvera’s Criollo serves
whatever’s fresh from
farm and market with
tortillas hot off the
comal. Francisco I.

Madero 129, Santa
María del Marquesado;
criollo.mx.
Corn gets the utmost
respect at open-air
tortilla maker Itanoni.
Avenida Belisario
Domínguez 513.
La Teca draws crowds
for traditional bites in a
cozy space attached to
the owner’s home. Calle
Violetas 200.
Restaurante Coronita’s
claim to fame: its sevenmole tasting menu.
68000, Díaz Ordaz 208;
restaurantecoronita.com.
On a visit to the textile
village of Teotitlán del
Valle, don’t miss Tlamanalli’s sensational
pre-Hispanic soups
and moles. Avenida B.
Juarez 39.

be inspired by expertise

A new level of luxury awaits in Los Cabos, where the desert meets the sea...
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Pyramid power: The Great Pyramid
of Giza is the oldest of the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World – and the only one
still standing.
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Eternal

Egypt
Now’s the time to see the Land of the Pharaohs in all its splendor.
BY ELAINE GLUSAC

Photography by Richard James Taylor
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Standing
before the
Pyramids
of Giza
for the first time, I experienced a sense of déjà vu. After all, I’d
encountered facsimiles my entire life, every time I handed over a $1
bill. For a civilization 5,000 years past, ancient Egypt is ubiquitous,
including the pyramid on the back of the dollar. Its artifacts fill museums from London to Sydney, and more original Egyptian obelisks
point skyward abroad than in Egypt, inscribed with hieroglyphics
that speak silently to Bastille Day celebrants at the place de la Concorde in Paris or Central Park amblers in New York.
Yet contemporary politics has complicated pilgrimages to the
source of this symbology. Tourism in Egypt – one of the country’s
biggest industries – took a catastrophic hit after the 2011 political
uprising and subsequent turmoil, plunging from 14.7 million annual
visitors to roughly 5 million. But over the past few years of political
stability, the numbers have ticked back up: In the last year, tourism
vaulted 155 percent, prompting the UN World Tourism Organization to name Egypt the world’s fastest-growing travel destination
and landing it as a top five “emerging destination” in the Virtuoso
Luxe Report, a survey of Virtuoso advisors on travel trends.
“The vast majority of Egyptians realize the importance of tourism and don’t want to do anything that has a negative effect on it,
because when the tourism economy went away, everybody suffered,” says Randy Ney, owner of a Houston-based Virtuoso travel
agency. “Security is as good as it can be, and it’s a great time to go
because prices haven’t yet climbed back to where they were prior to
the Arab Spring.”
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In March, I heeded my inner sleuth and enlisted my cousin to join me
on a ten-day trip to the Land of the Pharaohs with Abercrombie &
Kent, which has added 40 departures this year to meet the surge
in demand. On our first morning, angling to get a look at King
Tutankhamun’s golden funeral mask in Cairo’s Egyptian Museum
between waves of German, Chinese, and English groups, we realized that the crowd-beating time to go to Egypt is, if not yesterday,
certainly right now.

“AN AIRPLANE TO EGYPT
is a time machine,” said Ramez Salama, the bighearted A&K tour
director who welcomed our group of 18 (16 Americans and a couple
from Hong Kong) with an accurate description not just of encountering 4,000-year-old sites, but also traveling in a city of 20 million
with rare stoplights.
Over the ensuing days – two weekends in the capital at the Four
Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza bracketing a four-night Nile River
sailing aboard the 40-cabin Sanctuary Sun Boat IV – several travelers confided that they chose A&K for its high standards and longevity in Egypt (since 1982). Their confidence seemed well placed when,
during an orientation talk, Salama offered anticipatory advice on
everything from hygiene to security, including warning us to avoid
eye contact with vendors, who equate a glance with an open wallet;
providing change purses stuffed with small bills for tipping bathroom attendants; and noting that government-mandated guards
would join every excursion.

From top: Teatime at the Four
Seasons Nile Plaza, shopping
Cairo’s Khan el-Khalili Bazaar,
and the Great Sphinx of Giza,
built circa 2500 bc.
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A temple guard among 134
ancient columns in the Great Hypostyle Hall in Luxor and (opposite)
horse-drawn buggies bringing visitors
to the Pyramids of Giza.
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Pharaohs spent lifetimes
elaborating their tombs,
their larder for the afterlife.
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While most of the archaeological sites I’d come to see lie along
the southern Nile (called the Upper Nile, somewhat confusingly,
due to its higher elevation), Cairo is mandatory for at least two
reasons: first, the Egyptian Museum, presently a grandma’s attic
of treasures jumbled in dusty rooms with holes in the ceilings,
which is slated to be replaced with the $1 billion, 5.2-millionsquare-foot Grand Egyptian Museum in 2020. Next, the pyramids
of Giza, massive monoliths built as shows of might for entombed
pharaohs and cached with riches meant to join them on their journey to the afterlife.
Neighbor to Cairo, Giza teems with horse carts, shisha parlors,
auto-body shops, and apartments under construction. Behind a
skyline bristling with rebar looms the Great Pyramid of Khufu,
the largest of the trio of Giza giants, a 2.3-million-block anchor of
eternity amid the commotion of modern life. I squeezed up the stifling, three-foot-tall inner passage to the burial chamber, its empty
sarcophagus raided long ago. Beyond the requisite camel ride and
Instagram poses balancing the pyramid in my palm, I began to see
the forces that erased so much left behind by Egyptian dynasties,
victims of not just material greed, but also essential human need:
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(MASK) GREG BALFOUR EVANS/ALAMY

Hieroglyphics decorate a wall in Luxor and
(below) Tutankhamun’s golden funeral mask,
which will get an opulent new home when the
Grand Egyptian Museum opens in 2020.

A secluded Maui resort that exudes the aloha spirit
Nestled on 54 acres, the newly transformed Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua showcases a stunning family friendly resort offering 466 guestrooms, including 107 one- and two-bedroom Residential Suites. Family fun and adventure abound from
a separate children’s pool to the unique Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambassadors of the Environment program with
eco-adventures led by expert naturalists. Six diverse restaurants offer Ritz Kids menus while a tri-level swimming
pool and luxe poolside cabanas offer endless entertainment.

FEATURED OFFER
MAUI I KAPALUA
THE RITZ-CARLTON, KAPALUA
•
•
•
•

Air Credit
Every 5th night free
$500 resort credit per room
One Bedroom Residential Garden View Suite

5 nights from $1679 per person
Book now through 12/10/2019 for travel through 12/15/2019!

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
Offers valid on new bookings only. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy, except if expressly noted otherwise. Offers are subject to availability at time of
booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort fees (if any),
and other restrictions may also apply. Individual offers may require purchase of Travel Smart Plan or travel waiver. Offers are not valid for Group Travel. Some booking and travel dates may
vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offers, where
applicable. For those properties where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely fluctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other factors
beyond Classic Vacations control. Classic Vacations CST# 2079429-20.
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We surveyed a timeless landscape
up close: net-casting fishermen,
women hand-washing rugs, and
cattle grazing on grassy islands.

Middle Ages inhabitants stripped the pyramids of their elegant
surface stones to build homes, walls, and forts.
Pyramids, the pharaohs realized, were too conspicuous to hold
their funereal caches of gems, gold, and art. Circa 1500 bc, seeking
a more discreet haven, they developed a secret warren of tombs
located beneath a pyramid-shaped mountain near Luxor, 300 miles
south, where we flew next to continue the journey via boat.
Aerial views revealed the vitality of the Nile as it carves a lush,
green course through Egypt, fertilizing riverbank farm fields between borders of sand and rock stretching to the horizon. From the
panoramic windows of our second-floor cabin aboard the Sun Boat
IV, we surveyed a similarly timeless landscape up close: net-casting
fishermen, women hand-washing rugs, and cattle grazing on grassy
islands that barely cleared the water.

Even those who haven’t noticed the Egyptian symbols in their
daily lives or realized that D.C.’s Washington Monument is an
obelisk know King Tut, the boy pharaoh and occupant of the sole
tomb that was never raided in the inconspicuous, rubble-strewn
Valley of the Kings on the Nile’s west bank. Pharaohs spent lifetimes elaborating their tombs, filling entire chambers, for example, with carvings of cattle and geese, their larder for the afterlife.
Tut’s burial chamber, though relatively minimal since he died at
age 19, has just been restored with radiant gilt walls portraying his
postmortem deification.
The quiet drift of the Sun Boat IV, where staff greeted passengers
with cool towels and fresh lemonade upon each return, balanced
the brisk pace of the tour. From the sundeck, with its small, dipinviting pool, we watched passing banana fields, villages where only

Feluccas,
a Nile River
transport option
of choice, sail
near Aswan.
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Discover the $500 million
modernization taking our
entire fleet to the Edge .
®

The Celebrity RevolutionSM isn’t just any makeover. It’s a $500
million modernization of our entire award-winning fleet. This year,
experience it in the Caribbean on our newly revolutionized
Celebrity Summit® and Celebrity EquinoxSM With exclusive new
suite enclaves, stunningly redesigned accommodations, and
reimagined public spaces, your vacation will be elevated to a new
level of luxury and design.
In the islands, snorkel turquoise waters, explore colonial forts, and
stroll golden beaches for a revolutionary vacation like no other.

To learn more, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Stunningly redesigned accommodations

The Retreat Lounge

The Retreat Sundeck

*All renderings of The Celebrity RevolutionSM represent current design concepts and are subject to change. Design enhancements will vary by ship and are also subject to change.
The Celebrity Revolution is a trademark of Celebrity Cruises. ©2019 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

From top: Admiring the ruins of the fourthcentury bc Philae Temple and a Nile view of
a Nubian village, both in Aswan.

the minarets surpassed the palm trees, and children waving from
bridges. At sunset, soft ripples in our wake striped the water pink as
pied kingfishers chattered from a ship railing.
As a cruise destination, Egypt is all about the ports. But time on
board underscored the culture, from a cooking class in traditional
foods such as koshari – a kitchen sink of carbs and legumes –
to Egyptian nights, when we donned the long dresses known as
galabeya for dinner and dancing. More substantively, a candid
Q&A session with Salama on contemporary Egyptian life explored
women’s role in society (marriage is primary), finances (Egyptians
always pay in cash, even for houses), and the military (the armed
forces own a third of the economy, including hotels, and allow
Egyptians to serve their mandatory year of military service as hotel
bartenders). No one asked about security; members of our group
had already answered that question for themselves.
The talk was an exception to the historic world we spent ten days
inhabiting, learning that Egyptian cotton, for example, became
popular during the Civil War when the Union sought a new, nonConfederate source for the material. That drawings of the eye
of Horus, the great protector god, possibly inspired the modern
Rx symbol for medical prescriptions. That the Seat of Isis pose I
practice in yoga – on my toes, knees bent, and arms out in offering –
appears in depictions of the mother goddess from Luxor all the way
down to Abu Simbel, on the border with Sudan, where we flew to see
two cliff-face temples fronted by colossal 65-foot-high sculptures of
the great pharaoh Ramses II, warning invaders away.
By then, I could identify Horus; Isis; the crocodile Sobek, god of
fertility; and the jackal god Anubis, usher of souls to the afterlife.
Days earlier, inside the elaborate tomb of Seti I in the Valley of the
Kings, the walls screamed with symbols, paintings and larger-thanlife reliefs in a clearly ordered message I couldn’t decipher. Now the
watchful eyes, spitfire cobras, and baboons animated a code I began
to understand as vigilance, defense, and an anthropomorphic calendar, respectively – an ordering of the universe revealed 43 centuries
after it was entombed. Similar signs can be found on obelisks – beacons believed to channel energy into the earth – in Rome, London,
Paris, and beyond. In its afterlife, ancient Egypt still speaks. It’s just
a matter of learning the language.
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STAY Agatha Christie wrote por-

Pyramid
Scheme
How to experience Egypt‚ from city to river to sea.

WHEN TO GO Cooler temperatures
prevail between October and
April, the most popular time
to visit.

GETTING THERE EgyptAir offers
service to Cairo daily from New
York’s JFK Airport and thrice
weekly from Washington Dulles.

SEE Abercrombie & Kent’s tenday land-and-river trip described
in this story is limited to 18
guests and bookends a fournight Nile cruise with stays in
Cairo, including lunch overlooking the Great Sphinx and visits to
early Coptic Christian churches.
The river portion runs between
Luxor and Aswan, with daily
temple stops en route. During
summer vacations and holiday
breaks, A&K has added new tenday family departures, limited to
24 guests, that follow a similar
itinerary but include activities
such as henna painting, bread
making, and a treasure hunt in
Cairo’s mazelike Khan el-Khalili
Bazaar. Departures: Weekly,
September 2019 through May
2020; from $7,995.
Kensington Tours’ 14-day
river-and-resort tour starts
in Cairo, then cruises the Nile
northward from Aswan to Luxor,
allowing overnights in each
before and after sailing. Travelers
continue to the Red Sea resort
town of Hurghada for two nights.
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Departures: Multiple dates
through December 2020;
from $9,590.
Cover both Egypt and Jordan on
Cox & Kings’ 12-day tour, which
begins in Cairo, sails from Aswan
north on the Nile for three nights,
and continues on to Petra and
a Dead Sea resort. Departures:
Multiple dates through March 31,
2020; from $6,995.

SAIL Uniworld Boutique River
Cruise Collection offers 12-day
trips that leisurely sail the Nile
from Luxor to Aswan and back,
including sailboat and birdwatching excursions. Back in
Cairo, attend the sound and
light show at the Pyramids of
Giza. Departures: Multiple
dates, September 28, 2019,
through December 19, 2020;
from $5,899.
The 54-passenger Oberoi Zahra
plies the river between Luxor
and Aswan with a spa, lap pool,
restaurant, and two lounges
aboard. Five- and seven-night
itineraries visit the riverfront
Kom Ombo Temple and spend a
full day in Edfu, home to the imposing Temple of Horus. Departures vary; doubles from $1,131
per night, including a bottle of
wine on arrival, breakfast daily,
one 50-minute massage for
two, and private round-trip
airport transfers.

Dine time: A saffron-laden
lamb shank at the Four
Seasons Nile Plaza’s Zitouni
Restaurant, which overlooks
the river.

tions of her classic Death on
the Nile at the 138-room Sofitel
Legend Old Cataract Aswan,
the grande dame of the Upper
Nile, featuring Moorish arches,
marble floors, and ruby chandeliers. The Victorian-era resort
encompasses a riverside pool
and contemporary spa dispensing sandalwood-oil massages and papyrus-clay wraps.
Doubles from $295, including
breakfast daily and round-trip
airport transfers.
Traditional felucca sailboats
dock below the 365-room Four
Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile
Plaza, where riverfront views
frame sunsets and generous amenities include indoor
and outdoor pools, a spa, and
eight restaurants and lounges
spanning Arabic and Chinese
concepts. Doubles from $210,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 spa credit.
The family- and wellnessfocused 269-room Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at the First
Residence on the Giza side of
the Nile features a riverfront
pool, a separate children’s pool,
and yoga and group-exercise
classes. Doubles from $152, including breakfast daily and one
50-minute massage for two.

EXPERIENCES BEYOND
THE EXPECTED
Beyond our uniquely exquisite hotels and resorts in premier destinations
around the world, discover perfectly curated experiences with a deeper
level of care. Surround yourself with thoughtful amenities, inspired dining
experiences, and personalized service designed to ensure your expectations
are not only met but exceeded.

Park Hyatt Dubai

For reservations, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
UNITED STATES & CANADA
— Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort
— Andaz Scottsdale Resort & Bungalows
— Carmel Valley Ranch
— Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa
— Grand Hyatt Vail
— Hyatt Regency Indian Wells
Resort & Spa
— Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe Resort,
Spa and Casino
— L’Auberge de Sedona
— Miraval Arizona Resort and Spa
— Park Hyatt Aviara Resort,
Golf Club & Spa
— Park Hyatt Beaver Creek
Resort and Spa
— Park Hyatt Chicago
— Park Hyatt New York
— Park Hyatt Toronto
(Closed for renovations 12.1.17,
reopening in spring 2020)

— Park Hyatt Washington D.C.
— Royal Palms Resort and Spa
— The Beekman, A Thompson Hotel
— The Lodge at Spruce Peak
— Thompson Nashville
— Thompson Seattle
— Ventana Big Sur
CARIBBEAN, CENTRAL AMERICA,
MEXICO & SOUTH AMERICA
— Andaz Costa Rica Resort
at Peninsula Papagayo
— Andaz Mayakoba Resort Riviera Maya
— Carmelo Resort & Spa
— Grand Hyatt Rio de Janiero
— Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort,
Spa and Casino
— Palacio Duhau - Park Hyatt Buenos Aires
— Park Hyatt Mendoza
— Park Hyatt St. Kitts Christophe Harbour
— The Cape, A Thompson Hotel
— Thompson Zihuatanejo

EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST
— Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow
— Hôtel Martinez
(formerly Grand Hyatt Cannes)

— Hyatt Regency Nice Palais
de la Méditerranée
— Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi
Hotel and Villas
— Park Hyatt Dubai
— Park Hyatt Istanbul - Macka Palas
— Park Hyatt Mallorca
— Park Hyatt Milan
— Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme
— Park Hyatt Vienna
— Park Hyatt Zurich
ASIA & SOUTH PACIFIC
— Alila Villas Uluwatu
— Andaz Singapore
— Andaz Tokyo
Toranomon Hills
— Grand Hyatt Tokyo
— Hyatt Regency Hakone
Resort & Spa
— Hyatt Regency Kyoto
— Park Hyatt Beijing
— Park Hyatt Maldives Hadahaa
— Park Hyatt Melbourne
— Park Hyatt Saigon
— Park Hyatt Seoul
— Park Hyatt Shanghai
— Park Hyatt Siem Reap
— Park Hyatt Sydney
— Park Hyatt Tokyo

Thompson Nashville

Alila Villas Uluwatu

Hyatt and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Corporation. © 2019 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.

Andaz Singapore

Small Wonder
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Peaceful by day, hopping at night, and bursting with colorful
sights, Casco Viejo is Panama City’s coolest thing since the canal.
BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO Photography by Luis García

Clockwise from
top left: Dodó Bon
Pan Café’s mango
ceviche, a server at
rooftop CasaCasco,
Tropical Chocolate
Café, Casco Viejo
in bloom, a gin-andpassion-fruit cocktail
at CasaCasco, an
Undercover boots design inspired by the
“Dance of the Dirty
Devil,” fresh catch at
Mercado de Mariscos,
and a bird’s-eye view.
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Casco Viejo’s Plaza Herrera,
with modern Panama City
in the distance. Opposite,
from left: The church of
San José’s Golden Altar,
former mayor and neighborhood champion Juan Carlos
Navarro, and Donde José’s
“With Caribbean Flow”
(fresh cobia with pixbae
miso and toasted passionfruit seeds).
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wenty years ago,

you’d have been advised against
going to Casco Viejo, Panama
City’s Old Town, located on a
peninsula that juts into the sea
just southwest of the sparkling
modern-day core. Crime made it
too dangerous, and the peeling
shells of a once glorious existence
bore the marks of decades of neglect and heat. Today it’s hard to
imagine taking such advice. As Panama’s capital celebrates its 500th
birthday this year, its smallest neighborhood – a UNESCO World
Heritage site, also known as Casco Antiguo, San Felipe, or simply
Casco – has never felt more vibrant and youthful, and is now second
only to the Panama Canal in popularity with visitors.
By day, Casco’s quiet, narrow streets make it a pleasure to wander
through historic squares and snap photos of the ancient city walls
and colorful facades. Come sundown, however, the area wakes up,
as trendy restaurants and thumping rooftop bars lure residents to
a quarter that’s both a national treasure and a barometer for what’s
cool in Panama City. But it’s the neighborhood’s eclecticism, sense
of community, and national pride that are really worth diving into.
This link to his country’s past has always appealed to Juan Carlos Navarro. He’s seated at Dodó Bon Pan Café on the Plaza de
Francia when I arrive, talking to owner Mariella, who happens to
be a childhood friend of his. Navarro is about to tuck into a salad of
pixbaes, a Panamanian fruit that grows in large bunches on palm
trees, and offers me a plate. As mayor of Panama City from 1999 to
2009, he made cleaning up Casco one of his personal goals – literally
by sometimes sweeping the streets himself – as well as making it a
safe and livable corner of the city.
“The best thing I did for Casco Viejo was to lead by example,” Navarro says. “I chose to live here and raise my family.” When he moved

to Casco in 1996, he recalls, most buildings were in shambles and
the streets were empty. Now he waxes lyrical about weekends spent
stand-up paddleboarding and picnicking on the beach with friends,
and families out visiting historic sites, listening to music in the
squares, and walking dogs on Sundays.
Given that the neighborhood is roughly three avenues wide and a
dozen blocks long, it takes no time to stumble into Panama’s life
story. In Plaza Herrera, you can draw a timeline of the city in the surrounding French- and Spanish-colonial, neocolonial, and art deco
architecture. Catedral Metropolitana, which the pope visited earlier this year, reigns over the Plaza de la Independencia, where the
country feted its independence from Spain and its separation from
Colombia. The famous Golden Altar, hidden from pirate Henry
Morgan when he sacked the original Spanish settlement in 1671, now
sits in the tiny church of San José. Kuna Indians sell their colorful
handicrafts under the shade of vibrant bougainvillea bushes along
Esteban Huertas Promenade, on top of the old city walls. And the
Panama Canal Museum retraces the famous waterway’s construction by the French and Americans.
Every now and then, I get a hint of elsewhere – of Havana with its
candy-colored colonial buildings, or New Orleans, thanks to
wrought-iron balconies laden with bloom-filled flower boxes.

tip
“There’s always something great or a new
spot to discover in my favorite part of the
city. A couple of current picks: rooftop
Salvaje for cocktails and a quick bite with
great views, and, of course, Donde José for
the best Panamanian fusion cuisine.”
– Luis Castro, Virtuoso travel advisor,
Panama City

From atop one of Casco’s many elevated watering holes, downtown’s
skyscrapers wink and shimmer in the sun, and the water of the
horseshoe-shaped bay between us slowly recedes.
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eat & drink
Ofifitopfioffififirefiovfitefifi
colofiifilfimfififiiofi,fi
CasaCasco’fifipopulfirfi
filfreficofipercfifiififitfiefi
plficefiforfifiufifietfiviewfifi
fififificocktfiilfifioverlookifigfiCfifico,fitfiefiocefifi,fi
fifififiPlfizfifiHerrerfi.fiCalle
10 and Avenida A No.
8-15; casacasco.com.
Super Gourmet’fificoffee,fi
fiomemfifiefiempfifififififi,fi
fifififiotfierficfifiufilfifiififiefifi
mfikefififigrefitfifitfirtfitofififiyfi
fifiy.fiAvenida A between
calles 6 and 7; supergour
metcascoviejo.com.
FficifigfifiifitoricfiPlfizfifi
fiefiFrfificifififififififiervifigfi
vegfifififfire,fipfifitriefi,fi
fifilfififi,fififififimore,fiDodó
Bon Pan Café firfiwfifififi
crowfififorfibrefikffifitfififififi
luficfi. Calle 1A Oeste,
Plaza de Francia.

But Casco’s spell is really one reminiscent of a small coastal Spanish village. After a few days, faces become familiar and smiles pile
up. Along Avenida A, one of Casco’s three main parallel thoroughfares, a man readies his cart with ice and bottles of colored syrup for
raspao, a Panamanian snow cone. He waves when he sees me walk
by a second time. I later cross paths with Blayne, an American expat
and owner of Super Gourmet café, where I’ve become a regular for
the homemade empanadas and iced coffee that fuel my daily excursions, and we chat in the middle of the street for a few minutes.
Some connections require no words at all, as is the case at the city’s
go-to dining destination, Donde José. Seating just 16, the intimate
restaurant rips up the rulebook when it comes to boring names and
presentation of its ten-course small-plates menu. Instead, each dish
conveys a local scene or tradition. “Carnavales in Penonomé 1986”
is a meat-and-fish dish referencing chef José Carles’ birth year; his
father’s birth city, Penonomé; and popular street food served during
Panama’s annual carnival. The “Coffee with My Grandpa” dessert
pays homage to an older generation that enjoyed sweet morning coffee with bread and cheese.
The meal is sublime. But more than that, it’s another character in
the neighborhood’s evolving story, with new chapters written daily.
From atop one of Casco’s many elevated watering holes, the glass
squares on downtown’s skyscrapers a few miles away wink and shimmer in the sun, and the water of the horseshoe-shaped bay between
us slowly recedes, as it did yesterday, and the day before. It feels like
a metaphor for Panama itself, and a reminder of the rare kind of authenticity found in a place that’s not just proud of the rhythmic ebb
and flow of people connecting its past and future, but one built from
it, and better for it.
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Casco calling: Mixed
ceviche at Mercado de
Mariscos and (right) the
Panama Canal Museum.

Browfie Mercado de
Mariscos’fifitfififififioffi
frefifilyficfiugfitfififififififififi
fiefifoofifififififififivorfitfiefi
locfilfifipecifilty,fifificupfioffi
cevicfiefiwfififiefififiowfifi
witfififificolfifipintafi(beer),fifi
fifififiortfiwfilkfifromfiCfifico’fifi
cefiter.fiAvenida Balboa
and Calle Eloy Alfaro,
Cinta Costera.
PfififimfifiififificfieffiJofiéfi
Cfirlefifiufiefifiregiofifilfiifigrefiiefitfifitofitellfifitoriefifi
ififimulticourfiefitfifitifigfi
mefiufififitfifiififiupficfilefi
refitfiurfifit, Donde
José. Avenida Central
1100; dondejose.com.

see
Browfiefifirtiffictfi,fi
blueprifitfi,fififififipfiotofifi
fitfitfiefiPanama Canal
Museum,fifioufiefifiififitfiefi
refitorefififormerfifiefifiqufirterfififorfiU.S.fififififi
Freficfificofitrfictorfifioverfieeifigfitfiefimofiumefitfilfi
cofifitructiofifiproject.fi
Plaza de la Independencia; museodelcanal.com.
CfieckfitfieficurrefitficfilefififirfiforfiDiabloRosso,fififi
gfilleryfififififiperformfificefi
vefiuefiofifitfiefiefigefioffi
Cfificofifiefiicfitefifitofifiupportifigfififififipromotifigfi
youfigfiPfififimfifiififififirtifitfifififififitfilefit.fiAvenida
Central and Parque de
Santa Ana Heurtematte;
diablorosso.com.

WINDSTAR
SIGNATURE EXPEDITIONS
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Windstar Signature Expeditions, featured on our Alaskan itineraries from May through August 2020, allow
you to get closer, see more, and go home with once-in-a-lifetime memories you can’t get any other way.
Each is led by one of six expert guides who travel on board for the entire cruise and provide insight, education
and commentary on the Alaskan Wilderness. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more information.
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Clockwise from left: Empanadas and iced
coffee at Super Gourmet, Casco Viejo architecture, Undercover owner María Quintero,
and a taste of Tropical Chocolate Café.
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INDULGE IN THE
VACATION OF
YOUR DREAMS
DREAMING OF AN EXCITING GETAWAY IN 2020?
Whether you’re at the beginning of a bucket list or making your way down one, we’ve compiled a captivating collection of vacations for you. But
don’t wait; you have to book early to save!

UNDISCOVERED ITALY

Northern Italy’s Highlights and
Cinque Terre
Milan to Milan • 10 days

HOT IN 2020

FANTASTIC FOR FIRST-TIMERS

Classical Greece

Italian Mosaic

Athens to Athens • 8 days

Rome to Rome • 13 days

Prices starting at $1,999*

Prices starting at $3,749*

Prices starting at $2,769*

To book your Globus vacation, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
SAVE 10%* AND RECEIVE FREE TRANSFERS** ON SELECT 2020 GLOBUS EUROPE VACATIONS.
*Prices are per person, based on double occupancy, and do not include airfare or promotion. Prices are in USD, based on the lowest departure price on June 5, 2019, and subject to change.
*Book and deposit a 2020 Globus Europe, South or North America (excluding 2020 Oberammergau and Escapes by Globus) vacation to save 10% per person on the land-only portion of the core tour not including extra night accommodations, extensions, taxes, fees,
tips or supplements. Booking must be made and under deposit between February 7, 2018 and November 26, 2019 for travel in 2020. Offer is combinable only with the Welcome Back Credit and any applicable air credits. Not applicable to custom tours. Discount will
apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit WITHIN the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Applies to new 2020 bookings only. Offer reliant on space availability. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional
restrictions may apply. May be withdrawn any time. Available from participating GFOB office only. 20EBD
**Book a select 2020 Globus (excluding Globus Escapes and 2020 Oberammergau) or Monograms Europe vacation through a Virtuoso Advisor and receive free airport transfers in the destination city between airport and hotel. Offer is not applicable to extra night
transfers. Booking must be made and under deposit between June 5, 2019 and December 31, 2020 for travel commencing by December 31, 2020. Valid with all other applicable promotions. Applies to new 2020 bookings only. Must mention code FREE20T. Offer
reliant on space availability. Not applicable to groups and/or custom tours. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply. May be withdrawn at any time.

A Buddhist monk at the village monastery in Marpha and (right) 22,400foot Nilgiri South emerges from the
clouds in the Lower Mustang.
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mountains
upon
mountains

Nepal is well on the path
to recovery from its
2015 earthquake. As
trekking the Annapurna
Circuit reveals, there’s
never been a better time
to visit the Himalaya.
BY AARON GULLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
JEN JUDGE
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the lower flanks of Annapurna, the tenthhighest mountain in the world, curtains of
drizzle hang from an iron sky, and ropes of
low cloud coil over the valley. I’ve come to
this region in north-central Nepal in hopes
of taking in some of the planet’s loftiest
peaks, but so far, two days in, I’ve barely
seen beyond my dripping Gore-Tex hood.
I didn’t mind that to start: The path we’ve
been hiking, built from foot-high slabs of
granite Lincoln-Logged onto the steep
slope and set beneath a lush canopy of sal
and magnolia trees, is more sumptuous and
intimate than I imagined the Himalaya. But
let’s be honest, if I were in it for rainy hills,
Alaska or Oregon would have been a lot
closer to home.
Compared to what Nepal has recently endured, my consternation over the weather
is a trifle. On April 25, 2015, a 7.8-magnitude
earthquake convulsed the country from
an epicenter just 70 miles east of my location outside Pokhara, almost smack in the
middle of Nepal. When the aftershocks
subsided three weeks later, the disaster had
claimed nearly 9,000 lives and displaced 3.5
million people. Another, less tangible casualty was the country’s tourism industry,
which saw international arrivals plummet
by a third in the year following the quake.
“Nepal is extremely dependent on tourism,
and when people stopped showing up, it
was a setback,” says Catherine Heald, who
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Clockwise from top left:
A local woman along the
Annapurna Circuit near
Ghorepani, hiking from
Tikhedhunga to Ulleri,
signs displaying village distances in trekking hours,
Kagbeni village’s valley
view, and porter loads.
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This view
is so astonishing,
I decide that everyone should witness
sunrise in the
Himalaya at least
once in their lives.
frequently visits the country and whose
tour company, Remote Lands, has run trips
there for more than a dozen years. Visitor
numbers are now on the rebound, and the
nation’s tourism board has launched a campaign to help spur recovery. “There’s no reason to stay away,” says Heald. “The country
is bouncing back – if anything, Nepal needs
visitors more than ever.”
On her advice, I headed to Nepal to appraise the recovery with my wife, photographer Jen Judge, almost four years to the day
from the Gorkha earthquake. Kathmandu,
the jumping-off point for our custom tenday Remote Lands tour, is back on its feet,
but signs of the earthquake are inescapable.
That’s no metaphor: “Jagdamba Cement:
Earthquake Resistant Rebar” proclaim billboards and adverts on almost every corner
and skyline. At Kathmandu’s Durbar Square,
one of three city-center World Heritage sites
of the eleventh-century Newar Kingdom,
whole stupas lie in red-dust pyramids. On
side streets, two-by-four braces prop brick
facades across one-lane alleyways.
Just as striking as the ruin, however, is
the reconstruction. Bricklayers have handlaid replacements for two-thirds of the
damaged temples, and woodworkers carve
intricate tableaus of deities in the fallen
buildings’ shadows. The work is so precise,
it’s difficult to tell new from old. “They said
it would take seven years to rebuild, and we
didn’t believe it could happen so quickly,”
says my Kathmandu guide, Rajesh Regmi.
“But now we expect to finish next year.”
I’m surprised by Kathmandu – and not
only its recovery. Most accounts of the capital focus on the sprawl and pollution, but
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The restored Pratap Stambha (stone pillar with a statue of King Pratap
Malla) and Degu Taleju Temple on Kathmandu’s Durbar Square.

DRIFT AWAY.
YOUR WAY.
ON AN AVALON WATERWAYS RIVER CRUISE, the possibilities are as wide open as the expansive views. The same company that reinvented
river cruise ships has redefined the river cruise experience. Beyond the widest views on the water is an open invitation for you to experience
your destination in more ways, in exceptional ways, in your way.

Book by October 31 to

SAVE UP TO $1,500 PER COUPLE*
And Receive Prepaid Gratuities On Select Avalon Waterways River Cruises.†
To Book Your 2020 Avalon River Cruise,
Contact Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor Today.

*Book a select 2020 Avalon Waterways Europe river cruise to receive up to $750 off per person on the cruise/land or cruise only price. Booking must be made, under deposit and discount applied by October 31, 2019 for travel by December 31, 2020. Not
applicable to custom tours or groups. Not applicable on TBA space. Combinable with Welcome Back Credit. Applies to new 2020 bookings only and will not be applied to pre-existing bookings. Offer reliant on space availability at time of booking and may be
withdrawn at any time. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.
†Book a select 2020 Avalon Europe or Mekong river cruise through a Virtuoso Advisor and get the standard prepaid cruise gratuities included for the full length of the cruise portion of the vacation. Must be booked, under deposit and discount applied by December 31, 2020 for travel at select times in 2020. Combinable with other offers EXCEPT Travel Agent Discounts and groups. Applies to 2020 bookings only. Must mention code VGRAT20. Offer reliant on space availability. Not applicable to groups or custom
tours. Not applicable on TBA space. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply; see Travel Terms & Conditions for details. May be withdrawn at any time.

CHINA
Annapurna
Mount
Everest

Dhaulagiri
NEPAL

Kathmandu

BHUTAN

INDIA

BANGLADESH
Kagbeni

Marpha

Annapurna
Circuit
Tatopani

Ghorepani

Daily special: Dhido, a variation
of the traditional dal bhat spread
eaten throughout Nepal.
Pokhara

tip
“In Kathmandu, some
quality shops are starting
to emerge amid the usual
souvenir spots. For handmade paper, fun felt animals,
slippers, and many other
handcrafted items, try threestory Mahaguthi Craft with
Conscience. For jewelry and
beautiful pashminas, head to
Image Ark and Baber Mahal
Revisited, a quiet spot in the
bustle of a most chaotic city.”
– Jean Pickard, Virtuoso travel
advisor, Atlanta
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the city’s temples and tourist sites are as
elaborate and iconic as Angkor Wat or Machu Picchu. Kathmandu gets less than half
the visitors of either of those monuments;
in fact, the entire country sees fewer tourists annually than Algeria or even Iran –
hardly travel hot spots. For a place that
boasts the world’s highest mountains, Nepal is underappreciated, which might just
be one of the best reasons to visit.
FROM KATHMANDU, WE FLY 30 MINutes west to Pokhara, staging ground for the
Annapurna Circuit. The list of reasons to visit Nepal is long, including elephant and tiger
safaris in Chitwan National Park and Buddhist pilgrimages on the Tibetan Plateau,
but trekking is its number-one tourist activity. Though Everest Base Camp is the biggest
draw, I’ve opted for the circumambulation of
Annapurna that Heald recommends because
it’s less frequented and more serene. Unlike
some of the other trekking areas that were
decimated by the earthquake, especially
Langtang and Manaslu, the Annapurna region experienced little damage.
I’ll only see the western part of the track –

the whole 150-mile loop can take around
three weeks. But whereas most people assume you must be as fit as Edmund Hillary
to brave Nepal’s peaks, my stretch doesn’t
climb much higher than Taos, New Mexico.
We’ll walk 6 to 12 miles daily, but even the
longest days feel laid-back as we stop every hour or two at teahouses along the trail
for ginger tea and biscuits. Accommodations away from major towns are spartan
throughout Nepal – typically sleeping bags
on foam beds in teahouses – though I come
to appreciate the austerity, as the lack of diversions means early to bed, early to hike.
I’m soaked and slightly crabby on the
afternoon of day two as we walk into the
village of Ghorepani, where Arjun Magar,
our guide, steers us into a teahouse. A fire
throbs in a wood-burning stove fashioned
from a rusty steel drum, which helps to
thaw my angst. The matron of the house,
whom Arjun calls Aama, or “mother,” lays
out a platter of dal bhat, the national dish:
lentil soup, chicken curry, one or two stirfried vegetables (this time spinach and cauliflower), a selection of pickles, and a starch,
usually rice. “Twice a day, every day,” Arjun

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVENTURE
WITH A SIDE OF ADRENALINE

Cycling in the Czech Republic.

Distinctive, daring, and incredibly creative, Central
Europe boasts some of the world’s best-kept secrets
sure to satisfy your inner thrill-seeker.
CYCLE THROUGH THE CZECH REPUBLIC. Strap on your
helmet for a two-wheel tour of castles, captivating scenery, and
the capital, Prague. With trails for riders at any level, there are
plenty of options to get your heart pumping.
Exploring Grand Budapest.

Demänovská cave.

UNEXPECTED ENTERTAINMENT IN HUNGARY. Be part of
the action in a theatre production, or make a movie masterpiece
in Etyek Korda Studio, one of the most popular filming locations
in Central Europe, with your own professional camera crew.
FASCINATING TREASURES IN POLAND. From the beaches
to the mountains, you’ll find adventure throughout this aweinspiring country. Go hiking in Białowieza National Park, rafting
on the Dunajec River, or sunset-chasing along the coast of Sopot.

Rafting the Dunajec River.

EXHILARATION IN SLOVAKIA. Kick start your journey in
Low Tatras National Park exploring caves like Demänovská and
trekking to the top of Dumbier mountain. Go paragliding with a
private flight instructor, or spend the winter skiing in Donovaly.

Ready for an action-packed escape?
Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor today!

Nepal remains
the sort of place
where you can roll
up to a yak festival
your guide has
never heard of and
be the only
Westerner in the
300-strong crowd.

Kathmandu’s 118-foot-tall Boudhanath Stupa, the center of Tibetan Buddhism, was
one of the country’s first UNESCO sites to be restored after the earthquake.
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deadpans. He’s not exaggerating. A day
won’t go by on this trip that we’re not served
at least one dal bhat.
After we’ve eaten, Aama invites us into
the kitchen, where she squats on the counter by another fire and rolls out dough for
dumplings, which she teaches us to crimp
into half-moons around ground-meat filling. Arjun plies me with raksi – clear local
moonshine topped with puffed rice – then
plates of curried yak, pickled eggplant,
Tibetan bread piping hot from the fryer,
and our dumplings. Aama’s are perfect;
mine are splitting and a bit catawampus,
though she commends me anyway. Rain
sloshes down the granite alleyway, but
now that I’m warm and welcomed, the
conditions feel trivial.
Arjun wakes me the next morning at
4:45 am , and we join a glowing thread of
headlamps on a 30-minute hike to 10,531foot Poon Hill. It might sound like the
photos of Mount Everest that surfaced
this year showing climbers shoehorned
nose-to-back on the summit ridge, but
that sort of overcrowding only really affects mountaineering routes, and largely
just the world’s highest peak. With the exception of the scrum on this climb to the
sunrise point, the number of trekkers we
encounter in a day ranges from a steady
trickle to almost none at all. In the ashen
gray light of predawn on the flat meadow
atop the hike, we sip sugary tea from a
local vendor and mill with the crowd.

EXPLORING

ADD “EXPLORER” TO YOUR RESUME
Only Holland America Line combines enriching journeys with cruising in the classic style. Choose from an unrivaled selection of itineraries
with stops in 400+ ports of call, and enjoy authentic encounters with fascinating peoples, places and cultures the world over.

14-Day Great Alaskan
Explorer

7-Day Alaskan Inside
Passage

24-Day Majestic Fjords &
Jewels Of The Baltic

Roundtrip Vancouver
Maasdam | May 4, 2020

Roundtrip Vancouver
Koningsdam | May 2, 2020

Taxes, fees and port expenses are an
additional at $365

Taxes, fees and port expenses are an
additional at $205

Roundtrip Rotterdam
Rotterdam | April 22, 2020
Taxes, fees and port expenses are an additional at $515

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $75 onboard
spending money per stateroom!

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard
spending money per stateroom!

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

1,899

$

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

1,499

$

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard
spending money and Canaletto Dinner for
two per stateroom!
OCEAN-VIEW FROM

Contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor today.

3,949

$

Terms & Conditions: Fares are based on Promo LG. Featured fares are per person based on double occupancy, cruise or Land+Sea Journeys only. Fares are in U.S. dollars. All savings amounts are included in the fares
shown. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional and range from $205 to $515. 4-bottle wine package available on select 2020 sailings, one package per suite. Subject to availability. For more information about
our stateroom categories and suite descriptions, to view deck plans and for full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer to hollandamerica.com or the appropriate Holland America Line brochure.
Offers have limited space, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

The sky is as translucent as raksi, and the
first sunlight casts the east rims of Annapurna and Dhaulagiri, a higher peak to the
west, in gold. Above the prayer flags, which
crackle in the morning breeze, the ridgelines emerge like cathedrals in the sky. I’ve
seen plenty of mountain dawns through the
years, from the Alps and the Andes to the
Rockies, but this view is so astonishing, I
decide that everyone should witness sunrise
in the Himalaya at least once in their lives.

Trekking guide Arjun Magar
and (below) the earlymorning gathering atop
Poon Hill to watch the
sun rise on 26,795-foot
Dhaulagiri in the distance.
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THREE DAYS OF STRENUOUS HIKING
between teahouses lead us to the town of
Tadapani, where the trekking path intersects the F42, the main feeder road north.
A decade ago, the only way to see the Annapurna Circuit was entirely by foot. Now
many of the walking paths are falling into
disrepair because whole stretches of the
loop, including our next passage, run along
roadways. At first, I’m disappointed to trade
hiking boots for an automobile, but the F42
is more goat track than highway, so the going is still intrepid. Besides, road access
means that from here on, accommodations
and food become decidedly more polished.
The road clambers along a broad, mostly
dry riverbed, some half mile across in places,

Finally, when
the clouds
occasionally lift,
icy daggers of
peaks emerge like
ghosts from
the atmosphere.
with mountains so sheer that the peaks
aren’t visible from the valley. We’re climbing into Mustang, long isolated by its location between some of the world’s highest
mountains to the south and the Tibetan
Plateau to the north. Known as the Forbidden Kingdom, the region’s upper stretch
was off-limits to foreigners until 1991, and
even today, tourists must obtain a special
permit to visit. Mustang sits in the Himalaya’s rain shadow, and as we climb higher,
the lush lowland canopy thins out into
sparse stands of scraggly maple and thirsty
ponderosa pine, then to dry slopes wrinkled
free of vegetation. Bright-white monasteries festooned with a rainbow of prayer flags
appear on the hillsides as we enter Nepal’s
Buddhist stronghold.
Driving up this valley feels like traveling
through time. Concrete-block buildings
give way to low, flat homes of stacked stone,
then, farther along, earthen-walled structures with rooflines fenced by tidy rows of
firewood. Each town, and the people in it,
looks different from the last – it’s like driving from country to country over the course
of a few miles. The only constant is the spray
of peaks, which mostly insulated this valley
from the effects of the Gorkha earthquake.
And yet, annual tourists to Upper Mustang,
just 4,147 people in 2014, plunged by 35 percent following the quake. Unlike in the rest
of the country, those numbers haven’t fully
rebounded. “Travelers stopped coming, especially to places like Mustang, which were
already hard to reach,” says Arjun.

L U X U R Y

A W A I T S

What is your ideal luxury getaway? Escape to private white-sand beaches at The
Cove by Atlantis for a secluded stay within the iconic world of Atlantis on Paradise
Island. Tee-off at the Caribbean’s premier golf resort, Casa de Campo Resort & Villas,
featuring three Pete Dye-designed courses including the legendary Teeth of the
Dog. Send serenity to new heights in Cancun, where NIZUC boasts the first ESPAbranded spa in the Mexican Caribbean. Whatever your idea of luxury is, it awaits.

PHOTO: Nizuc Resort & Spa, Cancun

TO BOOK, CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY.

Viewed from my lodge’s rooftop on night
five, the Dhaulagiri massif stretches to the
west and the Annapurna massif to the east.
In the foreground, low, green hills tumble
down to the arid river valley; veins of chalky
snow cut the next dark, steely rows of ridges
rising behind them; and finally, when the
clouds occasionally lift, icy daggers of peaks
emerge like ghosts from the atmosphere.
These are Nepal’s mountains upon mountains, magnets that draw travelers to come
and witness them, and obstacles for a poor,
developing nation to overcome. One shop
owner selling handicrafts in Jomsom claims
that she’s barely been able to subsist because of the downturn in tourist traffic.
Nepal remains the sort of place where you
can roll up to a yak festival your guide has
never heard of, as we do the next morning,
and be the only Westerner in the 300-strong
crowd. In most places, tourists would overrun such a spectacle; in backwater Nepal,
it’s just life. That’s good for travelers chasing an off-grid cultural experience and
outdoor adventure. But the tiny number
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of visitors means that fluctuations and
changes – whether fueled by natural disaster or development – can leave those dependent on tourists struggling to keep up.
Over the next few days, we continue our
slow procession up the forbidden valley, eating apple pie from fruit harvested in the
scraggy orchards at Marpha, chatting with
young monks about world politics and football at Kagbeni’s 500-year-old Kag Chode
Monastery, and performing ritual ablutions
in the 108 fountains at Muktinath, the Hindu
and Buddhist temple that marks the trip’s literal high point. Though we’ll return from here
back to Jomsom for our flight to Kathmandu,
the Annapurna Circuit climbs another 5,000
feet over 17,769-foot Thorung La pass. As we
start down from the temple, a small group of
trekkers carried along in a stream of pilgrims
heads in the other direction, laboring up the
pass. After a few hundred yards of descending,
I look back to try to see where the trail leads,
but the hikers have disappeared in the gauzy
gold light of afternoon. All I can see is sapphire
sky and brooding black peaks.

Clockwise from top left:
Preparing ginger tea at a rest
stop on the hike from Ulleri
to Ghorepani, Nepal’s largest
stone Buddha peers over the
valley in Muktinath, and a
free-range yak near Marpha.

#1 OCEAN CRUISE LINE

#1 RIVER CRUISE LINE

Did you know?
The world’s leading river cruise line is also
rated the world’s best ocean cruise line.

BY R I V ER & BY SE A
Only with Viking, the small ship experts.

ELEGANT SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

CULTURAL ENRICHMENT

SERENE SPACES

AL FRESCO DINING

SPACIOUS BATHROOMS

Ask about the latest offers from Viking.
To book, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 © Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media Group and
are used under license. Travel + Leisure and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Viking Cruises. CST: #2052644-40

A pilgrim at Swayambhunath Stupa (the Monkey
Temple) outside Kathmandu and (left) a suite at
Dwarika’s Resort Dhulikhel.

high times
From chasing tigers and rhinos to following in the Buddha’s footsteps,
trips to Nepal scratch more than just the Himalayan hiking itch.

GO One of Remote Lands’ most
popular Nepal adventures is a
16-day tour with trekking along the
Annapurna Circuit from Pokhara
to Muktinath, but it’s so much
more than just a hike. Beyond the
trail, there are cultural tours of
Kathmandu, including a visit to
the sacred Hindu cremation site
at Pashupatinath Temple and a
tiger-watching stopover at Chitwan
National Park. Departures: Any day
through 2019; from $6,700.
Artisans of Leisure’s ten-day loop
through central-western Nepal
takes in many of the same spots
as Remote Lands’ – Kathmandu,
Pokhara, Chitwan – but with lodgebased trekking, it’s aimed at travelers who favor the creature comforts of point-to-point hiking. After
an optional flight to view Mount
Everest, the tour wraps up with a
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holistic retreat at Dwarika’s Resort
Dhulikhel, where you can practice
yoga, consult with an Ayurvedic
doctor, and unwind in the hills east
of Kathmandu. Departures: Any
day through 2019; from $8,620.
Though Backroads’ eight-day
sampler also takes in the Annapurna region, the trip is perfect
for families, with trekking on
lower-altitude paths that still provide soaring views of the region’s
namesake snowcapped mountain.
A safari in Chitwan gets just as
much time as the trekking; over
three days, travelers are likely to
see the endangered one-horned
rhino and Bengal tiger, as well as
elephants, sloth bears, barking
deer, and possibly even leopards.
Departures: Multiple dates, October 21, 2019, through November
15, 2020; from $5,999.

At the heart of Kensington Tours’
ten-day cultural tour is Lumbini, the
birthplace of Siddhartha Gautama,
the prince who would go on to become the Buddha. Over three days
in this World Heritage city, participants travel by rickshaw to monasteries, temples, ancient palaces, and
a crane sanctuary to understand
the birth and spread of Buddhism.
Afterward, they de-stress in the lake
district around Pokhara with a few
days of boating, walking, and even
golf. Departures: Any day through
2019; from $2,900.
Abercrombie & Kent’s 12-day
journey takes in a Chitwan safari,
three days of temple touring at
Kathmandu’s trio of World Heritage
sites, and even a Mount Everest
flyby, but the highlight of the trip is
a stopover in Lhasa, Tibetan Buddhism’s spiritual heart in southwest

China. The visit includes meditation
time at the 1,300-year-old Jokhang
Temple; a tour of Potala Palace,
once the Dalai Lama’s winter
getaway; and shopping at Lhasa’s
lively Barkhor Bazaar. Departures:
Multiple dates, September 3
through November 3; from $7,795.

STAY Set on 20 acres about an hour’s
drive east of Kathmandu, Dwarika’s
Resort Dhulikhel is a 20-suite, holistic retreat designed to resemble
a traditional Nepali village. Guests
can choose from guided meditation
and yoga, pottery and traditional
block-printing classes, and sessions
with the staff Ayurvedic doctor or
astrology master, or simply spend
time on the property’s gentle trails
and relaxing in the Himalayan-rocksalt house. Doubles from $390,
including breakfast daily and a
50-minute massage for two.

Hotel’s Rooftop, Gran Vía

ADVERTISEMENT

Irresistible

MADRID

Madrid Rio Park

If you had to choose a single trait that best defines Madrid, it would be its way of life, the way
the Madrileños enjoy every moment and their
ability to share their vitality with those who visit
them. Madrid buzzes with happiness, passion
and a zest for life. What’s more, it always welcomes you with open arms.
It’s the perfect place to get away from it all. Its
climate, which is sunny almost all year round, the
safety of its streets, its respect for the environment, its thriving commercial activity, the new
alternative transport systems, the pedestrian
streets you can stroll down with ease… Madrid is
a sustainable city. Try exploring one of its green
spaces like Madrid Río Park by bicycle to discover the city’s eco-friendly side.
Quality of life is apparent everywhere you look,
and it’s no coincidence that the life expectancy of Madrid’s residents is among the highest
in the world. In Madrid, the hospitable nature
of the city’s residents makes it easy to make
friends. If you want to get to know them, just
head to a bar or pub in one of Madrid’s most traditional neighborhoods, like La Latina, Madrid
de Los Austrias (Hapsburg Madrid), Chueca or
Malasaña, and share some beers and tapas with
the locals at the lively bar, enjoying their open
and welcoming nature.
In Madrid, you can have all sorts of adventures.
If you want to enjoy a foodie experience that’s
pure Madrid, set out in search of the best calamari sandwich in the establishments around

Calamari Sandwich

Plaza Mayor. You should also make a note on
your map of gastro markets like Vallehermoso,
Barceló and San Antón, and plan a tour of the
city’s rooftop restaurants. In Madrid, eating on a
rooftop with views of Gran Vía avenue, Casa de
Campo Park and El Retiro Park is an experience
you can’t miss.
Seize the chance to discover the city on foot,
and let the latest hotspots and the cool places
you’ll find along the way surprise you. Madrid is a
modern city, and one of the most exciting on the
planet. Are you ready to discover it?

Hapsburg Madrid
Gran Vía

Really great
outdoors: A
Tracey Emin
sculpture and
(opposite)
the Frank O.
Gehry music
pavilion at
Château
La Coste.
2 14
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The ferry to
Villa Carmignac and
(below) Washing
Machine Fried Egg,
by Sarah Lucas at
the villa.

SUNLIGHT
216
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filtered through a glass-bottomed pool on the ceiling casts meditative waves across blue
walls, tempting me to grab my friend’s hand and wade into the installation – perhaps
because we’re barefoot. A no-shoes rule is one of the conceits of Villa Carmignac, giving
visitors “a reconnection with the ground, a physical sensation that allows [them] to
shake up habits and ways of perceiving the world,” says director Charles Carmignac.
The Fondation Carmignac’s home, opened last year on the island of Porquerolles,
a 15-minute foot-ferry ride away from Hyères on the Provence coast, embodies a
recent wave of art experiences that has vaulted the land of Cézanne into contemporary cool. Designed by big-name architects such as Frank Gehry and Jean Nouvel,
these cutting-edge, immersive spots showcase works that rival those of iconic
Parisian institutions.
These spaces, scattered throughout the region, embrace the Provençal climate too.
Positioned alongside a vineyard, on a rooftop, and even, in the case of Villa Carmignac,
on a tiny, car-free island in the Mediterranean, they approach art with a regional slant.
Like its emblematic wines, Provence’s art centers are terroir-driven. Travelers get
the lay of the land, sea, and sky as they take in works by established and up-and-coming
art-world stars. In each space, art is paired with a chef-driven restaurant, a festival, or
outdoor performances, savored under the sun that has seduced painters for centuries.
The light here captivated Picasso and van Gogh, the latter of whom, after fleeing dreary
northern winters, enthused, “The whole future of art is to be found in the South of
France.” His words ring as true as ever across Provence at these four art spaces.

Clockwise from top
left: Wood-fired fare,
Michael Stipe’s Foxes, and the Francis
Mallmann restaurant
at Château La Coste.

AMONG THE VINES

Château La Coste, Le Puy-Sainte-Réparade
Two striking aluminum chais (wine storage spaces) designed by Jean
Nouvel, architect of the Louvre Abu Dhabi, hint that Château La Coste is
more than your average vignoble. In fact, these structures were the seeds
that sprouted this venture by Irish billionaire Patrick McKillen, just west
of Aix-en-Provence. The sprawling estate showcases 30 works by the
grands crus of contemporary art, peppered around the property alongside
grenache vines and olive trees. Nearly every piece is site specific, created
in locations that spoke to the artists. Visitors can amble through the forest
where Michael Stipe’s bronze Foxes roam, cross a narrow wooden bridge
to Tracey Emin’s Self-Portrait: Cat Inside a Barrel, or duck through a stone
doorway to find Andy Goldsworthy’s Oak Room. This art promenade takes
about two hours, but guests can name-drop all afternoon or evening while
viewing an exhibit in the Renzo Piano gallery, sitting down to a wood-fired
meal at the Francis Mallmann restaurant, or listening to a concert at the
Frank Gehry-designed outdoor pavilion. At the on-site, 28-suite Villa La
Coste, the collection includes a Fernand Léger tapestry and a Damien
Hirst painting. 2750 route de la Cride.

INSIDER TIP “This is a unique place for its exceptionally beautiful landscape

and views across the Luberon,” says Daniel Kennedy, director of Château La
Coste’s Centre d’Art. “Amazing panoramas can also be found at the nearby
hilltop medieval ruin of La Quille.”

S E PT E M B E R | O CTO B E R 2 0 1 9
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At Villa Noailles,
the Salon Rose and
(right) Mathieu
Lehanneur’s Particle
Horizon. Below:
Luma Arles.

MODERNIST MANSION

Villa Noailles, Hyères
The 1920s Villa Noailles still stands out on its hillside perch in Hyères,
its white cubist concrete a stark contrast to the red-tiled rooftops below.
Here, in one of France’s first modernist homes, aristocrats Charles and
Marie-Laure de Noailles supported avant-garde artists, allowing Jean
Cocteau to film and Alberto Giacometti to sculpt. Since 1995, JeanPierre Blanc has maintained the couple’s personalized art-patronage
style. With a fashion and photography festival and his Design Parade,
a competition for up-and-coming designers, the Villa Noailles director has returned the heritage home to its heyday. Throughout the year,
visitors can tour this paragon of modernity gratis, taking in the soothing
Salon Rose, capped with a Louis Barillet stained-glass ceiling, and strolling through Blanc’s favorite room, the Chambre des Fleurs, decorated
with a De Stijl fresco and designed specifically for flower arranging. The
on-site boutique gets a full makeover by a different designer each year;
for 2019, Pierre Yovanovitch has saturated its walls in color. Montée de
Noailles; villanoailles-hyeres.com.

INSIDER TIP Naturists, take note: According to director Jean-Pierre Blanc, Île

du Levant, a nudist-friendly island 15 miles off the Hyères coast, is “paradise
on earth – no cars, no scooters, no streetlights, and the utopia of the 1930s
evolved for today.”
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WATCH THIS SPACE:
Luma Arles
In Arles, a dynamic art

campus is taking shape on
an abandoned 16-acre plot.
Soaring train sheds have
hosted exhibits of works by
acclaimed photographers,
and courtyards have seen
contemporary dance performances. Slated to officially
open in summer 2020 with
a public park and a gleaming
tower by Frank Gehry, Luma
Arles has already added to
the city’s cultural clout.

The only a l l- pool vill a resort in the R ivier a M aya,
nestled within the private gated Mayakoba resort, the proud recipient of the AAA Five Diamonds, Banyan Tree Mayakoba
is a breathtaking getaway for relaxation, rejuvenation, romance and world-class dining. It is a place where ancient
civilizations embrace each other and where the passionate nature of Mexico is soothed by the gentle touch of the Far East.

Sanctuary for the Senses
Mayakoba, Riviera Maya, Mexico

Part of the 2019 La
Source exhibit at Villa
Carmignac and (right)
the nature trail leading
to the space.

ARTFUL ISLAND

TIP
“There are more than 17
rosé wineries to visit around
Hyères, including three on Île
de Porquerolles – domaines
Perzinsky, La Courtade, and
Île Porquerolles. After a tasting, watch the sunset before
dinner at Pélagos, which
serves the freshest seafood.”
– Geraldine Hasting, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Seattle

Villa Carmignac, Île de Porquerolles
Visitors reach the Villa Carmignac, the Fondation Carmignac’s newly minted art space, via
ferry, followed by a short stroll along a eucalyptus-scented nature trail that’s part of a national
park. On this journey, “you retreat from the world to see it better,” says Charles Carmignac.
Secluded on the idyllic Île de Porquerolles, this Provençal stone villa houses the impressive art
collection of Carmignac’s father, Édouard. A limit of 50 visitors each half hour and the aforementioned barefoot rule make for a memorable communion with works by the likes of Roy
Lichtenstein and Ed Ruscha. Indoors, natural light bathes expansive rooms, streaming in from
a ceiling that is a glass-bottomed pool. Outside, site-specific sculptures dot the property. On
the heels of the villa’s inaugural-season splash last year, the 2019 lineup includes a new exhibit,
La Source, plus full-moon garden and beach walks by NYC’s Soundwalk Collective. Piste de la
Courtade; fondationcarmignac.com.

INSIDER TIP “A swim at the Plage de la Courtade, a five-minute walk away, is indispensable for a truly
immersive experience,” says Charles Carmignac.
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SMALL SHIP CRU IS ING
It’s a big world. But sometimes, it takes a small ship to see it clearly.
To find its heart, hidden away in unexplored coves,
distant islands and Old World villages.
So step onboard, and discover the joy of traveling small.

Unforgettable... the Joy of Traveling Small.
Go where the big ships can’t go. Tauck Small Ship Cruising combines 90+ years of award-winning travel
expertise with unique destination experiences in Europe, Latin America, Asia, Antarctica and North America.
Travel with Tauck Directors who take every moment of your vacation personally. Enjoy a sophisticated, intimate
atmosphere onboard... and travel effortlessly, knowing that every aspect of your trip is already paid for –
and taken care of – from shore excursions to gratuities, with no options sold.

CULTURAL JOURNEYS & EXPEDITIONS
For more information on TauckÕs 2020 sailings, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

ROOFTOP FLAIR

Unité d’Habitation/MAMO, Marseille
Resembling a concrete ocean liner, Marseille’s Unité d’Habitation
offers a singular voyage into Le Corbusier’s utopian vision of
urban living. Since 1952, this UNESCO World Heritage-designated
mixed-use building (with residential housing as well as arts spaces
and more) has functioned as a “vertical village” nicknamed Cité
Radieuse. Tour a midcentury-modern apartment, savor artistic
dishes at Le Ventre de l’Architecte restaurant, and soak up views
from the roof. The rooftop’s exterior space and its dome-shaped
former gym house the dynamic Marseille Modulor (aka MAMO)
museum. Marseille-born designer Ora Ïto captains the space, giving a different artist creative carte blanche to transform it each
summer. This year, American artist Alex Israel is beaming the Bat
Signal in the sky, inspired by Marseille’s Gotham-like gritty side.
280 boulevard Michelet, mamo.fr.

INSIDER TIP

Le Corbusier’s Unité
d’Habitation and (below)
its rooftop MAMO
museum in Marseille.
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Cité Radieuse resident and architecture professor Jean-Lucien
Bonillo recommends that visitors “stroll the interior ‘roads’ – as the corridors are called – on the third floor, where the marvelous two-story winter
garden is illuminated by a wood-and-glass grid inspired by Mondrian’s
geometric paintings.”

ADVERTISEMENT

©Stiftung Bauhaus Dessau,
Yvonne Tenschert

GERMANY
An Iconic Anniversary
of Art and Peace
Bauhaus Building, Dessau

It's been nearly 30 years since the Fall of the Berlin
Wall and a century since the highly influential design
movement, Bauhaus, made its mark on the world. This
year, events across the country celebrate each milestone,
from exhibitions and special city tours to the opening of
two Bauhaus museums in Dessau and Weimar.

©visitBerlin, Philip Koschel

Be sure to put North Rhine-Westphalia on your travel list,
where you’ll be treated to films from the Bauhaus era
curated by artist Thomas Schütte. Or plan to visit Saxony,
where a stroll through Grassi Museum of the Applied Arts
reveals famous sketches by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.

East Side Gallery, Berlin

While the celebration of Bauhaus continues throughout
2019, festivities to honor the 30th anniversary of the Fall
of the Berlin Wall and the Peaceful Revolution begin this
fall. During the Festival of Lights in Leipzig on October 9,
visitors fill the streets to form a candlelit “89” as tribute to
the peaceful protests that initiated the Fall of the Berlin
Wall that year. The highlight of the weeklong celebration in
Berlin (November 4-10), is the city-wide music festival with
renowned national and international artists on the evening
of November 9.

© Leipzig Tourismus
und Marketing GmbH,
Alexander Schmidt

Celebrate this iconic year in
Germany with the expert guidance
of your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Festival of Lights, Leipzig

Views from Villa
Noailles and (below)
a pause in Provence.

THE ART OF SLEEPING

Where to stay for prime Provence access.

Napoléon III (then emperor of
France and the nephew of Bonaparte) inaugurated the InterContinental Marseille – Hotel Dieu’s
eighteenth-century building in 1855,
but the site has history as far back
as 1188. The 179-room landmark on
Panier Hill still exudes an imperial
polish and commands impressive
city views, but with some cushy
twenty-first-century concessions:
Michelin-starred dining, cocktails
on the terrace, and a Clarins spa.
Doubles from $327, including an
upgrade at time of booking (if
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available), a welcome amenity,
breakfast daily, one cocktail per
person at Capian Bar, complimentary spa access, and a $55 dining
credit at Les Fenêtres restaurant.
Fresh air and light suffuse the cool
but classic, 28-suite Villa La Coste,
midway between Aix-en-Provence
and the Luberon on the Château La
Coste estate. Guests have access
to the château’s expansive arts
and music programming – and
myriad winetastings. Suites from
$1,070, including breakfast daily

and one lunch or dinner for two at
Le Restaurant.
Villa Gallici serves up the Provençal
fantasy with seven-plus acres of gardens, a pool surrounded by greenery,
and 22 rooms and suites decked out
in toile, brocade, and velvet a short
walk from the center of Aix-enProvence. The eighteenth-century
residence also houses a spa and, of
course, a wine cellar. Doubles from
$698, including drinks on arrival,
breakfast daily, and one afternoon
tea for two.

Connect
with our
world and
yourself.
Travel connects us — to our planet, to its people, and to
ourselves. Created to recharge the body and nourish the
mind, our new Wellness tours offer the perfect balance
of awe-inspiring destinations, rejuvenating activities,
and healthy food experiences, helping you return home
feeling even better than when you left.

Wellness Costa Rica
8 Days | San José to San José
›
›
›
›

Wake up with stand-up paddleboard yoga on Lake Arenal
Breathe in pure rainforest air hiking near La Fortuna
Escape the city in Rincón de la Vieja National Park
Bask in a rejuvenating volcanic mud exfoliation

Wellness Iceland
7 Days | Reykjavík to Reykjavík
›
›
›
›

Meditate atop the volcanic slopes of Mt Hengill
Hike behind the towering Seljandsfoss waterfall
Practice yoga on Reyinsfjara’s black-sand beach
Suit up with a pickaxe to hike Sólheimajökull Glacier

Wellness Peru — Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley
7 Days | Cusco to Cusco
›
›
›
›

Taste local specialties at Parwa Community Restaurant
Take a relaxing soak in the Lares hot springs
Test your balance on a stand-up paddleboard
Revitalize yourself in the energy of Machu Picchu

Find your balance.
To learn more, speak to your
Virtuoso travel advisor today.

R A M A T U E L L E

•

P A R I S

•

G E N È V E

for reservations please contact your virtuoso travel advisor

BEST OF THE BEST

BARBARA KRAFT

Virtuoso travel advisors voted on the top hotelier, wellness program, bar and restaurant
experiences, and more for our 13th annual hotel awards. BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO

Mezcal sunrise: Float on up to the pool bar at Montage Los Cabos.
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Hospitality in full bloom: Jeff
Leatham’s arrangements enliven
the George V’s public spaces.

HOTEL OF THE YEaR
FOUR SEASOnS HOtEl GEORGE V, PARiS
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GUILLAUME DE LAUBIER

I

N A CITY WHERE ELEGANCE IS AS UBIQUITOUS AS CROISSANTS, THIS EIGHTHarrondissement property has epitomized Parisian sophistication since its opening in 1928, with
impeccable white-glove service, an A-list guest registry, and chef Christian Le Squer’s threeMichelin-starred Le Cinq (the hotel’s other restaurants, Le George and L’Orangerie, each have a star
of their own as well). But the George V’s friendly staff, magnificent floral displays, and cozy corners
and courtyard for lingering banish any stuffiness. Last summer, the hotel debuted a decadent new spa
with an indoor swimming pool and dozens of treatments and fitness programs, including an earlymorning, staff-led jog past the Louvre, Eiffel Tower, and other landmarks. Fine artwork and antiques
lend each of the 244 guest rooms and suites a timeless Frenchness reminiscent of an eighteenthcentury apartment. To put it simply, even after all these years, the George V is as à la mode as ever.

Sharing the luxury spirit
around the world

Live the Legend

An oasis for
the well travelled

5 hotels
911 rooms
5 countries

13 hotels
2,201 rooms
11 countries

Unforgettable,
since 1907

Feel the pulse
8 hotels
1,099 rooms
7 countries

77 hotels
30,229 rooms
26 countries

Live the
French way

Stories that stay

118 hotels
29,646 rooms
44 countries

103 hotels
10,965 rooms
26 countries

FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATION, PLEASE
CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

Photo credits: © Rafﬂes Singapore - © Kaan Sensoy, Soﬁtel Legend - © Fairmont Banff Springs © Steve Herud, SO/ - © Gilles Trillard, Soﬁtel - © Abaca Corporate/Philippe Louzon, MGallery. |

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN DESIGN
ROSEWOOD, HONG KONG

S

A Grand Harbour Corner
Suite’s bathroom and
(above) sitting area.
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(BATHROOM) DURSTON SAYLOR

OARING 65 STORIES ABOVE VICTORIA DOCKSIDE,
a new art- and design-forward district on the Kowloon
waterfront, Rosewood’s glittering glass tower fits right
in with Hong Kong’s gravity-defying skyline. Inside, Western and Asian aesthetics blend seamlessly, from the octagonal Chinese bagua symbol found on carpets and walls to
coconut-wood columns, copper-mesh-lined French pendant lights, Damien Hirst artwork, and Indian artist Bharti
Kher’s life-size elephant sculpture. Most of the 413 guest
rooms show off Victoria Harbour, and each floor has a salon
where guests can relax amid objets d’art while sipping cocktails or tea served by butlers, putting a chic home-awayfrom-home spin on this ultra-urban metropolis.

Some moments are worth remembering

...others are unforgettable

HALEKULANI PAST, PRESENT, FOREVER...

For reservations and information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

BEST OF THE BEST

Le Sirenuse
Champagne Bar
and (right) a toast
to Positano.

BEST BAR

A

MALFI COAST BARS PERFECTED THE ART OF APERITIVO, AND THAT MUSE IS EVERYwhere at this stylish import from Positano’s Le Sirenuse hotel in the historic 77-room Surf
Club’s original ballroom. With a splash of la dolce vita and a dash of tropical glitz, the elegant bar and lounge serves the largest selection of Champagne in the Miami area, plus grappas,
liqueurs, and bubbly-infused cocktails, in handblown Venetian glasses. The views may read Atlantic Ocean, but the bites – caprese, tuna tartare with squid ink, Sicilian anchovies with olive oil and
Amalfi lemon – transport patrons straight to the Med.
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CHRISTIAN HORAN PHOTOGRAPHY

LE SIRENUSE CHAMPAGNE BAR,
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AT THE SURF CLUB - SURFSIDE, FLORIDA

Stay long after
you head home
See what lies beyond...
Every late night conversation fuels the fire of learning.
Every drive off the map takes us further down the
road of conservation. Every dive beneath the surface
helps us to see with clarity. Every experience leaves
us richer, and wiser. Every person we welcome helps
leave our world a better place. Come for a change of
pace, return home forever changed. Speak to your
Virtuoso Travel Specialist to see what lies beyond...

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST
DINING
EXPERIENCE
RESTAURANT LE GABRIEL,
LA RÉSERVE PARIS
HOTEL AND SPA

Restaurant Le Gabriel’s lemon
calisson with miso-vanilla sorbet
and (below) its stately dining room.
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(DISH) PASCAL LATTES, (INTERIOR) GRÉGOIRE GARDETTE

TR

HE GILDED DINING ROOM INSIDE
a nineteenth-century mansion turned
intimate 40-room hotel makes an unforgettable impression – and that’s before
chef Jérôme Banctel brings his impressive
pedigree, Breton upbringing, and influences from his extensive travels to the table with modern interpretations of French
classics. Try the Brittany artichoke heart
spiced with coriander or the pigeon with
cacao and buckwheat, two of his signature
standouts. Order à la carte, or opt for the
tasting menu with wine pairing, each bite
an affirmation of the kitchen’s two Michelin stars.

LEGEND

has it,

the weekend

© VISIT NAPA VALLEY

can start at the start
of the week

In Napa Valley, there’s no such thing as a Monday—there’s only today. And today, you can do anything.
Wander through beautiful vineyards or a Main Street gallery, enjoy a full body massage or a full-bodied
red. Whatever you choose, the day is yours for the making.
LEARN MORE AT VISITNAPAVALLEY.COM

#VISITNAPAVALLEY

BEST OF THE BEST

Clockwise from left:
Discover desert
relaxation, balance, and
health at Miraval.

BEST WELLNESS PROGRAM
MIRAVAL ARIZONA RESORT & SPA - Tucson
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JAMES BAIGRIE

M

IRAVAL HELPED PIONEER THE MODERN SPA RESORT WITH ITS DEBUT IN 1995, AND
its flagship property on 400 acres at the foot of the Santa Catalina Mountains continues to
lead the way today. Guests choose from more than 100 workshops, classes, and activities
that include cooking and nutrition, private and group fitness workouts, beekeeping, and even equine
therapy. Ease into one of the 146 rooms and suites, some with fireplaces and private patios, between
outdoor pursuits and massages, facials, or Eastern energy treatments, acupuncture, and regenerating
rituals at the Life in Balance Spa. Healthy gourmet meals in the restaurant or at the poolside café fuel
guests’ paths to wellness.

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST VIRTUOSO NEWCOMER
MONTAGE LOS CABOS - CABO SAN LUCAS, MEXICO

M

ONTAGE’S CONTEMPORARY, 39-ACRE DESERT-MEETS-THE-SEA RETREAT MADE
waves when it debuted in Cabo’s already glittering hotel community last year. The resort opened as
the brand’s first property outside the U.S., with 122 rooms and suites, three expansive villas with butler service and private pools, and Baja-inspired treatments at the 40,000-square-foot Spa Montage. Guests
can fill days teeing off at the 18-hole golf course, snorkeling and paddleboarding in Santa Maria Bay – a protected marine sanctuary and one of the area’s few safely swimmable beaches – or simply lounging by the tiered
pool. Two restaurants, including Marea, with panoramic Sea of Cortés views, serve a lineup of creative mezcal
cocktails (the bars stock 50-plus varieties of the smoky spirit) and modern Mexican dishes such as an octopus tempura taco with chorizo powder and tuna tostadas with dried chili ashes. Confidential to kids: Hit up
Paletas early; the best flavors of the coffee shop’s handmade Mexican popsicles often sell out.

Coveted cove: Montage’s perch
on pristine Santa Maria Bay.
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LET
YOURSELF
IN
Experience a different kind of luxury destination.
Open up and be curious again in a city with
acclaimed worldly cuisine, iconic attractions and
elegant Virtuoso hotels. Because why watch when
you can participate? Why eat when you can taste?
Why unplug when you can engage?
To book your adventure,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

BEST OF THE BEST

Australia’s only carbon-neutral
resort, One&Only Wolgan Valley,
and (inset) a resident wombat.

SUStaiNABLe tOURisM LeADeRSHiP
EmiRateS ONe&ONly WOlGan Valley – NeW SOUth WaLES, aUStRaLIa

T
Wombat, landscape tktktktktkt
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UCKED BENEATH SOARING ESCARPMENTS WITHIN THE GREATER BLUE MOUNTAINS
World Heritage site, this 7,000-acre conservation success story a three-hour drive from Sydney
serves as a model for how degraded ranchland can be restored to its natural grandeur. Kangaroos,
wallabies, wombats, and other wildlife roam the 40-room resort, which was the first in the world to
achieve internationally accredited carbon-neutral certification when it opened in 2009. A love of nature
and the environment permeates guest experiences, such as guided glowworm walks, stargazing, and
nocturnal wildlife-viewing. Ongoing conservation work includes the revegetation of stream banks for
wildlife habitat, including the endemic duck-billed platypus, and a program to restore the Wollemi pine –
a species that dates back some 200 million years and was thought to be extinct until it was rediscovered
nearby in the 1990s. Guests can join in on wombat surveys and tree-planting projects, among other onsite conservation activities. – Costas Christ, global strategist, sustainability

BEST
VIRTUOSO HOTEL
AMBASSADOR
CarlOS QUeReda,
QUeRiDO RepReseNtatiOn CO.

D
D

URING HIS DECADE-LONG TENURE AT
the Marbella Club on Spain’s Costa del Sol,
Carlos Quereda was inspired by resort cofounder Count Rudolf von Schönburg’s daily ritual of
greeting guests and staff, converting them into lifelong
friends of the fashionable hotel. Quereda replicates
that generosity of spirit and personalized hospitality to satisfy each traveler’s quest for one-of-a-kind
properties that embody local traditions and soul, and
he has made the Virtuoso family the foundation of his
business, earning the admiration of travel advisors and
hoteliers alike. Count Rudi would be proud.

Vail’s Premier Ski-In/Ski-Out Resort
Where luxury meets adventure.
Nestled at the base of Vail Mountain alongside the banks of
Gore Creek, Grand Hyatt Vail invites Virtuoso guests to make
the most of every moment in the Colorado Rockies. Enjoy
ski-in/ski-out access to Vail Mountain aided by our
world class ski concierge, valet, rental team and on
site ticket office steps away from Vail Mountain
Chairlift 20. Relax with invigorating spa treatments, dine on
global culinary creations at Gessner, or enjoy nightly live
entertainment and après ski social scene with breath
taking mountain views in Fireside Lounge. After every full
day, you can retreat to one of 285 chicly designed rooms
featuring sophisticated, yet bold mountain influences.

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST FAMILY PROGRAM
GRAND VELAS RIVIERA MAYA - PLAYA DEL CARMEN, MEXICO

T

HIS 205-ACRE, ALL-INCLUSIVE CARIBBEAN RESORT IS SERIOUS ABOUT CHILD’S PLAY:
Families can bond over horseback riding, boogie boarding, and snorkeling from the sandy beach,
among other adventures, then dial the activity and adrenaline levels back at the pool or serene
spa (there’s a kids’ spa-treatment menu). The Kids’ Club invites 4- through 12-year-olds to drop in
for supervised storytelling, movies, board games, and other curiosity quenchers, and teens get their
own chill-out space with karaoke, pool tables, dancing, and a bar with drinks and snacks. The resort’s 539 suites include accommodations just for families near the pool and beach for easy access
to the next play date, and the “baby concierge” stocks everything from strollers and bouncers to
bathtubs and bottles – and arranges sitters for date nights too.

Sun and sand by day (and inset)
s’mores by night for families at
Grand Velas Riviera Maya.
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HOTELIER
OF THE YEAR

General manager Amanda
Hyndman and (left) the
hotel’s restored facade.

AMANDA HYNDMAN,
MANDARIN ORIENTAL
HYDE PARK, LONDON

A
A

MANDA HYNDMAN’S CAREER SPANS MORE THAN 30 YEARS
and some of the world’s most prestigious hotel addresses, including Mandarin Oriental’s Bangkok flagship, where she was the first
female general manager at the storied hotel. She took over the 181-room
Hyde Park property in June 2018, just one week after the completion of a
$130 million, two-year renovation – and just two days before a fire broke
out and shuttered the hotel. Needless to say, she’s a pro at handling
adversity: Hyndman transitioned her staff to help with the rebuilding
process and made it through the nine-month closure without laying off
a single person. The hotel bounced back in style and reopened last summer with Hyndman and her welcoming demeanor, kindness, and commitment at the helm.

GLOBAL YACHTING
A NEW ERA OF LUXURY IS HERE

110 SUITES . 1:1 CREW TO PASSENGER RATIO . 5-STAR CUISINE . INCLUSIVE FARES
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to receive $200 Virtuoso Spa Credit

First Person

UNCHARTED
IN SEARCH OF ADVENTURE AT A CROSSROADS IN LIFE.

BY KIM BROWN SEELY

T

ERY BURNS

HE SAILS WERE HIGH, AND WE WERE HIGHER, FLYING ACROSS A COLD BLUE SEA. MINUTES
before, my husband, Jeff, and I had been enjoying a long crossing in northern Canada, our boat heeled
over, humming along. Now it was time to start the engine, bring in those sails, and motor through a maze
of small rock islands. But when we turned the key, nothing. There was no charge, no reassuring rumble of
safety. I took a deep breath and held it.
We hadn’t left time to tack, hadn’t planned on having to turn our big boat, and now we were barreling toward a
rocky islet, me at the helm and my husband below, banging a wrench on the starter. I stood at the sailboat’s wheel
twisting a tiny metal key in the ignition – praying that the solenoid he was hammering would engage.
The key was pathetic. The island loomed closer. We weren’t going to make it.
Jeff shot up, released a line, and we slammed the boat hard to windward, coming about. I let out my breath, stunned.
We were alone together and had courted this chaos. We were grown-ups and people’s parents. We’d raised two
sons together, battled cancer together, and lived on both coasts of North America together. When our sons left
home, we’d found ourselves on one of those coasts with a window of time, and so we’d launched ourselves into it.
But now, with a boat whose moods changed as mercurially as our own, we were wrestling with forces larger than
ourselves, and sometimes, paying a price.
We were immersed in a world that was brand-new for both of us – it felt immediate yet eternal. I loved the
rhythm of waves lapping at our boat; it seemed like a long-lost friend. We all have ocean in our veins. Back home
at our house just outside Seattle, we’d been dreaming of exploring this world for a while. I’d ﬁrst heard of it from a
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ACTIVE OCEAN & RIVER CRUISES WORLDWIDE

LIVE
YOUR
ADVENTURE
CRUISE THE BACKROADS WAY
BIKE | HIKE | PADDLE | EXPLORE
WE ARE YOUR ACTIVE TRAVEL EXPERTS
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today for details & reservations.

First Person

IF YOU WANT
TO CREATE A
LARGER LIFE, YOU
EXPAND THE SIZE OF
YOUR UNIVERSE.

creature – like what you might get if you crossed a bear with a dog.
“What’s that?”
“A spirit bear,” I told my husband, when he found me that fateful
day frozen in front of our coffee table, staring at the yellow-bordered
cover. It trumpeted, “The Wildest Place in North America: Land of the
Spirit Bear.”
The spirit bear, I learned, was, in fact, a black bear born with a
double recessive gene causing white fur. It was a walking contradiction:
a white black bear. Also known as the Kermode bear, it was
rare – more rare than the giant panda.
This particular spirit bear had been photographed in British
Columbia’s Great Bear Rainforest, part of the earth’s largest intact
coastal temperate rain forest, at the far edge of the North American
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This essay is adapted from
longtime Virtuoso Life contributor
Kim Brown Seely’s chronicle of the
voyage with her husband aboard
Heron, their sailboat, from Seattle
700 nautical miles north to the
Great Bear Rainforest. The book is
out September 17.
All rights reserved. Excerpted from
Uncharted: A Couple’s Epic EmptyNest Adventure Sailing from One Life
to Another by permission of Sasquatch
Books. ©2019 by Kim Brown Seely.

(ILLUSTRATION) ERY BURNS

sailor I’d met at a dinner; he was ferrying Paul Nicklen, a well-known
National Geographic photographer, to a rarely visited part of British
Columbia’s coast to shoot wildlife photos.
When the story came out a year later, I was slayed: On the cover of
National Geographic, there was an image of a white bear. There was
something strange about the bear: It had fur the color of a yellow Lab.
Even though it was a white bear or so-called spirit bear, it wasn’t arctic
white like a polar bear, nor was it cinnamon brown like a grizzly. It was
some weird vanilla-white in between. It reminded me of a mythical

continent. More than 13,000 years before, humans lived alongside
these bears. But now the region, which stretched from north of
Vancouver Island to south of the Alaska Panhandle – a rugged and
complex maze of islands and fjords where vast swaths of cedar and
spruce meet the North Paciﬁc – was about as remote as you can get
in this world.
I have a weakness for remote. Never in my life have I wanted anything as much as I wanted to sail off in search of that spirit bear.
Our sons were leaving the nest, the economy was in free fall, our
jobs were stagnant, and it seemed my husband and I had come to the
edge of something: We could live safe, small lives or try something
totally new by launching into the unknown. And so, the year before
our second son left for college, we bought a gently worn sailboat.
The boat that turned out to be the best deal at the time was an
enormous, 54-foot, cutter-rigged sailboat – a ridiculous amount of
boat for two people with no prior sailing experience together to learn
how to sail. Our friends all thought we were nuts. No one we knew
had ever been to Canada’s Great Bear Rainforest. And oh, by the way,
didn’t we know it rained up there all the time?
But our plan didn’t seem all that far-fetched to me. Up until then,
my husband and I had spent the majority of our lives together as
many couples do: trying to be decent parents and engaged and
informed citizens, all while making a living. Now, with our boys leaving
home, we had an opening.
Here, we told ourselves, was where we would begin again.
We ﬁgured a sailing expedition would allow us the time and distance to sort out our lives at this juncture, and we looked forward to
the quiet and solitude of sailboat living over the modern world’s noise
and clamor. If you want to create a larger life, I reasoned, you expand
the size of your universe. That is, you come to the edge and step (or
sail) over.
I imagined a snug cabin caulked against storms. A teapot whistling
on the stove. Shelves lined with the best books. Somewhere small to
live well in a world ﬁlled with uncertainty. We lived simply and boldly
during that time in a place that was both immense and contained:
immense in the sheer expansiveness of sea and possibility; contained
in that our boat felt as compact as a shell, and we existed in a world of
our own design, a world that stood outside time as we knew it.

Explore the BOLD, the BRIGHT and the BEAUTIFUL in

Saint Lucia
De-i----y----spi-i---f -d-e----e-wi-----e-w---d’s----y-d-i-e - -----------------s----i-f--es---ikes---d-b-i--i-------q--ise-w--e-s-i--i-i---e-d-ess-p--y.

Cap Maison Resort & Spa
from

$

1410

1

Garden View.
Includes FREE Wi-Fi and non-motorized
watersports PLUS Kids 11 & younger
stay FREE.
Virtuoso Amenities:
Complimentary room upgrade, daily buffet
breakfast, $100 resort credit and early/late
check-in/out2.

Sugar Beach,
A Viceroy Resort
from

$

Ladera Resort
Adults Only

1

1785

Sugar Mill Luxury Room.
Includes FREE 24-hour resort shuttle.
Virtuoso Amenities:
Complimentary room upgrade,
daily buffet breakfast, $100 resort credit,
complimentary Wi-Fi and early/late
check-in/out2.

from

$

1

3016

Gros Piton Suite with Plunge Pool.
Includes FREE Wi-Fi, airport shuttle
and beach shuttle.
Virtuoso Amenities:
Complimentary room upgrade,
full breakfast daily, $100 resort credit,
complimentary Wi-Fi, welcome chocolate &
sparkling wine, and early/late check-in/out2.

Vacations include: 5 nights’ accommodation and taxes.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY
1Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 12/9/19, in room category shown.
2
Applies to new bookings only. Amenities are subject to change and availability. Certain restrictions apply. Select room categories, age restrictions, minimum length of stay and advance reservations may apply for certain amenities. Please ask for details. Blackout dates
may apply.
Unless otherwise indicated: rates quoted are accurate at time of publication, & are per person, based on double occupancy. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers & excursions are additional. Advertised rates do not include any applicable daily resort or facility
fees payable directly to the hotel at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, itinerary, government taxes, surcharges, deposit, payment, cancellation terms/conditions & policies subject to change without
notice at any time. Cruise rates capacity controlled. Other restrictions may apply, including, but not limited to baggage limitations & fees, standby policies & fees, non-refundable tickets & change fees with pre-flight notification deadlines, & blackout dates. Fees & policies
vary among airlines. Contact airline directly for any details or questions. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for cruise & tour providers listed. CST# 1007939-10. Copyright©2019 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Point of View

ON PACKING
THREE HIGH-PROFILE TRAVELERS SHARE THEIR PACKING PHILOSOPHIES,
FROM ROCK-AND-ROLL CASUAL TO COLORFUL CLUBWEAR.

INTERVIEWS BY ADAM ERACE

Founder and CEO, Clare V. fashion line

BECAUSE I TRAVEL A LOT, I THINK ABOUT

packing often. It sounds ridiculous to talk
about this, but a recent trip to Africa stands
out in my mind as the best packing I’ve
ever done. We went to Tanzania and ran the
Kilimanjaro half marathon, and then we were
in Arusha and Zanzibar, traveling with Every
Mother Counts, an organization we work
with at Clare V. that funds maternal health
care around the globe. Because we were
traveling by Land Cruiser, we couldn’t have
hard-case luggage, which takes up too much
room. I packed two Weekenders – that’s one
of our classics at Clare V. – very lightweight
leather, small enough to fit under the seat in
front of you on an airplane, but big enough to
be a true weekend bag. I tend to think about
shoes and handbags a lot, and I wasn’t able
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Chris Blackwell
Founder, Island Records and
Island Outpost hotels

I CHECK IF I HAVE A LOT OF STUFF, BUT

mostly I just carry on. I love Rimowa’s
four-wheel bags – you can put them above
your seat in the airplane. And you can add
whatever other bag you might have on
top of it, and you wheel it along, so you’re
not carrying anything. I always travel with
Uniqlo jackets, which you can squeeze
down to about an inch wide. Whatever the
weather, they can really deal with it: They’re
super lightweight and super warm too.
I’m not much of a fancy dresser. Jeans
and sweatshirts or T-shirts and jackets and
that’s really it – I always have the same
clothes. It’s a habit from rock and roll,
when I worked in the music business. When
you’re on the road all the time, as I was for

(CLARE VIVIER) JENNA PEFFLEY

Clare Vivier

to do that packing for Africa. I had two
pairs of shoes, covered-toe sandals and
New Balance running shoes, and it freed up
space in my bags so I was able to bring the
perfect amount of clothes. Because I was
so particular about bringing just those two
bags, everything had to be folded perfectly
so things weren’t wrinkled.
My dad was an attorney. I loved that he
always dressed very smartly – a buttonup shirt tucked into khakis with a bow tie.
Maybe that was part of the reason I got into
fashion. He dressed nicely for flying, and I
think I got that from him. When I’m flying, I
wear relaxed-fit chinos, loafers, a button-up
shirt, and a blazer, then I’ll pack a sweater
or sweatshirt in my carry-on in case it’s
chilly on the plane. I also pack a bandana so
that I can wear it around my face if I want to
sleep or if I’m just too cold on my neck. I’m
like the sleeping bandit – but with a Clare V.
bandana, so it’s cute.
I just traveled to Denver and Chicago for
two new Clare V. store openings, but my
most fun destination recently was Cuba.
I wanted to be colorful, so I really packed
with that in mind. I’m always drawn to red
and blue, and I’m really addicted to yellow
right now. I love color. I packed two outfits
per day, and there was a going-out outfit for
dinner, followed by live music or dancing. I
try to carry on as often as possible with my
Weekender and a Tumi rolly, which is very
sturdy. Anything longer than a week, I’m
checking a bag.

many years, you pretty much just travel in
jeans and whatever is most comfortable.
Whether I’m going to Tulum or a wellness
retreat in India, I just pack things which are
practical and useful and can work in pretty
much any environment. This is the same
way I dress in Jamaica, and I’ve lived here
for almost 30 years. Even when celebrities
come to GoldenEye [Blackwell’s hotel on
Oracabessa Bay], they pack pretty chill.
Jamaica is a very casual place.

Nicolas Dubreuil
Director of expedition cruises and
director of sustainability, Ponant

THERE’S A NORWEGIAN PROVERB THAT

says, “There is no bad weather; there is only
bad clothes.” If you’re traveling to the Arctic,
where I was a Ponant expedition leader for
many years, you have to pack lots of layers you can peel off like an onion: thermal
underwear, long socks, waterproof trousers
for the Zodiac excursions. Ponant provides
our own branded parka and Dunlop boots
for each passenger, so you don’t need to
pack those and will still have room for fancy
clothes for the captain’s dinner and the
cocktail parties. Sunglasses and sunscreen
are very important. In the Arctic, there’s only
a thin layer of ozone, so in the sun you don’t
get tanned – you get burned.
Because we go to the Arctic at the best
time of year, passengers don’t need to be
scared about the weather, but I think that
being a little scared of nature is a good

“There’s a
Norwegian proverb
that says, ‘There is
no bad weather;
there is only
bad clothes.”

thing. When we do a hike, I tell the guides,
“Don’t help too much.” People have to be
exhausted when they arrive at the summit of
the mountain, because they will have more
pleasure, and the experience will have the
strongest impact on them.
I live in France, but am out scouting new
itineraries about five times a year, usually
for 15 days at a time. These are remote
locations – New Caledonia, the Amazon. I
took five trips to the Scattered Islands in the
Mozambique Channel between Africa and
Madagascar for environmental-, cultural-,
and societal-impact assessment. During
these trips I spend lots of time with the locals,
to know what they want, what they don’t
want, and to build a tourism plan with them,
because even one backpacker can be a nightmare for an unprepared community. The
scouting is important because we come back
with packing guidelines for passengers: water
shoes for walking in the river, long sleeves for
snorkeling because of hard coral, pants for
hiking. We inform every passenger by letter,
and there’s a hotline they can also contact
with specific packing questions.
The best thing you can do to prepare for
your trip is to read books and ask questions.
Sometimes people will come with an idea –
“I will bring thousands of pencils to give to
people in the Amazon,” for example, but
that’s not always the best for that location
because it’s too wet for pencils and the
people won’t use them. When you understand where you’re going, you’ll be more
efficient at packing. But the most important
thing to pack is an open mind.
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Ceylon (Sri Lanka) is the magical Tea
Island. Cape Weligama has become
the most celebrated resort along
this fabled island’s palm-fringed
shores. Stunning panoramas over the
Indian Ocean await you, naturally
complementing the 39 private retreats
designed by one of Asia’s most
celebrated architects, Lek Bunnag.
The hotel’s Relais & Chateaux dining
venues capture Weligama’s iconic
sunsets, as does the iconic 200ft
crescent shaped cliff-top infnity pool
which takes in sweeping, 270-degree
blue views. While a diverse range of
activities are on offer, from scuba
diving to surfng lessons to rice paddy
bicycling, you may fnd the greatest
pleasure in simply unwinding on your
private shaded terrace.

Connect with your Virtuoso
travel advisor to book your stay
and receive exclusive amenities.

Need to Know

HOW
TO
TRAVEL
BETTER
THE TRAVEL TIPS,
INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS
YOU NEED NOW.

The ancient temple city
of Bagan, Myanmar.

WE’RE OBSESSED WITH

3,890
The approximate number of tigers
in the wild today – a drastic decrease from the estimated 100,000
in 1900, but an increase from the
2010 population of around 3,200.
Worldwide efforts to conserve
tigers are something to roar about.
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TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE
ON THE LIST Myanmar’s
temple city of Bagan, eight
architectural works by Frank
Lloyd Wright, and the vineyardlined hills of Italy’s Le Colline
del Prosecco di Conegliano e
Valdobbiadene are among 29
new UNESCO World Heritage
sites, determined in an annual
meeting of the World Heritage
Committee in June. To be
added to the list, sites must
meet one or more of ten criteria, such as representing “a
masterpiece of human creative
genius” or “exceptional natural
beauty.” Looks like we just got
29 new excuses to plan that
next trip.

●

GALÁPAGOS AFFAIR The
new 100-passenger, all-suite

●

Silver Origin is Silversea’s first
destination-based newbuild
ship, designed for travel to the
Galápagos Islands. The ship,
which will debut in July 2020,
was built with environmental
conservation in mind, featuring dynamic positioning (used
when the ship is moored over
delicate seabed ecosystems
to prevent the anchor from
causing damage) and reverseosmosis water stations that
filter seawater to refill complimentary, reusable bottles.
Between excursions, visitors
can learn more about the locale
from a team of expert Ecuadorian guides, as well as from an
interactive wall installation in
the lounge area that provides
info on destinations.

● ECONOMY UPGRADE
Finally, a little dignity returns
to coach: Beginning in November, all passengers in the
main cabin of Delta’s longhaul international flights can
sip complimentary welcome
cocktails (Bellinis on the rollout flights), unwind with hottowel service, and order from
a premium meal service menu,
which includes mix-and-match
options for appetizers and
larger entrées, dessert served
after meals on most flights,
and farewell chocolates. These
enhancements are in addition
to other recent improvements
to Delta’s economy class,
such as upgraded amenity
kits and specialized training
for lead flight attendants.

(MYANMAR) R.M. NUNES/GETTY IMAGES

Carla Sersale of famed Positano
hotel Le Sirenuse has collaborated
with handbag and luggage brand
Métier London to create a line of
limited-edition travel accessories.
Our top pick: this elegant Rousseau
carryall, crafted in Italy from leather
and hand-stippled canvas, and lined
with Métier’s signature suede-soft,
wine-colored fabric. $2,109,
emporiosirenuse.com.

World

Discover the

AND CREATE A LASTING IMPRESSION
Travel Impressions offers vacation packages to thousands of resorts, hotels, and luxury villas all over
the world, in addition to over 2,000 tours in Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central America. Regardless
of the destination, the lasting impression you’ll take home is that it’s indeed possible to ﬁnd yourself
swept up in the romance of a fairy tale. The only question is, which story will you choose?

CONTRACT YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
TO BOOK TODAY!

NEW DESTINATIONS AND TOURS IN ASIA
Explore Africa, The Eastern Mediterranean
and the Persian Gulf!

TOURS AND ATTRACTIONS
Offering over 30,000 tours, attractions
and transfers to add onto any booking.

ESCORTED EUROPE TOURS
Experience the road less traveled and
journey to France, Scotland, England
and Ireland!

EXPANDED PRODUCT
Virgin Gorda in British Virgin Islands,
Martinique in Fort de France, Dominica,
and ever changing possibilities!

LUXURY VILLAS
Offering over 2,500 luxury properties
around the globe.

EXCLUSIVE AMENITIES
Added values for Virtuoso preferred
hotels at select properties.

Tours operated by Travel Impressions. The Villa Experience by Travel Impressions, is powered by Villas of Distinction. Exclusive amenities are subject to availability for booking and travel through 12/31/19.
Not responsible for errors or omissions in the publication of this ad. Valid for new bookings only. CST #2139014-20. MB 29527-19_VK_6.21.19

Need to Know

ASK THE ADVISORS
WHAT ARE YOUR MUST-HAVE TRAVEL APPS?

“Wunderlist is my
go-to for helping
organize what needs
to get done in my busy
household and at the
office. And I use it to
create packing lists –
which is a challenge
with young kids on a
multi-destination trip.”
– Kelly Grumbach,
New York City

Adventurers can share
easy-to-find location
tags with what3words.

“What3words. It
divides the globe into
three-square-meter
blocks and assigns
each a unique threeword address. Say
you’re hiking at Cradle
Mountain, Tasmania,
and stop to wait for
friends. You can open

up what3words to find
your three-word address (such as “stadiums.outdoor.printed”)
and send it to other
users, who can see
your location on the
app’s map or link to
directional apps, such
as Google Maps. It’s a

game changer for getting to locations that
don’t have addresses,
like a yurt in Mongolia’s high plains, or for
meeting friends at big
venues, from national
parks to music festivals.” – Grace DeVita,
Hollywood, Florida

“Not only do I love to
post pictures of my
travels on Instagram,
I like to look at what
others are doing while
I’m in the same city.
Simple searches of
relevant hashtags can
lead me to amazing
restaurants, events,
and shows that aren’t
publicized.” – Abby
Lagman, Henderson,
Nevada

WHERE WE’RE GOING
“For my honeymoon, I’m embarking on a PACIFIC NORTHWEST-TO-CALIFORNIA road
trip, ending in taking Highway
1 through San Francisco to
Monterey Bay.” – Rebecca Ratterman, assistant editor
“My wife and I are visiting
friends in BERLIN and heading
to PRAGUE by train. We’re excited to see the Berlin Wall Memorial and sip Czech beers.”
– Joel Centano, editor,
Virtuoso Traveler
“I’m scuba diving and exploring Indonesia’s RAJA
AMPAT ISLANDS on Aqua
Expeditions’ new Aqua Blu,
which sets sail in the region
in November.” – Justin Paul,
senior editor

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

KENYA (“African Connection,” page 150): Read Leopard at the Door by Jennifer
McVeigh. This coming-of-age
novel is set during the country’s struggle for independence
from British rule in the 1950s.
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EGYPT: (“Eternal Egypt,” page

176): Learn more about the
Arab Spring in The Buried: An
Archaeology of the Egyptian
Revolution, a 2019 book that
portrays the revolution through
stories of people encountered
by author Peter Hessler.

OAXACA (“Enrique Olvera’s
Oaxaca,” page 162): Brush up
on your tlayuda technique and
learn to bake conchas de naranja (vanilla-crumble-topped
orange rolls) with chef Enrique
Olvera’s 2019 cookbook,
Tu Casa Mi Casa.

Virgin Galactic has moved into
its Spaceport America headquarters in Truth or Consequences,
New Mexico. The spaceport will
house WhiteKnightTwo mother
ship Eve and SpaceShipTwo Unity,
as the Virgin Galactic team wraps
up final test flights. It hopes to
welcome the 600-plus future
astronauts with suborbital spaceflight reservations next year.

(SIGN) GETTY IMAGES

SPACE RACE

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
• WILDLIFE OF ECUADOR
From the Amazon to the Galápagos, see Ecuador’s spectacular flora and fauna from a
completely different perspective. This 11-night journey by Ker & Downey kicks off in Quito
and then heads to a comfortable cruise along the Ecuadorian Amazon’s Napo River,
concluding in the Galápagos in search of the region’s iconic blue-footed boobies, sea
lions, reef sharks, and more. Before setting off, explore historic Quito and its galleries,
boutiques, palaces, churches, and historic cathedral. Then it’s time to journey on to the
Amazon, accompanied by experienced and knowledgeable naturalists who are on hand
to offer insights into this incredible habitat, home to pink river dolphins, giant otters,
turtles, and primates. Move on to Yasuni National Park, where, hopefully, you’ll glimpse the
elusive manatee, and meet and learn the traditions of a Quechua family. The finale is the
Galápagos Islands, where you’ll snorkel in pristine waters, perhaps right alongside a
friendly sea lion.

Virtuoso fares from $10,780 per person. Book by December 31, 2019. Virtuoso exclusive experience includes a spa credit; a
welcome bottle of wine; accommodations; most meals; the services of a private guide, car, and driver throughout; and
entrance fees.

• MORE TIME IN TOKYO
Just a short walk from the landmark Imperial Palace, Shangri-La Hotel, Tokyo is the
quintessential upscale Japanese retreat. Among 2,000 pieces of Asian artwork, you’ll
enjoy the unparalleled urban location, sweeping views from all rooms, turndown service
complete with a yukata (Japanese robe), and brilliant dining options, including the
renowned Italian eatery Piacere.

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until December 15, 2019; book by November 30, 2019. Virtuoso
exclusive experience includes a complimentary fourth night; a $100-value hotel credit; breakfast for two daily; and more.

• ADVENTURE IN COSTA RICA & THE PANAMA CANAL
Don’t miss a thing on this thoughtfully curated ten-night Central America voyage with
UnCruise Adventures. Transit the Panama Canal by night, visit three UNESCO World
Heritage sites and an Emberá village, hike through the tropical rain forest, kayak in the
Pearl Islands, and more.

Virtuoso fares from $6,695 per person. Safari Voyager departures available November 20, 2019, through March 29, 2020;
book by October 31, 2019. Virtuoso exclusive experience includes a $50 shipboard credit per person and $1,000 savings per
couple on select 2019 and 2020 Costa Rica and Panama departures.

• MORE NIGHTS, MORE MALLIOUHANA
Make more memories at Anguilla’s Malliouhana, an Auberge Resort with complimentary
nights when you stay longer – up to three nights when you stay for nine. You’ll love
the restored guest rooms, suites, and villas, as well as new restaurants. Start your day
with sun salutations on the beach, then snorkel along pristine coral reefs or tee off on a
championship-caliber golf course.

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available through May 1, 2020; book by December 15, 2019. Virtuoso
exclusive experience includes a $100-value resort credit; breakfast for two daily; a room upgrade, if available; and more.

• ENTER THE WORLD OF WHALE SHARKS
At COMO Maalifushi, an exquisite island resort nestled in the southern reaches of the
Maldives’ Thaa Atoll, guests can explore an underwater world where the ocean’s largest
fish, the whale shark, resides. These rare creatures, which can grow up to up to 40 feet
long, can be spotted at night from December to April, feeding beside local fishing boats.
Take advantage of this incredible opportunity to observe these gentle giants.

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2019. Virtuoso exclusive amenities include a
$100-value resort credit; breakfast for two daily; a room upgrade, if available; and more.

Souvenir

Kenyan keepsakes, clockwise
from top: A Maasai talking
stick, Fairmont Mara Safari
Club’s stone hippo, a Kikoy
textile, a Maasai wedding
collar, a beaded leather
passport cover, and an East
African shilling money clip.

MAASAI MEMENTOS REFLECT THE AFRICAN WARRIOR TRIBE’S PROUD CULTURE.
While on safari with our family last year, my husband and I participated in a Maasai vow-renewal ceremony. Members of the local
tribe wrapped us in checkered shuka cloth, the traditional Maasai garb; draped a wedding collar around my neck; presented my
husband with a talking stick (it’s a patriarchal society, after all); and crowned us both with ornate headpieces. Those intricately
beaded items are now on display in our home, reminders of our time in the magical Maasai Mara.
– Elaine Srnka, vice president and editorial director

TIP:

When you’re planning an East African safari, ask your advisor to include a visit to a Maasai village – you’ll get to meet local tribespeople,
perhaps even tour one of their homes, and have an opportunity to shop for handicrafts. » Read about the Srnka family’s safari on page 150.
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Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD
YOU HAVE A VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Tanzania, Africa

Your time matters and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.
If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

Only the Best
Virtuoso puts a premium on personalized travel. That’s why
Virtuoso travel advisors don’t just plan trips, they perk them up –
with hotel credits, complimentary room upgrades, and
customized touches to make every experience exceptional.
Find one who’s right for you at virtuoso.com.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

